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Abstract
Controversial Advertising in the UK-
Its Regulation and Practitioner Ethical Decision Making
Tom Farrell, the Open University, UK September 2012
This thesis explores the phenomena of controversial advertising, its regulation, and the
ethical dimensions of its practice in a UK context. The £19bn advertising industry is a
major contributor to the British economy, helping to stimulate consumer demand, market
competition and employment (IPA, 2012). Despite these benefits, advertising is often
criticised for its negative social consequences. Controversial advertisers utilise content or
tactics that breach acceptable standards of society (Harker et aI., 2005). Controversial
advertising practices include: shocking, offensive or distressing content or tactics (Waller
et aI., 2005b); deceptive or misleading advertising claims (Preston, 1996); or harmful
social consequences (Pollay, 1986). The UK advertising industry use self-regulation via
voluntary codes of practice to maintain acceptable standards; address stakeholder
complaints and forestall government intervention (CAP, 2012). Before advertising is
placed, media clearance and pre-vetting procedures are also common. However, despite
these controls, over 25,000 complaints are received by the Advertising Standards Authority
(ASA) every year and on average 2,500 campaigns annually are found in breach of the
code (ASA, 2012). This raises questions as to the ethics of controversial advertising
practice and the effectiveness of its regulation. This research employs exploratory
interpretive methods to makes sense of practitioner ethical decision making (EDM)
involved in creating, pre-vetting and regulating controversial UK advertising. New
findings highlight the importance of proactive clearance rather than post-complaint
regulation. The code of advertising represents a fluctuating line to be pushed at, rather than
acting as a moral brake on malpractice. Practitioner EDM is built from the collective
interactions of actors, not the actions of individual decision makers or organisations, thus
advertising practitioners become myopic to their stakeholder responsibilities. The thesis
presents", a new 360 degree model of the advertising process from creation through to
regulation. The research has important implications for academic, marketing and
advertising and regulatory practitioners.
KEYWORDS:
~arketing, Advertising, Controversial, Regulation, Clearance, Practitioner,
Ethical, Decision-making, 360-Degree. ,
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Preface
l\lEN \\'i\NTED
for hazardous journey, small wages, bitter cold,
long months of complete darkness, constant
danger. safe return doubtful, honour and
recogniti on in case of success,
Ernest Shack1eton
4 Burlington Street, London
The famous polar explorer Ernest Shackleton a hundred years ago wrote and placed the
above advertisement in the London Times. He was recruiting sailors and crew for his
famous trans-Antarctic expedition in 1914. It is often anecdotally depicted as the 'most
truthful advertisement of all time', given the veracity of the advertising claim, its realistic
and prophetic summation of the proposed polar expedition. The crew did indeed find
themselves in the perilous situation depicted: icebound, and later marooned for twenty
months. But against all the odds Shackleton made a safe return and heroically rescued all
of his men.
Indeed the content of Shackleton's advertisement echoes the journey taken by this
researcher in conducting this at times difficult PhD journey. Locating, negotiating access to
and engaging with the purveyors and regulators of advertising proved very challenging,
given the aim to explore the murkier, less chartered waters of controversial practice. There..
were many months of doldrums, wrong turns and access blockages. However, inspired by
Shackleton to keep calm and carry on, with resolve and endurance the author has made a
safe return. The realisation of my journey's output is in your hands.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
I think that I shall never see,
A billboard lovely as a tree.
Perhaps, unless the billboards fall,
I'll never see a tree at all.
-- Ogden Nash--
Song of the Open Road
1933
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Rationale
This research investigates the nature and magnitude of the problem of controversial
advertising and its regulation in the UK. It aims to make sense of the ethical decision
making (EDM) that emerges from the interplay between practitioners engaged in the
creation, clearance and regulation of controversial advertising campaigns. The problem of
controversial advertising differs according to diverse stakeholder perspectives. Parents are
concerned about, the use of violent or highly sexualized images to which their children are
exposed. Minority and ethnics groups are offended by sexual, racial stereotyping. Health
professionals are concerned by the promotion of problematic products like alcohol and fast
food. Both consumers and organisations can fall victim to denigration, deceptive or
misleading advertising claims. Whilst there is a broad and on-going debate about the
controversies and ethics of advertising, current understanding of the problem is not
sufficient and needs more research.
In terms of the literature this research is set within the crossover of the fields of business
ethics, ethical decision making (EDM), controversial advertising and advertising
regulation. There is very little research looking in depth at advertising practitioners'
engagement with advertising ethics. Using a qualitative approach, this research explores
how practitioners understand the process of creating and regulating advertising, the nature
of controversy and of EDM in advertising. The thesis develops a holistic view of
advertising regulation, taking account of all stages of the process from the inception of the
advertisement through clearance and broadcasting to - in some cases - complaints and
adjudication. The nature of controversy is considered from the perspective of different
- - 13 - -
actors in this process, including marketers, advertising agencies and regulators, as is the
nature of EDM. This practitioner perspective examines how that decision making presents
itself to actors involved in real advertising campaigns. Interactions between actors at
different stages of the process and feedback loops are considered throughout.
This research is important because of the consequences of advertising for the environment,
culture and every member of society. Advertising is one of the most powerful, ubiquitous
and persuasive phenomena in the modem world. It has wide-ranging social, economic,
ethical impacts on culture, lifestyles, consumption and choice. The creation of artificial
needs, conflation of advertising and education, targeting of vulnerable consumer groups,
and emulation of dangerous behaviours are just some of the criticisms that have been
directed at the industry. In light of the industry's importance, and given these widespread
debates, more research into the practice and regulation of advertising and into its societal
and stakeholder consequences is necessary.
1.2 Background to the Research
The UK advertising industry is a major contributor to the British economy in terms of
stimulating demand, competition and employment. In 2011 a total of £42 billion was spent
in the UK on advertising including traditional advertising, marketing communications and
search engine optimisation (IPA, 2012). The British advertising industry employs
approximately 300,000 people (AA, 2012) and accounts for 7% of national GDP (Zenith
Opti-Media, '2009). The nature of advertising in the UK has changed from twenty years
ago, when there were only four television channels, whereas now there are over 400.
Furthermore the last decade has witnessed a revolution in the new digital-media age, with
the growth of social networking and mobile channels, which all carry advertising. Figure
1.1 illustrates this significant growth in the share of Internet advertising expenditure.
.,- 14 - -
Figure 1.1: UK Advertising Expenditure by Media 2005-10
Source: OfCom 2011
These recent trends in advertising consumption highlight significant challenges to
advertisers from fragmenting media, audiences and revenue. The advertising industry has
needed to consolidate and restructure to meet these changes, particularly in light of the
2008-9 recession and ever increasing global competition. Such environmental forces have
also led some advertising practitioners to adopt the kind of questionable tactics mentioned
above to make their advertising messages stand out in a saturated media landscape.
As a consequence of increased perceptions of controversial advertising, complaints about
advertising have been rising. The Chairman of the Advertising Standards Authority
(ASA)i describes a 'sheer deluge of complaints' (ASA, 2012a) as a result of the extension
of their remit to regulate on-line advertising in March 2011. The regulatory industry has to
1 Note: The rea?er is provided with a glossary of key terms and acronyms in the List of Abbreviations.
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cope with ever increasing volumes of advertising across a greater range of new media
platforms. These trends have implications for the effectiveness of advertising regulation
and important ramifications for marketers and consumers. Yet, the impacts of controversial
advertising practice and its regulation have not been studied in depth in the UK, which is
particularly pertinent in light of the recent and rapid developments in new advertising
media. These factors point to the timely nature of this research and its potential to
contribute to important contemporary industry and policy debates.
Modem marketing communications pervade every aspect of our lives with consumers the
target of around a thousand of commercial communication each day (IPA, 2010). Beyond
advertising's economic and socio-cultural impacts, of further concern are the ethical
repercussions of advertising practice. Advertising can be controversial in the creation of
artificial needs (Galbraith, 1976) particularly if some consumers find it difficult to identify
when they are being advertised to. Commercial brands can be difficult for vulnerable
groups of society to resist if using controversial tactics, sub-conscious appeals that
normalise materialism or behaviours with negative social consequences (Alexander et al.
2011; Bailey, 2011). The advertising industry, despite its influential role in society, is a
relatively under-researched field, particularly regarding the ethical debates around its
societal and stakeholder consequences. Controversial advertising in the UK takes many
forms and its social consequences are criticised by a wide range of stakeholders including
charities, consumer groups, parents, teachers, religious groups, academics and
parliamentarians.
Recent criticism in the UK relates to the advertisers' role in the over commercialisation
and sexualis~tion of childhood (Bailey, 2011), the use of brand ambassadors (Nairn, 2008)
and stealth tactics such as adver-gaming or surreptitious use of commercial social media
-- 16 --
(Hastings et al., 2010). The promotion of brands, goods and services that are unhealthy; the
glamorisation of anti-social behaviour (ASA, 2011); or the promulgation of a greed culture
having a role in youth rioting and looting of London retail outlets in the summer of 2011
(Bauman, 2011; Boffey, 2012). Other controversies around advertising include false claims
about sustainability as well as actual environment damage. Similarly advertising can create
emotional dissonance, associations with body image dismorphia (YMCA, 2012) and a loss
of psychological wellbeing particularly when advertisers make deceptive claims or use
shock or offensive tactics (Waller and Fam. 2003; Christy, 2006). Such controversial
advertising content and techniques also often are in breach of acceptable standards (Rotfeld
et aI, 1990b; 2007). Stakeholders are increasing vocal in their complaints about
irresponsible advertising, particularly if societal norms are being cynically manipulated; or
that consumers are unable to avoid controversial advertising, as in the case of outdoor
advertising (ASA, 2012b). Some examples of these different controversial advertising
campaigns are provided in Appendix I and II.
There is a blurring of what constitutes advertising in contrast to Kotler et al.'s (2006: 71)
definition of advertising as 'any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of
ideas, goods, or services by an identified sponsor'. Traditionally advertisers have used
mass media television, print, radio, cinema and outdoor posters to communicate with their
target audiences. Modem advertising utilises many digital forms of marketing
communication including web, banner ads, search engine optimisation, mobile apps and
social media." Modem marketing communication are not always transparent or easy to
identify particularly if viral, sponsorship, 'Product placement, PR and social networking
tools are added to the mix (Smit et al. 2009). Whilst the findings of this research are
primarily rel~ted to traditional advertising, the thesis uncovers and considers controversial
advertising across all channels.
--17--
Controversies about advertising are manifested when advertisers utilise methods and
techniques that breach acceptable standards of society (Harker et aI., 2005). Many authors
describe how advertising can harm, shock, offend or distress (Waller and Fam, 2003);
deceive or mislead (Preston, 1996) and so forth. Stakeholder criticism and complaints
about advertising malpractice invariably attract tighter government legislation. To counter
this, the UK advertising industry developed a self-regulatory system to maintain standards
through their codes of advertising practice (CAP, 2012). Furthermore, the media owners
set up clearance and pre-vetting procedures which advertising must pass in order to protect
their audiences and media from disrepute. However, despite these self-regulatory controls,
the UK industry watchdog, the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) in 2011 received
over 30,000 complaints and over 4,500 advertising campaigns were found in breach of the
CAP codes (ASA, 2012c). This evidence raises questions as to the ethics of advertising
practice and the effectiveness of the self-regulatory system itself.
1.3 Academic Positioning of the Research
The literature will be discussed in more detail in chapters two and three. However, a
summary of the key gaps identified in this research is presented here. The literature that
examines controversial advertising (Pollay, 1986; Boddewyn and Kunz, 1991) is eclectic
and often descriptive (Mittal, 1994; Waller et aI., 2003; 2012). Much of it attempts to
identify the problematic types of advertising that cause offense or achieve notoriety
(Christy and Haley, 2008). Other authors consider the demography of those who are
offended or complain about advertising (Vplkov et aI., 2006). Numerous studies examine
advertising regulation and codes of practice in single countries or through comparative
studies, often involving generally normative judgements about their effectiveness (e.g.
Nevett, 1982; Boddewyn, 1989; Rotfeld et aI., 1990a; Harker et al., 2005). Related
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research has considered the ethics and consequences of controversial business practices
(Bartels, 1967; Carroll, 1991; Pollay, 1986) and the nature of ethical decision making
(Kohlberg, 1984; Rest, 1986; Trevino, 1986; Jones, 1991), although such research has
tended not to focus specifically on advertising ethics. Some of the key gaps in the literature
on advertising ethics, controversial advertising and advertising regulation are as follows:
• Most research on controversial advertising, advertising ethics and advertising
regulation has been carried out in the United States or Australia, with little
consideration of the UK context.
• Whilst consideration has been given to the stakeholder perspective, very few studies
(none in the UK) look at the problem from the perspective of industry practitioners.
• Studies of advertising regulation tend to focus on the technical and structural aspects of
the regulatory industry or on the consequences of complaints and controversies for
various stakeholders. Very few (none in the UK) look in depth at the way in which
practitioners themselves construct the nature of controversy, EDM, the regulatory
process or their individual or collective roles within it.
• There is a dearth of studies in or outside of the UK that include at all of the key players
in the regulatory process (marketers, advertising agencies, media clearance and
regulators).
• Empirical research examining business and advertising ethics have predominantly
conducted quantitative studies yielding little in depth understanding of what the
..
phenomena mean to practitioners themselves.
Some of these gaps have been recognised with calls for more research into the process of
regulation and its effectiveness (Harker, 2004, 2008; Rotfeld and Taylor 2009); the role
and mechanisms of clearance (Zanot, 1985; Bian et al. 2011); in-depth qualitative studies
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into advertising and its ethics (Drumwright and Murphy; 2004, 2009); and generally for
more research into ethics as practice (Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe; 2008) and particularly
EDM from the viewpoint of practitioners (McMahon and Harvey, 2007).
This thesis therefore alms to gam grounded empirical evidence on how marketing,
advertising agency and regulatory actors interact in the advertising creation and regulation
process; perceive and resolve problems of practice that can lead to controversy; and
individually and/or collectively make decisions with ethical implications. An important
contribution to the understanding of advertising practice is made as no previous studies
have considered all three advertising stages: creation, clearance and regulation. The
analysis in this thesis focuses on controversial advertising campaigns that have been the
subject of ASA complaints as a means to engage with industry practitioners. Taking into
consideration the gaps in the literature, there are three research aims:
1) To build a holistic view of the UK advertising and regulation process, including
the various upstream and downstream stages and the multiple players involved;
2) To examine and analyse the nature of controversial advertising in the UK from
the industry practitioner's perspective;
3) To make sense of players' interactions m the process of creating and
implementing advertising in order to better understand how EDM takes place in
practice.
A comprehensive guide to the research design and methodology is provided in Chapter 4.
An in-depth, qualitative research approach was adopted to address the gaps identified in
the literature and the research aims identified above. Expert interviews with 33
practitioners from 23 key marketing, advertising and regulatory organisations were
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supplemented with an analysis of ASA documentation and attendance at an ASA
stakeholder consultation event. This mixed methodological approach is designed to reflect
the multifaceted, multiplayer nature of UK advertising practice.
1.4 Contributions of the Research
This thesis makes contributions to existing theory on advertising ethics and regulation by
providing an insider, practitioners' perspective on advertising controversy, regulation and
the interactions between all of those involved in advertising creation and regulation. A
further contribution will be the insights into practitioners' views on the characteristics and
consequences of controversial advertising. The role of strategies to avoid controversy and
creating responsible advertising will be explored. The types of controversy arising at
different stages of the advertising creation, clearance and execution stages will be
considered. The third specific theoretical contribution concerns the examination of ethical
decision making in relation to advertising practice. The research will explore EDM by
considering the inter-organisational interactions of the actors across the process, rather than
focusing on individual decision makers, formalised institutionalised ethics or normative
codes, as tends to be the emphasis elsewhere.
1.5 Organisation of the Thesis
The thesis is organised in five sections and eight chapters, as shown in Figure 1.2.
Additional supporting evidence and documents are included in the appendices.
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Chapter 2 provides the reader with a contextual background to the research. It presents an
overview of advertising controversy and regulation, and a review of relevant literature. It
also identifies key gaps in the literature addressed by the thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the literature on ethical decision making, and examines the underlying
factors that may influence business practitioners. It contains a critical review of relevant
ethical theory and models used to make sense of practitioners' decision making in ethically
sensitive contexts. This chapter also identifies gaps in the literature that are later addressed
in this research.
Chapter 4 describes the research methodology used in this study. The chapter clarifies the
research questions and theoretical framework, and declares the researcher's ontological,
epistemological and methodological stance. Details cover the secondary and primary data
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collection, ethical considerations, sampling, data analysis, and steps taken to enhance the
reliability and validity of the study.
Chapter 5 presents the findings relating to the process of creating and regulating
advertising and how the players engage in it; using evidence from a variety of campaigns,
interviews and additional documentary data sources.
Chapter 6 presents the findings relating to practitioners' VIews of the nature of the
controversial advertising problem. The chapter analyses the nature, causes and implications
of controversial advertising practice. It also provides a new categorisation of controversial
advertising based on the positioning of problems upstream and downstream.
Chapter 7 presents the findings relating to ethical decision making in advertising as
understood by practitioners. Intra-organisational and issue contexts and decision framing
are discussed to explain the ethics embedded in advertising practice.
Chapter 8 summanses the main findings of the research and discusses the main
contributions to knowledge and practice. Limitations of the thesis are discussed along with
implications for future research.
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Chapter 2
Controversial Advertising and its Regulation:
A Literature Review
Advertising is the rattling of a stick
inside a swill bucket.
~ George Orwell ~
Keep the Aspidistra Flying
1933
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Chapter 2
Controversial Advertising and its Regulation:
A Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the existing literature relating to controversial advertising and its
regulation. Waller (2005: 7) describes 'controversial advertising' as being able to 'elicit
reactions of embarrassment, distaste, disgust, offence or outrage from a segment of the
community'. Appendix I and II provide some examples of controversial advertising
campaigns from the last 50 years. The 2011 ASA annual report states that there were
31,458 complaints to the regulator about the legality, decency, honesty or truthfulness of
22,397 advertising campaigns. Of these, 4,951 were found to be in breach of the
advertising code and had to be changed or withdrawn. The ASA adjudications illustrate a
wide spectrum of controversial themes that make UK advertising potentially misleading,
offensive and harmful. These include cruelty to animals, sexualisation of children, abortion
services, gender stereotypes and also false claims around C02 emissions. For example, a
children's clothing company was sanctioned for depicting children in provocative poses
and having plastic bags on their head (ASA, 2010). Such, tactics involving the marketing
to children raise important ethical questions of practitioners (Haefner,1991). Similarly,
academic literature has linked advertising controversy to product deficiencies,
inappropriate targeting, stereotyping, shocking imagery, or intrusive tactics (Blakeney,
1986;Wyckham, 1987;Mittal, 1994).
'"This chapter examines the nature of advertising regulation, controversial advertising and
the types of advertising campaigns that generate complaints. In the first part of the chapter,
the evolution ef advertising regulation as a means to control advertising malpractice is
presented. This provides a detailed account of the key advertising organisations and the
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processes used to maintain advertising standards and deal with advertising complaints in
the UK. The chapter examines the advertising clearance and regulatory mechanisms in
place to pre-empt malpractice and to control complaints. It highlights how the code of
advertising standards is used to arbitrate in controversial campaigns. The second part of the
chapter looks at the nature of controversial advertising, what causes controversy, how
people respond to controversy and the nature of recent complaints about advertising in the
UK. The chapter concludes by presenting important gaps in the literature addressed in this
research.
2.2 Regulating Controversial Advertising
All forms of controversial advertising incur the risk of regulatory sanctions (Boddewyn,
1989; Borrie, 2005; Harker and Harker, 2008). The literature on advertising regulation
shows how malpractice is addressed by the industry codes and how government
intervention is used to raise professional standards (Miracle and Nevett, 1988; Preston,
1998). Self-regulation represents the desire of the industry to respond to government
pressure to keep its house in order and avoid increasing external regulation (Blakeney,
1986; Levin, 1958). The development and content of advertising legislation reflects the
range of controversial issues and unacceptable practices that have been criticised in the
past. Regulation of marketing activity involves political and legal environmental forces
exerting social control on industry players in order to protect consumers in the marketing
exchange process (Harris and Carman, 1983).
There is a dynamic tension between stakeholders and industry interests. Self-regulation and
government regulation need to balance socially desirable ends and the restriction of
commercial malpractice. Advertising regulations operate at the local, regional, national and
international level, to control the informational and commercial exchanges between
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organisations and consumers. There are over 150 UK Acts of Parliament and 50 other
regulations governing advertisers, their agents and the advertising media. These include the
Broadcasting Act (1990), Trade Descriptions Act (1968), The Consumer Protection Act
(1987), Food Labelling Regulations (1996), The Medicines Act (1968), as well as EU
directives and communications acts. However, the UK advertising industry has mostly
opted for voluntary self-regulation. Proponents of advertising self-regulation (Wiggs,
1992;Miracle and Nevett, 1988;Armstrong and Ozanne, 1983) see this as an effective way
to achieve acceptable advertising through self-policing that is complementary to existing
legal requirements (Hacker, 1998, 2001; Boddewyn, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1989). Self-
regulation is generally preferred by businesses, who see it as an efficient, effective control
mechanism (LaBarbera, 1980; Zanot, 1985), reflecting the view that government
regulation is a blunt and costly instrument (Moyer and Banks, 1977). Significantly, the
advertising industry retains more control over the regulatory process through its ownership
and funding of the self-regulation organisation (Neelanlavil and Stridsberg, 1980;
LaBarbera, 1980).
Studies of advertising self-regulation in the last 40 years have focused on descriptive
comparisons of the advertising regulation schemes used around the world (Nevett, 1985,
1992; Boddewyn, 1981, 1983, 1989, 1991; Preston, 1989; Miracle and Nevett, 1987, Vale
and Boddewyn, 1992, Sinclair, 1993). The necessary components for effective self-
regulation of advertising include: adequate industry funding (Boddewyn, 1985); code
creation (Moyer'and Banks, 1977; LaBarbera, 1983); complaint handling (Armstrong and
Ozanne, 1983); code enforcement, auditing,"public reporting and stakeholder education
(Wiggs, 1992;Harker and Harker, 2000; Harker et aI., 2005).
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An effective advertising self-regulatory system is commonly operated by a central
complaint handling body that establishes a professional code of practice and operates an
appropriate compliance mechanism on behalf of its membership. Industry regulators use
the complaint handling process to gauge what Harker (2008: 910) calls 'prevailing
community standards of acceptability' and ensure that advertising practitioners do not fall
foul of required legal or self-regulatory standards. Advertising self-regulation is not
without critics. Some consider the advertising and media industry regulators to be self-
serving, fearing that powerful industry organisations act in their own interests rather than
those of the public or consumer (Hastings et aI., 2010; Babor et aI., 2010); and possibly
even colluding to benefit the industry's 'enlightened self interest' (Grabosky and
Braithwaite, 1986). Others see the aim of self-regulation as being to maintain the industry
players' balance of power in the exchange process (Harris and Carman, 1984). Ducret
(1991: 76) describes advertising self-regulation as 'the lunatics running the asylum'. The
next section examines in detail the operations of the UK advertising self-regulation bodies.
2.2.1 The UK Advertising Self-regulation System
The history of advertising documents how malpractices such as 'quackery', (Sampson
1872), 'puffery' (Presbrey, 1929), and 'propaganda' (Bishop, 1949: 4) have been used
since Roman times. To counter the burgeoning criticism of the advertising practice,
industry players acted to public concern and calls for increased government intervention.
Marketing and advertising practitioners came together to address these stakeholder
concerns through the adoption of self-regulation and the pursuance of professional
standards of advertising practice in Britain. -The extract below in Figure 2.2 from the
earliest version of the advertising industry code of ethics and standards of practice in 1924
illustrates the move towards greater collective responsibility.
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Figure 2.1 Extract from the Original UK Advertising Cod~J1~~~)
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TfE PLEDGE Ol.IRSELVES TO:
1.Dedicate our efforL\' to tile cause of better business and social service.
2. Seek the trum and live it.
3. Tell lite ad"er/ising story simp{l' and wuhou: exaggeration, mad to avoid the
tendency to mislead.
4. Refrain from unfair competiti't'e criticism.
5. Promote a better intemationai Ululerstmlding, based upon a recognition of Oil
mutual responsibilities mId our interdependence
6. Conserve ourselves andtor posterity ideals of conduct and standards of
atlJ'ertisi1lgpractice born of tile belief that truthful advertising builds both
cltaracter and good bllsine,fs,
Source: Bishop (1949: 107)
This collective statement was a forward-thinking call to raise standards in advertising
practice, eventually leading to the establishment of the UK Advertising Association (AA)
in 1926. For the first time the AA set out in writing an 'ethical' code, stating the rules of
advertising practice governing advertisers, newspapers and advertising agencies. Formal
investigations were run to eliminate the worst abuses of advertising around misleadingness
and fraud, particularly in relation to medicines. These processes are still in place under the
system operated by the UK Committee of Advertising Practice (CAP).
Formed in 1961, CAP drew up the codes of advertising, govenung UK advertisers,
agencies and media owners. The advertising codes define and clarify undesirable practices..
and set the standards expected by all organisations subscribing to it. The ASA, formed in..
1962, acts as the 'independent' arbiter that adjudicates on complaints about advertisements
that appear to breach the standards set by the code. The British code of advertising practice
,
(CAP, 2011), aims to protect the industry's good name, provide a level playing field for
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advertisers and protect consumers. It requires that all advertising is legal, decent, honest,
and truthful and furthermore that advertisers bear the burden of proof to substantiate and
hold proof of their claims.
In addition to the self-regulatory bodies, several quasi-governmental bodies have been set
up with delegated powers to regulate competition and efficient market operation in the
public interest. The main bodies controlling UK advertising and the media are the Office
for Communication (OfCom) and Office for Fair Trade (OfT). However, much of the
advertising industry practice remains self-regulatory, operated through non-statutory trade
associations such as the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (JPA), the AA, and the
Institute for Sales Promotion (ISP). UK advertisers are also bound by Europe-wide
standards set out by the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA, 2012).
The ASA is recognised as the largest, most sophisticated and well-funded advertising
regulator in the world (Boddewyn, 1992; Harker, 1989). The UK system has been
emulated in Ireland (Boddewyn, 1985), Italy, Belgium and Switzerland (Maxeiner and
Schothofer, 1992). Unlike the American model, which is less transparent (Richards and
Petty, 2007), the ASA handles the vast majority of advertising complaints without recourse
to private lawsuits (Dommering, 1992; Schricker, 1990). The ASA administers rather than
writes the rules, but is also involved in monitoring compliance and adjudicating on
complaints. The code rules are agreed between the advertisers, agencies and media
representation ..through CAP. In the self-regulatory advertising model, the regulators
predominantly take soundings of prevailing, community standards through the complaints
mechanism (Harker and Cassim, 2002; Moyer and Banks, 1977).
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The ASA uses the complaints system to monitor society's expectations as well as
conducting attitude research and customer satisfaction surveys (Borrie, 2005). The whole
system is funded by a 0.1% levy on the advertising organisations collected by the
Advertising Standards Board of Finance (ASBOF). The industry thus makes an estimated
£10 million a year financial commitment to run its own self-regulatory mechanism, rather
than relying on funding from the taxpayer. This is over 50% of the total spend on
advertising self-regulation across the member states of the EU, and the highest per capita
spend in the world (Brown, 2006).
The ASA investigates complaints and the ASA Council acts as arbiter in the public
interest; there is also an independent chairperson who oversees adjudication appeals. The
ASA council membership, which has been described as 'the great and the good'
(LaBarbera, 1980: p.33), includes public and non-industry representation such as
academics, poets, religious ministers and members of the House of Lords. Some criticise
its inherent industry bias (Ducret, 1991); others see advertising councils as more effective
when their membership has expertise drawing on product, trade and technical knowledge
and experience (Harker, 2002).
The ASA Council will adjudicate on an advertising complaint after assessing the evidence
put forward by the complainants and the advertiser. If the complaint is upheld, the
advertiser may have to amend or withdraw the advertisement. Serial offenders, described
as 'intransigents and rogue advertisers' (Borrie, 2005), can also be referred to Off and
prosecuted under the Control of Misleading Advertisements 1998 regulations. In practice,
the Off or OfCom would be unable to cope with the volume of cases handled by the ASA,
hence the 'burden of proof lies with all advertisers to hold the evidence to later prove that
their claims are true. OfCom can fine and impose legally binding assurances. Regular
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offenders may be named and shamed on the ASAICAP website, need pre-clearance on all
future work or be denied media space altogether. In the main, the ASA system is much
faster (approximately 27 days) and cheaper than a court-based resolution system, which
could take up to two years. Similarly, such a court-based system might also deter consumer
complaints.
In the last few years, the ASA has undergone some significant changes, including a recent
review and revision of their advertising codes. The non-broadcast remit has been expanded
to include advertising on corporate websites and non-paid for space under their control
(e.g. Facebook and Twitter), as well as advertising in video on demand media services
(ASA, 2010). Since September 2010 there are now only two UK advertising codes, one for
Non-broadcast Advertising, Sales Promotion and Direct Marketing (the CAP code) and
one for Broadcast advertising (the BCAP code) for TV and Radio, replacing the four
existing codes. This reflects the growth of digital media space and ever-evolving non-
traditional advertising vehicles. It also reflects that around two-thirds of received
complaints relate to on-line marketing, an area that previously was largely beyond the
regulator's remit. This also represents a challenge to the current regulatory system, in
terms of the sheer volume of advertising sources and the pace of technological change.
However, the 50-year-old ASA principles, that UK advertising be 'legal, decent, honest
and truthful', have now an additional overarching rule of 'social responsibility' that
'requires advertisers to think carefully about the impact of their ads on consumers and
society' (ASA~ 2010: 11). This shows a shift of focus from within the industry to its
external stakeholders. Clearly to date the literature has largely focused on downstream
regulation. However, a key aspect of the regulation of advertising is under-researched in
the UK context, and that is the upstream clearance process. The following section
examines the existing literature concerning the pre-vetting and clearance organisations.
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2.3 Advertising Clearance and Player Roles
Regulation after an advertisement is published or broadcast aims to boost the credibility of
advertising (Abernathy and Franke, 1989), yet this is a corrective rather than a preventive
mechanism. Clearance is under-researched, yet, as suggested by Le Blanc et al. (2001: 52),
'a clear understanding of how the clearance process works in a variety of situations and
settings is fundamental to establishing effective and meaningful self-regulation and
regulation'. As Abernathy (1990) suggests, 'since the advertising media can reject any
advertising submission, the clearance process is one of the most potentially effective and
powerful advertising self- regulatory tools' (p. 15). The advertising clearance process had
been described as having a 'unique power over advertisers, in that an advertiser wishing to
reach a particular vehicles audience, must 'meet the vehicle's advertising standards'
(Rotfeld and Parsons, 1990: 24). These copy clearance organisations use the advertising
codes to exert control over advertisers to protect consumers, competitors and the media
itself. In the absence of a generally accepted definition, advertising clearance is defined
here as:
A process of pre-vetting advertising content (copy scripts, media strategy,
visuals) prior to its being broadcast or published, against the advertising code of
practice in order to protect consumer and trade interests, as well the media from
disrepute.
Advertising clearance is a proactive approach to self-regulation, the main benefit of which
is to save costs-of amending advertisements, or pulling advertisements at a later date due to
complaints. The literature on advertising regulation largely presents post-hoc views,..
focusing on how marketers, advertising agencies and regulators handle complaints after
advertising campaigns have appeared in the media. However, this post-complaint
perspective is the tip of the iceberg, given the considerable amount of creative, production
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and media planning activity occurring before an advertisement is run in the media.
Previous attempts to model advertising self-regulation (Borrie, 2005; Boddewyn, 1992;
Harker, 1998) generally omit the clearance or pre-vetting stages, a gap in the literature,
which is addressed by this research.
Clearance is an important aspect of advertising regulation with significant potential to
improve advertising practice that warrants further research attention in its own right (Bian
et aI., 2011). With the exception of studies by Rotfeld and Abernethy (1983, 1990,1992)
and Zanot (1985), who consider clearance as vitally important in addressing problematic
issues in advertising, this area has received scant attention in the literature. There is no
published research on the advertising clearance process in the UK.
Clearance has been studied in the US context (Kaplan and Houlbeg, 1988; Sewell and
Jennerjahn, 1982; Zanot, 1985; Abernathy, 1993; Wicks, 1991; Hill and Beaver, 1991;
Abernethy and Wicks, 2001) and generally uses single campaign case studies and generic
surveys of media owners. These may well understate the roles and interests of the players
and the decision making involved. Rotfeld and Parsons (1989) describe three stages of the
US advertising clearance process as: (1) initial screening review; (2) possible requests for
alterations due to concerns of taste, fit for audience or substantiation of claims; and (3)
rejection or acceptance of submission. This is the same for both broadcast and non-
broadcast media in the US. Media owners hope to 'persuade advertisers to change
unacceptable advertisements rather than forgo revenues' by not running the advertising at
all (Rotfeld et aI., 1985: 20).
Zanot (1985) describes the different clearance players and their 'concerns' about the
process of pre-vetting advertising, albeit not in any great depth (see Table 2.1). Thus
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agency creative teams were found to often put commercial and sales requirements above
moral or legal concerns; while legalities were more pressing for the advertiser, legal staff
and media, particularly in terms of substantiating claims.
Table 2.1 Primary Concerns of Players in the Clearance Process
Practitioner Type Primary Concern
Agency Creative • Creativity and sales potential primary
• Matters of taste and law secondary
Agency Legal Staff • Standards of the media primary
• Matters of the law primary
• Pragmatic approach to the process
Advertiser • Sales potential primary
• Matters of the law primary
• Generally conservative attitude
Media • Substantiation of facts primary
• Matters of taste primary
• Matters of law primary
• Creativity and sales potential irrelevant
Source: Zanot (1985)
There is little existing literature regarding the players involved in clearance or that
considers the interactions between them. Consequently existing research has little to say
about the impacts of the formal and informal processes of clearance, which Zanot describes
as 'grounded in pragmatics' (Zanot, 1985: 47), or on party interests involved in the
clearance process.
The advertising clearance process is a complex area of investigation, particularly given
issues of commercial confidentiality among the multiple players involved. As clearance
currently only relates to traditional broadcast media and digital media increasingly take
over from broadcast media there is a danger that UK regulation is falling behind current
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advertising practice. These trends make the issue of advertising clearance more salient than
ever. As Zanot (1985:44) suggests,
an effective process is rooted in the pragmatics of avoiding regulatory problems,
but since the work of these regulatory bodies is subsequent to the clearance
process ... this behind the scenes process is the most critical and effective of all the
different methods of regulating false and deceptive advertising.
Historically, the media owners in the UK took responsibility for the clearance of
advertising. They set up special clearance staff to vet advertisers' copy prior to its
publication or broadcast. Over the years the different media owners established specialist
industry clearance bodies, such as Clearcast, which pre-vets all TV advertising, and the
Radio Advertising Clearance Centre (RACC), which handles radio broadcasting.
It is important to note that in the UK pre-clearance is only mandatory for TV advertising.
Clearing copy for internet or print advertising is not compulsory, although newspaper and
magazine publishers usually vet advertising in order to protect their own reputations. Both
the CAP and ASA organisations offer advice to advertisers who are unsure about whether
their advertisement is likely to breach the code. The clearance process involves the client
and advertising agency presenting draft versions of intended advertisements to the
clearance organisations, which then vet the content in line with the CAP Code. There is an
expectation that advertisers will substantiate any claims they make; this may involve the
use of scientific experts or market research. The advertising will be approved for
dissemination in the media if the claims made and the content meet the requirements of the
. code. Specific products such as pharmaceuticals or financial services may face additional
levels of industry clearance.
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All UK television advertising scripts must be submitted for vetting before airing to ensure
their content is legal, honest and decent. Clearcast receive between 25,000 and 30,000 pre-
production scripts and over 50,000 commercial television scripts a year (Clearcast, 2010).
They work with over 1,400 agencies across 130 commercial television channels (Clearcast,
2010). The clearance pre-vetting service is confidential and free, but is purely advisory,
and it does not automatically protect advertisers from later complaints to the ASA.
Given these gaps in the literature, this research aims to explore UK advertising clearance
and regulation in a more holistic way and to bridge the upstream and downstream elements
of the advertising process, mapping the entire advertising creation, clearance and
regulatory process as seen from the perspective of the players involved in it.
2.4 The Nature of Controversial Advertising
The literature concerning controversial advertising is diverse and eclectic, spanning the
fields of marketing, economics, ethics, sociology and psychology (Chakotin, 1940;
Packard, 1959; Colstone, 1962; Galbraith, 1976; Pollay, 1986). Advertising practice has
also been central to debates in the fields of macro-marketing, critical marketing, social
marketing and public policy (Moyer and Hutt, 1978; Preston, 1998, Andreasen, 2006;
Saren, 2007). At the macro-level, research on controversial advertising looks at the societal
impacts, beyond simple exchanges between buyers and sellers, recognising the
interconnectedness of market and stakeholder relations (Dixon, 2002). This enables the
consequences of advertising for both society and the environment to be considered. Other
researchers examine the micro-level impacts of advertising on individual citizens' and
consumers' health, well-being, attitudes and behaviour.
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2.4.1 Defining and Categorising Controversial Advertising
Existing definitions of 'controversial advertising' are often limited in scope. Thus Waller,
(2005: 7) suggests that reactions of 'embarrassment, distaste, disgust, offence or outrage
from a segment of the community' are a sign of controversial advertising. The emphasis is
on 'offensiveness', which Beard (2003,2008) sees as resulting from campaigns that utilise
messages or tactics that shock, offend or harm. It is arguable, however, that any definition
of controversial advertising should also refer to tactics of deception, where advertisers use
false or unsubstantiated claims. This reflects Harker and Cassim's (2002) view that
advertising is controversial when it breaches acceptable standards' of society. According to
the UK ASA (ASA, 2002), controversial advertising copy or content is that which uses
strong, vulgar language, graphic, upsetting or offensive images that stereotype, over-
sexualise, are demeaning, or glamorise harmful behaviours. Based on other different
existing definitions, the author proposes a more comprehensive definition of controversial
advertising for this thesis as:
Any form of paid for advertising that is contentious and generates stakeholder
complaints, where the advertiser has used ethically questionable content or tactics or
where the consequences of advertising have the potential to mislead, offend,
denigrate or harm the well-being and rights of any individual, competitor,
stakeholder or society at large.
Controversy in advertising manifests itself in many ways, including product deficiencies,
inappropriate targeting, stereotyping, mis-selling, mischievousness, and intrusive tactics
(Mittal, 1994; Blakeney, 1986; Wyckham; 1987). To stand out in the sheer volume of
advertisements targeting consumers, advertisers sometimes use shock tactics to 'cut
through the clutter' (Creamer and Klaassen, 2007; Lyons, 1996; Boddewyn, 1991).
However, such practices habitually evoke complaints from wider stakeholders (Spence and
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van Heekeren, 2005). Boddewyn and Kunz (1991) distinguish between 'hard' and 'soft'
causes of controversy in advertising. The former relate to advertising that is deceptive,
makes misleading and takes advantage of individuals' inability to make rational choices
(Ken and Andrew, 2005; Davis, 1994; Carson et aI., 1985). 'Soft' causes of controversy
are related to issues of decency, taste, public standards, and social responsibility. Soft
issues can be more difficult to define and regulate because they involve subjective opinions
which are likely to be influenced by dynamic cultural values (Boddewyn, 1991). Various
studies have endeavoured to classify controversy or offence in advertising (Prendergast et
al., 2008; Christy, 2006; Waller, 2005; Fam and Waller, 2003). These classifications can
be categorised under four main characteristics, namely relating to the 'product' itself, the
'message' content, its 'targeting', and the 'social consequences'.
First, controversial advertising often relates to the inherent nature of the product itself.
Examples include 'lost cause' products (Mathews, 1997), such as alcohol, tobacco,
pornography, violent videogames or weapons. Other products and services can also be
inherently offensive (Barnes and Dotson, 1990; Rehman and Brooks, 1987) to some
sections of society on the basis of taste, decency or religious grounds. These 'sensitive
products' (Fahy et aI., 1995) sometimes termed 'unmentionables' {Wilson and West, 1995;
Salter, 1982), include contraception, sanitary protection or abortion services. In many
countries advertising for certain products, such as cigarettes, meat, guns, sex toys,
pornography or violent video games, is highly regulated, media restricted or even banned
outright. '"
The second category of controversial advertising relates to the nature of the advertising
message itself, in terms of the words and imagery used. The following advertising themes
have been described in the literature as having the potential for controversy: sex or
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irrelevant sexual innuendo (Reichert, 2003; Rotfeld, 1999; Boddewyn and Kunz, 1991);
violence (Bushman and Bonacci, 2002); shock tactics (Dahl et aI., 2003) or fear appeals
(Hastings et aI. 2004); deception and mischievousness (Mittal, 1994); racism, stereotyping
and objectification (Spence and van Heekeren, 2005). The ethics involved in using such
creative treatments are complicated. They involve subjective matters of taste, decency and
offence that differ between individuals and groups in society. However, advertisers
choosing to use controversial messages risk public criticism and complaint, regulatory
scrutiny and possible amendments or total pulling of the campaign, which can have
considerable financial implications for the client, agency and media owners (Borrie, 2005).
The third category of controversial advertising relates to targeting and the media choice
involved in the execution itself (Barnes and Dotson, 1990). This often links to the criticism
that advertising is pervasive and intrusive in peoples' lives (Beard 2008; Li et al., 2002;
Harker and Harker, 2000). Such intrusion can range from interruptions to television
programmes or sports coverage, annoying popup or viral web advertising and junk mail.
Similarly intrusive is audience overspill, where unintended audiences can view
advertisements, causing them offence, distress or harm (Hastings et aI., 1994; Crosier et al.
1999). This is particularly problematic where inappropriate advertising content is viewed
by vulnerable groups, such as children (Nairn and Monkgol, 2007); the elderly (Carrigan
and Szmigin, 2000); or religious audiences (Markowitz and Grossman, 1998). Further, the
deliberate targeting of groups such as children and vulnerable consumers is also
controversial. Examples include attempts to create pestering of parents or to trigger
consumption of harmful goods like fast food, alcohol or cigarettes. Any media tactics that
deliberately circumvent extant regulation would also be included in this category. Thus,
antisocial or unhealthy behaviours, such as racism, violence, sexism, consumption of
harmful goods, may appear more acceptable in society because of their ubiquity and
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normalisation. A recent example of attempts to reduce such practice is a call for limits in
the UK on alcohol advertising and promotion by the British Medical Association (BMA) in
light of the rising social and health costs of binge drinking (Hastings et at, 2010; HSC,
2010).
The final category of controversial advertising relates to its unanticipated or unintended
consequences (Pollay, 1986). Here the criticism relates to the role advertising can play in
encouraging or influencing harmful consumption or behaviour. Such criticism has been
levied at campaigns depicting unconventional sexual practices, prejudice and terrorism, or
anti-social themes (Fam et at, 2009; Waller, 2005; Wilson and West, 1995); or at those
where harm may result from the emulation of dangerous behaviour, violence, sexual
stereotyping or objectification (Wyckham, 1987). A less commonly discussed area of
controversy is the volume of advertising, particularly for less healthy products. Perhaps the
greatest consequence of controversial advertising is when it causes harmful consequence to
the well-being of society as a whole. Critical marketing theorists (Saren, 2007) argue that
advertisers must take responsibility for the social consequences of all marketing activity,
even if unanticipated or unintended. Regulatory or voluntary codes will not, however, stem
malpractice on their own; in some instances stricter compliance checks may be needed in
the form of non-industry bodies and independent experts from NGOs, academe and civil
society to monitor marketing practices and the effectiveness of the regulatory processes.
2.4.2 Controversial Advertising and Complaint Activity in the UK
In order to cut through the advertising clutter (Creamer, 2007; Lyons, 1996; Lasn, 2000)
many marketers deliberately choose hard-hitting advertising campaigns. Examples include
fashion markers such as Benetton depicting world leaders kissing; Dolce & Gabanna
glamorising weapons; or Abercombie & Fitch depicting homosexuality. Provocative,
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sexual, shock or fear appeals are often short-term tactics, but they can negatively affect
brands and corporate reputations in the longer term (Birley, 1999). The costs of
deliberately offending the audience include advertisements being banned and products
being boycotted by consumers (Crosier and Erdogan, 2001). Beard (2008) found that
negative attitudes towards advertising can lead to a decrease in advertising effectiveness.
There has long been a myth among advertisers that 'all publicity is good publicity', a
statement attributed to the controversial showman PT Barnum (1810-91). However, this
can lead to notoriety, particularly when controversial campaigns spread beyond a narrow
target audience into the mainstream. Such 'collateral damage' (Crosier et al., 1999) can be
costly for the client organisation, the brand and even their agency. Negative media
coverage and public opinion, and complaints from pressure groups, can trigger government
and the advertising watchdogs to make regulation changes, leading to media exclusion or
outright bans. However, some UK brands have successfully used controversy (e.g. the
Alco-pop WKD use of laddish stereotyping, or Ryanair's sexualisation of its airline
hostesses) to generate free publicity from relatively low spend media campaigns, with the
added benefit that the media often re-print the offenders' ad in full (Myers 1999). An
indicator of the scale of controversial advertising in the UK is the volume of complaints
that are received and upheld by the ASA. The number of advertising campaigns
investigated and the proportion of complaints upheld between 1994 and 2010 are shown
for the UK2 in Figure 2.3.
The latest ASA annual report, for 2011, has the highest ever recorded level of complaints..
in the ASA's 50-year history. The ASA received 31,458 complaints in 2011 about 22,397
advertising campaigns. Of the cases investigated, 4,591 campaigns were changed or
2 Up until 2004 the ASA was not responsible for TV advertising, which was handled by the Independent
Television Commission (ITC). Post 2004, the ASA became a one-stop shop for complaints involving all
media.
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withdrawn (ASA, 2011). The UK complaints statistics in Figure 2.3 illustrate an interesting
phenomenon in that despite rising complaints in the last 13 years, the number upheld
remains stable at around 2,000. Furthermore there has been a higher level of public
complaining, rising to 94% of all complaints.
Figure 2.2 UK Advertising Complaints Statistics 1979-2011*
30000 IiComplaints
40000
20000
10000 IICampaigns
o
IiUpheld
[Note: * Th'e ASA remit changed in 2005 to include TV & Print and again in 2011 to include Online advertising.]
Source: Compiled by Author from ASA Annual Reports
Around 90% of UK advertising complaints come from consumers, most relating to
misleadingnessr' Approximately 10% come from companies, challenging their rivals'
advertising claims, mis-selling or denigration by their competitors. While the level of
complaints is relatively small in relation to the overall volume of advertising, these figures
suggest on-going issues relating to controversy. While the ASA publicise complaint
statistics in their annual report, they do not always break these down according to whether
they relate to violence, harm or distress. Occasional statistical spikes can be seen, such as
3 'Misleadingness' is the term used by practitioners interviewed in this study, as opposed to deceptiveness or
'puffery' - the tendency in advertising to accentuate the positive by showing brands in the best light.
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in 2007, when complaints about violent advertising doubled year on year, (approximately
2,000 complaints related to 500 advertisements). These complaints reflect a periodic shift
in public mood, in this case because complainants felt advertisers were using offensive
tactics and glamorising anti-social behaviour.
The ASA and CAP carry out independent compliance monitoring to check if advertising in
given industry sectors is in breach of the code or not (ASA, 2012c; Cap 2012b). The areas
investigated in recent years have included alcohol (2005 and 2009), food marketing to
children (2006), violence (2007), and green marketing (2008). The compliance surveys
generally find the great majority of advertisers operate within the CAP rules.
The recently published government review into the commercialisation and sexualisation of
children has highlighted concern among parents about the role of advertising (Bailey
Review, 2011). Recommendations include tightening scheduling restrictions and greater
regulation of marketing activity to children and young people. Parents were concerned that
previous regulations were not strict enough and that advertisers were using phones, games
and social networking routes to reach young consumers. In relation to the use of sexual
images in advertising, the ASA chairman stated that 'we [ASA] did not always draw the
line in the right place' (ASA, 2011: 4).
2.4.3 Nature of Complaints and Complainants
Research has attempted to identify who is offended by controversial advertising (Alwitt,
and Prabhaker, (1994). These surveys" compare the degree of offence by different
demographic groups to diverse types of products and advertising content. For example,
Fahy et al. (1995) found that women over 50 years of age were most offended by
advertising that targets children, and by campaigns for alcohol, health and sex products.
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Similarly, Waller (1992) found that men are less offended by advertising than women.
However, the findings from these studies are inconclusive and difficult to generalise, as
they often use convenience, student samples and 'mocked up' commercials. Issues of taste,
decency and offence are subjective in nature, with different individuals exhibiting varying
thresholds of acceptability. The level of offence is also issue and context specific. Christy
and Haley (2008) measured the combined influence of product type, execution style, media
channel and audience make-up, finding that offence is subject to a range of such contextual
issues. For example, advertising reflecting religious or political values evoked the highest
levels of offence. The ASA complaints archives provide evidence of cases illustrating to
whom, why and how specific advertising campaigns have been judged offensive,
distasteful or untruthful. For example, in 2009, a record 28,978 complaints were received,
of which 36% had caused offence and 62% were considered misleading to stakeholders. In
terms of volume, this indicates that concerns about the deceptiveness or truthfulness of
advertising claims prevail over issues of taste and decency.
The UK advertising industry commissioned its own research exploring consumer attitudes
towards advertising, focusing on what causes offence and predispositions towards
complaining. National surveys conducted by the AA and ASA in the 1980s found that only
1% of respondents had 'ever made a complaint', whilst almost 70% felt offended enough
to consider complaining. Such a large latent pool of complainants suggests that a high
degree of motivation is needed to make consumers complain to the regulator. Later survey
evidence showed that approximately one in five recollected being misled or offended by
advertising (AA Report, 1998). Even ..so, there is little available research on the
demographics of complainants and on what influences complaining behaviour.
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2.4.4 Controversial Themes and Tactics in UK Advertising
The increasingly competitive nature of brand marketing and the fragmentation of
commercial media mean that consumers are the targets of more advertising messages than
ever before. Accenture Media Management estimates that the UK public is exposed to
approximately 1,000 advertisements per day (ASA, 2010). This media clutter (Wicks,
1991) makes it harder for advertisers' messages to cut through (Creamer and Klaassen,
2007; Lyons, 1996). One option for advertisers is to use controversial advertising, fear
appeals or shock tactics to get attention and 'surprise audiences by deliberately violating
social norms or social values and personal ideals' (Lasn, 2000: 269). Controversial
advertisers run the risk of breaching the industry code. The CAP code states that marketers
'bear the principal responsibility for the marketing communications' and that 'they
produce and must be able to prove the truth of their claims to the ASA and have a duty to
make their claims fair and honest and to avoid causing serious or widespread offence
(CAP, 2009, 2012).
The onus also falls on the advertising agencies to create advertising for their clients that is
accurate, ethical and will neither mislead nor cause serious or widespread offence (CAP,
2005, 2012). Similarly, publishers or media owners are required to disseminate only
marketing communications that conform to the codes, and to refuse to re-run any
advertisement that has been found in breach after ASA Council adjudication. By signing
up to the CAP code, the industry has a shared responsibility not to offend or mislead
consumers. q'he code determines the line that the industry players should not cross. Doing
so runs the risk of sanctions, in the form of costly advertising amendments, audience
restrictions, restricted media timings, compulsory pre-vetting, and even complete
withdrawal of the campaign. Advertisers crossing the line also risk costly damage to their
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corporate reputation or brand image, as well as lost sales revenue and lower share price
values (Borrie, 2005).
The findings of a 2002 ASA survey showed that 96% of respondents were sensitive to the
portrayal of sex, degrading women, images and words unsuitable for kids, violence, men in
degrading positions, bad language, mental illness and stereotyping (ASA, 2002). Three-
quarters of those surveyed agreed that 'government or charities' use of shock tactics' was
acceptable in cases where the issue itself was important. However, this fell to 34% for
commercial advertising, suggesting that the public may be more tolerant of hard-hitting
messages for a worthy social cause, such as Aids awareness advertising (Dahl et al. 2003).
More recent research in the social marketing domain, however, is critical of the ethics and
effectiveness of shock tactics and fear appeals in charity and health campaigns (Hastings et
aI., 2004). The ASA annual statistics (2005-11) suggest that complaints on the grounds of
offence are predominantly from the public and pressure groups and that these controversial
campaigns attract high levels of media publicity. There is rarely any reference as to who is
complaining, other than a simple split of consumer and competitor.
No specific studies of trade complaints made about competitors have been conducted in the
UK. However, in Australia, Harker and Harker (2000) found that competitor complaints
took resources away from investigating consumer complaints. Another type of complainant
can be the unintended recipient of the advertisement. Crosier and Erdogan (2001) indicate
that those who are not in the intended target audience are more likely to take offence. In
other words, misplaced media selection can lead to unintended audiences being offended
by controversial material.
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The degree of offence caused by controversial advertising campaigns varies. Table 2.2,
which shows the ten most complained about advertisements in the UK since 2000,
indicates the nature of complaints causing most controversy and offence. The most
controversial campaigns provoke widespread offence and can attract high volumes of
publicity.
Table 2.2 evidences the wide spectrum of controversy, relating to the use of bad manners,
sexual innuendo, stereotyping, nudity, religion and violence. Although the public seem to
show greater tolerance of controversial tactics if used for a good cause, charities can attract
complaints, particularly when using fear appeals or shock tactics to gain attention. For
example, the 20 I0 Barnardos' Charity campaign showing a young girl being slapped
repeatedly and being shouted at by an adult. The fact that only half of public complaints
are upheld highlights the differences in perception between the public and industry
practitioners' sensibilities. However, this means that half of the complainants will remain
offended after adjudication if the campaigns continue to be aired. As (Waller, 2005: pA)
suggests, controversial advertisers 'tread the fine line between successful communication
to the marketplace and offending some people'.
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Table 2.2 Top 10 Controversial UK Adverts since 2000
Rank Advert Issue Complaints Verdict
1 Kentucky Fried Chicken Taste 1671 Not upheld
(2005).
Food advertisement
showing people singing
with their mouths /itll
2 Paddy Power (2010). Harm and offence 1313 Not upheld
Gambling
advertisement depicting
blind footballers
accidently kicking a cat.
3 The Christian Party Offence 1204 Political
(2009). ads are off
Advertisement on bus ASA remit.
stating 'There definitely
is a God'
4 Marie Stopes Offence 1088 Not upheld
International (2010). Ethical responsibility
Advertising for sexual Harmful or negative
and reproductive health stereotypes
advice
5 Volkswagen (2009). Violence 1070 Upheld
Car advertisement
shows man fighting a
clone of himself
6 Department of Energy Misleading 939 Upheld in
(2010). Scaremongering part
Advertisement raising
awareness of climate
chan~e
7 Wrigleys (2003). Offence 860 Upheld
Chewing gum Taste
advertisement depicts Distress
bad breath by man
vomiting a dog
8 Barnardos (2008). Offence 840 Not upheld
Charity advertisement Distress
depicting domestic Violence
child and drug abuse
9 Homepride (2009.) Offensive 804 Not upheld
TV aavertisement for
oven cleaner; so easy
even a man could do it. K
10 Mr Kipling (2004). Religious offence and 797 Upheld
Cakes advertisement Degrading to women
showing a Christmas
Nativity Play.
Source: Compiled by the Author from ASA Annual Reports (2004-11) .
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As shown in Table 2.3, misleading advertising is the cause of two-thirds of non-broadcast
complaints. Broadcast advertising, however, tends to be more likely to cause complaints
relating to both offence and harm. Television is the medium that attracts the most
complaints: around 14,000 per annum. However, there is evidence to show that complaints
have been increasing year on year in non-broadcast media, particularly in relation to
advertising in video on demand, mailings, text messages, brochures and magazines.
Table 2.3 Controversial UK Advertising by Complaint Type (2010)
Complaints Misleading Offensive Harm Total
Non-broadcast 7,047 (69%) 2,694 413 (4%) 10,153 (100%)
(27%)
5,130 (36%) 8,032 1,090 14,251 (100%)
(56%) (8%)
12,175.95 10,725.17 1,502.88 24,403 (100%)
(50%) (44%) (6%)
Broadcast
Total
Source: ASA (2010)
Since the ASA/CAP on-line remit change in March 2011, the statistics show that 7,195
complaints [only 10 month's data] related to on-line advertising with evidences of a 71%
increase in web related cases. These figures highlight how there was indeed a regulatory
gap with regard to digital advertising, and corroborate the public stakeholders' prior calls
for the extension of the regulations covering on-line advertising. The themes of the
complaints were mostly related to misleadingness, relating to advertising from small- and
medium-sized enterprises on-line. Digital advertising investigations represented a 36%
increase in the caseload of investigations. New sanctions were applied including the
removal of paid search ads from search engines and 'enhanced name and shame' methods
(ASA, 2011: 11).
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2.5 Summary
This chapter has described the regulatory system that has evolved to control misleading
and offensive advertising and has outlined the nature of controversial advertising, its forms
and its effects. Advertising regulation research has tended to focus on downstream,
reactive processes, and on post-hoc complaint handling. It is therefore important to
examine the upstream part of the process to see how industry practitioners and. their
organisations construct and discharge their social responsibility for advertising and its
inherent ethical implications. No previous research in the UK has examined the clearance
element of the advertising regulation process. In addition, important questions around the
nature of how players engage with each other through this process have not been explored
in any depth.
Two important research aims emerge from the gaps found in this literature review. These
are:
1) To build a holistic view of the UK advertising and regulation process, including
the various upstream and downstream stages and the multiple players involved;
2) To examine and analyse the nature of controversial advertising in the UK from
the industry practitioner's perspective;
Before showing how these research aims will be addressed in the Methodology chapter
(Chapter 4), "'the next chapter (Chapter 3) provides a literature review on the ethical
decision making undertaken in the context of advertising.
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Chapter 3
Practitioner Ethical Decision Making:
A Literature Review
Don't tell my mother I work in an advertising agency.
- She thinks I play piano in a whorehouse.
'" Jacques Seguela '"
1979
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Chapter 3
Practitioner Ethical Decision Making: A Literature Review
3.1 Introduction
The literature on ethical decision making (EDM) in the fields of business, marketing and
advertising ethics is now examined, considering how EDM is modelled and measured.
Decisions about the content of advertising messages, targeting and media tactics often have
a moral dimension. Advertising regulators state that 'all marketing communications should
be legal, decent, honest and truthful ... prepared with a sense of responsibility to
consumers and to society' (Borrie, 2005: p.64). Yet there is only limited research on the
way in which marketers and advertising practitioners deal with the ethical questions and
consequences of their practice.
The study of EDM in marketing can be traced back to Bartels (1967) but more frequently
ethical decision making has been considered in a general business ethics context. Recent
reviews by O'Fallon and Butterfield (2005), Trevino et al. (2006) and Tenbrunsel and
Smith-Crowe (2008) provide a comprehensive synthesis of the current state of knowledge
in the field. Ethical theory can shed light on how practitioners balance personal,
organisational and social demands. EDM is a complex, multifaceted phenomenon,
incorporating personal factors, life experience, education, religion and so forth, embedded
in a tangled web of organisational, societal and cultural obligations. In this chapter, various
models and measures ofEDM are discussed and key gaps in the literature are identified.
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3.2 Ethical Decision Making in Business
The Oxford English Dictionary defines ethics as 'the moral principles governing or
influencing conduct'. Ethical theories date back to ancient Greek philosophers such as
Aristotle, Socrates and Plato, who studied morals, reason and the principles of establishing
right from wrong. Morality relates to human values, norms and beliefs (Parker, 1998) and
is embedded in 'social processes, which define right and wrong for an individual or
community' (Crane, 2000, 2007: 8). Ethics in a business context involves the study of
'business situations, activities, and decisions where issues of right and wrong are
addressed' (Crane and Matten (2007: 5). In the context of controversial advertising, moral
dilemmas are an issue for individual practitioners, their organisations, clients and the
profession as a whole. Ethical theory can provide a lens with which to analyse how
organisational values, processes and norms might lead to good and bad practice, and to
explore the implications.
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to present a full history of ethical theories and
philosophical traditions. Only focal philosophies relating to the business ethics context are
presented. As Table 3.1 shows, the ethical philosophies most applicable to business
decision making according to Ferrell et al (2011:156) include: teleology (plato, 428-
324BC); egoism (Adam Smith, 1723-90); utilitarianism (Jeremy Bentham, 1748-1832;
John Stuart Mill, 1806-73); deontology (Immanuel Kant, 1724-1804); relativism
(Herodotus, 484-420BC), virtue (Aristotle, 384-372BC) and justice ethics (John Rawls,
1921-2002). Later in the chapter, it can be seen that various statistical measures of EDM
have been developed applying such ethical theories, particularly deontology and
utilitarianism.
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Table 3.1 Ethical Philosophies Used in Business Decisions
Ethical Description
Philosophy
Teleology Stipulates that acts are morally right or acceptable if they produce
some desired result such as realisation of self-interest or utility
Egoism Defines right or acceptable actions that maximise a particular
person's self-interest as defined by the individual
Utilitarianism Defines right or acceptable actions that maximise total utility, or the
greatest good for the greatest number of people
Deontology Focuses on the preservation of individual rights and on the
intentions associated with particular behaviour rather than on its
consequences
Relativism Evaluates ethics subjectively on the basis of individual and group
experiences
Virtue ethics Assumes that what is moral in a given situation is not only what is
conventional morality, but also what the mature person with a
'good' moral character would deem appropriate
Justice Evaluates ethics on the basis of fairness: distributive, procedural
and interactional.
Source: Ferrell et aI. (2011)
Moral judgements can lead to actions that have either ethical or unethical outcomes.
Decisions made by practitioners therefore have consequences, which, depending on the
ethical philosophy applied, might be termed 'consequentialist' if they maximise self-
interest, and non-consequentialist if they maximise the greater good (Ferrell et aI., 2011).
More recent ethical theories include: Virtue, Feminist, Discourse and Postmodern Ethics
(Crane and Matten, 2007). These focus less on the rights and wrongs of individual actions
"
and their consequences, instead considering the virtues and character of the decision maker
"
(Nielsen, 2006). Similarly, Gilligan (1982) argues for the importance of a feminised 'ethics
of care', based on emotion, intuition and care to avoid harm and to build harmonious social
relationships.
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Postmodem ethicists (Leotard, 1984; Bauman, 1993) question the rationality of traditional
ethical theories that reduce complex ethical decision making into simple rules or
organisational codes. They champion the role of emotions, gut feeling and intuition in
moral deliberations and suggest that ethical practitioners should follow their inner moral
instincts or moral compass to judge what is 'right' for them to do, by considering how their
actions might affect themselves and others. Gustafson (2000) adopts a holistic view of
business ethics, suggesting that personal and professional are inseparable, and that
practitioners should question and learn from practice rather than from abstract rules or
principles. He suggests that practitioner discourse and virtues are critical. In this sense,
EDM is a learning process that can adapt to changing issues, actors and circumstances.
Many of the aforementioned ethical theories and principles have been applied to the
marketing and advertising domain (Rotzoll and Christians, 1980; Hunt and Chonko, 1987;
Pratt and James, 1993, 1994). Most studies utilise descriptive and predictive research to
determine what ethical philosophies practitioners invoke. Such research tends to offer
normative and prescriptive results, telling practitioners what they ought to be doing, rather
than what they can actually do in practice (Trevino, 1986; Murphy, 1998). Tenbrunsel and
Smith-Crowe (2008) are critical of the extant business ethics literature, particularly its lack
of critical evaluation, stakeholder engagement, and relevance to practitioners. After
decades of research into business ethics, these authors are calling for less philosophical
research, and a more grounded, inductive, qualitative analysis that 'identifies key
relationships'and factors in the ethical decision making process' (Tenbrunsel and Smith-
Crowe, 2008: 547). This is the direction followed in this thesis.
Chapter 2 showed how ethical questions can arise from the unanticipated and unintended
consequences of advertising practice. In opinion surveys, advertising practitioners are
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perceived by the public as lacking professional honesty and ethical standards (Stevens,
2004). Murphy described advertisers, agencies and media as an 'unholy trinity' (1998:
316) with lower ethical standards than other business professionals, who often abdicate
their ethical obligations to others. Ethics in advertising is an important topic because
management intentions and decisions can significantly impact on consumer and competitor
stakeholders, society at large and even the environment. Rather than viewing advertising
ethics as the ultimate oxymoron (Cunningham, 1999), advertising can be seen as a two-
sided coin, one side bringing social and many economic benefits, the other having
damaging consequences if used unethically.
However, rather than focusing on broad ethical philosophies, we now concentrate on
theory and concepts specifically pertinent to the business and advertising context. The
following sections critically review the most cited EDM studies, key theoretical models
and measures in use within the business ethics domain.
3.3 Modelling Individual Ethical Decision Making
The significant authors who attempt to model the stages through which an individual goes
when making ethical decisions are Rest (1984), Hunt and Vitell (1986), Ferrell and
Gresham (1985). Trevino (1986) and Jones (1991). The key models of EDM
predominantly emanated from the United States in the 1990s, setting out to determine the
responsibility for ethical behaviour in business. Researchers began to focus on individual
decision making and attempted to model what influences the EDM process and its
consequences. They used descriptive statjstics to examine how a practitioner's ethical or
moral reasoning could be modelled and measured.
EDM models developed by Rest (1986), Trevino (1986) and Jones (1991) apply traditional
ethical theory to explain the stages that individuals go through when facing ethical
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dilemmas in business and the factors affecting their choices. Rest theorised that the
'individual determines right and wrong' (Rest, 1994: 2), rather than EDM being socially
determined. He saw moral judgements and behaviour as a four-component process used to
'understand and predict actual moral behaviour and decision making' (Rest 1986: 21). To
explain why good people make bad decisions, Rest hypothesised that individuals justify
their decisions when facing an ethical dilemma involving moral sensitivity, moral
judgement, moral motivation and moral courage. According to Rest (1986) any individual
making an ethical decision will move through four steps (see Figure 3.1). His model
suggests that the individual must first recognise that an issue or dilemma has an ethical
dimension and it therefore assumes that an ethical dilemma triggers the decision-making
process. At stage two, the individual weighs up moral issues in terms of right or wrong and
makes a judgment. The third step describes the establishment of moral intent, with
individuals deciding which direction to take regarding the moral issue. The last stage
shows the individual acting on their decision in relation to the dilemma. The consequence
may be either an ethical or unethical decision.
Figure 3.1: Rest's (1986) Ethical Decision-making Model
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Source: Adapted from Rest (1986: p.4)
A key question is whether the individual can make judgements in isolation from the
outside factors at play. This question is made more pertinent by the fact that advertising
decisions often involve discussion with clients, peers, teams and management.
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Furthermore, advertising codes of practice and internal rule systems may be used by these
parties to weigh up the potential costs and benefits of a particular course of action. While
Rest's model focuses only on the individual decision-making process, later EDM models
include consideration of the individual and situational factors that may influence an
individual's EDM. Among the individual factors considered by these models are age, sex,
education, experience, beliefs, and attitudes; while the situational factors relate to
contextual issues such as job role, organisational factors, rewards and culture (Ford and
Richardson, 1994). Other authors have subsequently modified Rest's model to include
these environmental factors (Trevino, 1986, 2006; Hunt and Vitell, 1986; Dubinski and
Loken, 1989; Ferrell et aI., 1989). An even wider range of situational factors that can affect
moral sensitivity has been considered by Jones (1991).
Hunt and Vitell's Theory of Marketing Ethics model (1986, 1993) considers the impact of
situational effects and the consequences for behaviour. These authors applied two ethical
philosophies, namely deontology (duty/norms) and teleology (consequences/greater good)
to the moral evaluation process. They argue that individual EDM is a personal experience
that is influenced by organisational, industrial and cultural environments. Other authors
have expanded on Rest's model by weighing up the ethical alternatives and consequences
of the ethical problem. They suggest that any ethical evaluation involves first, deontology
and a consideration of wider societal norms; and second, consideration of the probability
and importance of any teleological consequences for stakeholders. Hunt and Vitell (1993)
also underlined' the value of cultural influences and showed how evaluative norms impact
uponEDM.
Work by Ferrell and Gresham (1985) shares Hunt and Vitell's multifaceted view of
individual ED¥. Their 'Contingency Model of EDM' (1985, 1989) factors in a distinction
between cognitive factors such as 'knowledge, values, attitudes and intentions' and
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sociological factors such as 'significant others' and 'organisational codes and policies'.
Two hitherto underestimated situational factors, namely the opportunity for rewards and
punishment and the recognition that EDM outcomes can be both ethical and unethical,
were also included.
Trevino's (1986) Personal-Situation Interactionist model borrowed from the psychology
literature, adding 'cognitive moral development' (Kohlberg, 1958) and 'ego strength, field
dependence and locus of control' variables. Ego strength relates to an individual's self-
regulatory skills and strength of conviction, whereby those with high strength in this
dimension are more likely to do what they think is right (Grim et al., 1968; Rest, 1984).
Field dependence (Witkin and Goodenough, 1977) reflects how an individual uses external
social references, such as consultants or experts, to guide their behaviour or reduce
ambiguity. Locus of control (Rotter, 1966) is the amount of control exerted by the
individual, compared with that exerted by external forces. Trevino highlights two key
situational factors, namely job context and organisational culture, recognising that
unethical and ethical practice may result from the person's interaction with the situation,
not just from their individual characteristics (Higgins et al., 1984). The organisational
context provides common values and collective norms that can shape the decisions that
individuals make, an issue which is discussed in a later section of this chapter.
Another important model of individual EDM is Thomas Jones's Issue Contingent Model of
Ethical Decision Making (1991) which attempted to consolidate the extant EDM models
•
into one (see Figure 3.3), while adding the effect of 'moral intensity' characteristics around
d
the moral issue itself. Jones saw the intensity of the moral issue and its salience as critical
influences on individual EDM. For example, the moral intensity of a practitioner's decision
to steal work stationery might differ compared with that associated with raiding a firm's
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pension fund or advertising a product that causes cancer. Jones theorised that six factors
explain the intensity of any ethical situation: the 'magnitude of the consequences' or sum
of harms; the 'social consensus' on the issue's ethicality; its 'probability of effect';
'temporal immediacy'; 'proximity' or closeness to the victim or beneficiary; and the
'concentration of effect' in terms of scale or value (see Table 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Jones's (1991) Issue Contingent Model of EDM
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Figure 3.3 illustrates how Jones (1991) builds on Rest's (1986) four components of the
individual EDM, while supplementing the organisational factors in the other models (Hunt
and Vitell, 1986; Trevino, 1986; Ferrell et aI., 1989), by adding the notion of 'moral
intensity'. While awareness and judgement are largely cognitive and individually
determined, intention and behaviour are seen as largely organisational and situationally
"determined. Jones defines 'Moral intensity' (MI) as 'the extent of issue-related moral
imperative in a situation' (Jones 1991: 372). He suggests that higher levels of these moral
intensity characteristics would invoke more moral awareness and therefore lead the
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decision maker to use ethical or moral reasoning. Jones argues that 'moral issue intensity'
(MI) is made up of six components: the 'magnitude of consequences' (MC), 'concentration
of effect' (CE), 'probability of effect' (PE), 'temporal immediacy' (TI), 'social consensus'
(SC) and 'proximity' (PX) (Jones 1991: 374-8).
Jones's (1991) synthesis model has potential for examining the EDM of practitioners in
relation to controversial advertising. For example, in assessing advertising complaints, the
model can help to assess the motivations and intentions underlying practitioners' decisions.
Table 3.2 Jones's (1991) Characteristics of Moral Intensity of a Moral Issue
The Magnitude of The 'sum of all harm or benefit resulting from an action' for
Consequences (MC) those impacted by the issue, problem or action. (The greater
the MC the greater the MI.)
The Social Consensus The 'extent of social agreement that an act is ethical or
(SC) unethical' .
(The greater the SC that an issue is unethical, the greater the
MI.)
The Probability of The 'likelihood of the act causing harm or benefit'.
Effect(pE) (The greater the PE the greater the MI.)
The Temporal The 'time between the act taking place and the onset of
Immediacy (TI) consequences', long-term or short term. (The shorter the TI,
the greater the MI.)
The Proximity (PX) The 'cultural, psychological social closeness of the moral
agent to the victim or beneficiary'. (The greater the PX the
greater the MI.)
The Concentration of The 'impact of harm or benefit related to the number of
Effect (CE) people affected' .(The greater the CE the greater the MI.)
Source: Jodes(1991)
It may be revealing to analyse practitioners' moral awareness, particularly during the
campaign creation and clearance phases; or to consider the extent to which moral intensity
factors shape the decision making following public complaints or regulatory interventions.
These issues are considered in detail in the methodology chapter.
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The following section provides a systematic review of applied ethics studies measuring
EDM and the role individual, situational and issue related factors play in business
practitioner EDM.
3.4 Measuring Practitioner Ethical Decision Making
The various EDM models and their constituent factors have been subjected to a range of
statistical testing and validation by other researchers, using statistical measures such as
those of Robin and Reidenbach (1993) or Rest's Defming Issues Test (Rest, 1986; Goolsby
and Hunt, 1992). Such descriptive EDM research attempted to answer Trevino and
Youngblood's (1990) question about whether unethical business practice is a result of 'bad
apples or bad barrels' (1990: 378). In other words, to what extent does the individual
practitioner or the organisation that they serve determine the practice of ethics and the
decision making that surrounds it. Empirical testing has taken place of the individual
characteristics that influence EDM, including: gender, nationality, culture, values,
education, and moral development. Studies researching the situational characteristics
influencing EDM include organisational factors, ethical infrastructure, climate, codes, and
leadership. Looking across the results of hundreds of empirical studies of individual EDM,
mixed, and in some cases, contradictory results emphasise the complexity of EDM.
3.4.1 Individual Characteristics Influencing Practitioner EDM
Many busiaess ethics researchers have focused on the influence of demographic factors on
individual EDM. The results of key studies are grouped below according to gender,
#'
nationality, culture, values, education and cognitive moral development.
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Overall, gender has been found to make little or no difference to EDM (Fleishman and
Valentine, 2003; Valentine and Rittenburg, 2007), although some contradictions emerge
when reviewing the detail of studies in this area (Hegarty and Sims, 1978; Loe et aI., 2000;
Read and Scarborough, 2003; O'Fallon and Butterfield, 2005). Some studies have found
women to be more likely to make ethical decisions than men (Chonko and Hunt, 1985;
Bebaue and Brabek, 1987; Ameen et aI., 1996; Singhapakdi et aI., 1996). At the moral
judgement stages of Rest's EDM process, several studies found women more likely to
engage in moral reasoning than men (Cole et aI., 1996; Eynion et al., 1997; Reiss and
Mitra, 1998), while others found the reverse (McKinney and Longenecker, 1999). Chung
and Trivedi (2003) found women behave more ethically during the final stage of Rest's
model, a finding that concurs with Gilligan's (1982) ethical theory, with differences
accounted for by socialisation and moral development. Feminist ethicists are critical of
traditional ethics theory because they see it as dominated by male moral reasoning, which
is based on rules, universal rights and impartiality. This, they argue, does not reflect female
moral reasoning, which focuses on relationships, partiality and caring (Gilligan, 1982;
Jaggar, 1992).
National and cultural studies of EDM, including those that examine nationality and
business ethics (e.g. Jackson, 2001; Lyonski and Gaidsi, 1991; Becker and Fritzsche, 1987)
also contain mixed results. Researchers have compared how those of different nationalities,
religious beliefs and cultural factors progress through the EDM stages. These studies echo
Hofstede's (19~4, 1980) work on culture and belief systems in different countries. These
were largely comparative measures of EDM in different nations and the US, such as
Cherry et al. (2003), who found US students to have less moral awareness than Taiwanese
students.
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Studies measuring the influence of values and the individual's ethical orientation test
people's tendencies to apply particular ethical philosophies, principles or theories when
making decisions. This body of research also reports mixed findings. For example,
Reynolds (2006) suggests that utilitarians who judge on the consequences of actions are
less ethically sensitive than 'formalists' who use 'deontology' or principle-based ethics.
Similarly, professional values or level of educational experience were positively correlated
with EDM. For example, Singhapakdi et al. (1996) found older professionals had more
moral awareness, particularly those who had attended ethics training programmes. Trevino
and Nelson (2007) also found ethics training and education could enhance respondents'
ability to recognise and act on ethical issues in the workplace.
Another significant area of research on individual EDM considers psychological factors.
As the EDM models (Jones, 1991; Trevino, 1986) suggest, EDM can be influenced by an
individual's cognitive moral development and their locus of control. High credence in the
literature and empirical testing is given to Kohlberg's (1969, 1976) concept of cognitive
moral development (CMD), which built upon Piaget's (1932) work into the psychology of
ethical reasoning. Kohlberg theorised a staged sequential development of moral reasoning
in individuals whereby they learn and move to higher stages of ethical reasoning as they
mature, learning to abide by rules, fulfil expectations, duties and obligations and ethical
principles. Trevino's (1986) model of EDM was the first to adapt CMD specifically for
business practitioners.
Researchers attempted to measure ethics using special survey tests, such as Rest's (1986)
"
Defining Issues Test. This widely used test involves a series of ethical dilemma scenarios,
which are rated by respondents using Likert-type scales. Business managers were foundto
be conventional (Stage 2) in their cognitive moral development (Weber, 1990), in that their
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ethical perceptions tend to be based on what others expect from them. Trevino and Nelson
(2007) also found that practitioners were likely to look to others, managers and peers for
behavioural cues rather than utilising any 'internal moral compass' (2007: 129).
Overall, CMD has been shown to influence EDM (Goolsby and Hunt, 1992; Trevino and
Youngblood, 1990), and has been most widely used in empirical studies. However, it has
also been criticised because its roots are in child psychology and it may therefore not be
easily transferable to adult cognition. In addition, some studies have only found weak
correlations with EDM and subsequent behaviour (Bartlett, 2003; Mamberg, 2001; Blasi,
1980).
Rest's four stage EDM model (1986) and Jones's (1991) synthesised EDM model, as well
as Kohlberg's (1969) CMD theory, all assume that individuals pass sequentially through
different stages of a process. While CMD measures and categorises individuals along a
moral continuum, this says little about what decisions they will actually make. Managers'
moral judgements are not necessarily fixed and tend to change in different situations and
time frames, such as when they are at work and at home (Fraedrich and Ferrell, 1992;
Weber, 1990). These issues are considered in detail later in this chapter.
The other significant psychological factor in the literature affecting individual EDM is the
locus of control; that is, the extent to which the individual believes they have control over
events in their life. An individual may have high internal or self-driven beliefs, or may feel
they have an external locus where control is down to others, perhaps even driven by fate .
.~
However, when tested, Trevino and Youngblood (1990) found locus of control to have a
limited impact on EDM, while Singhapakdi and Vitell (1990) found no significance.
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Crane and Matten (2007) suggest three further influencers of EDM, namely: personal
values, personal integrity and moral imagination. Personal values are expressed as the
moral principles or standards that guide an individual. These are enduring, personally or
socially preferable beliefs that influence the conduct of that individual, such as being
truthful, having respect, or being responsible (Rokeach, 1973).Values have been positively
related to EDM; however, they can be difficult to measure accurately or use to predict
behaviours. Similar to the organisational values that are enshrined in mission statements or
the tenets of the advertising code (truth, honesty, decency), such values are complex issues
to measure in practice. Ethical decisions can be problematic when individual and
organisational values conflict. Personal integrity relates to the consistency of an
individual's beliefs, actions or their 'adherence to moral principles or values' (Crane and
Matten, 2007: 145).
The business practitioners with high personal integrity are those who 'walk the talk', in
that their words and actions align (Brown, 2005). Similarly, studies (Trevino and Nelson,
2007) of whistle-blowing activity in organisations evidence individuals with high personal
integrity, who feel that when organisational actions or demands are unethical and, despite
personal risk, are compelled to act responsibly and expose malpractice. The literature
shows that organisational cultures sometimes use rewards and incentives for staff to keep
things quiet (Trevino and Nelson, 2010; JackaU, 1988) as in the Enron or WorldCom
scandals. Little research has been conducted into the role these characteristics play in
EDM.
The concept of moral imagination (Werhane, 1998: 76) is one where the individual takes
. time to reflect and imagine the moral consequences of their decisions and creates moral
solutions. Here the practitioner does not just follow orders but considers the wider
stakeholder perspectives. These characteristics have not been tested statistically, but
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qualitative work in the advertising domain by Murphy and Drumwright (2004) provided
evidence that moral imagination has a role to play in agencies' likelihood to generate
ethical advertising campaigns.
In summary, studies of individual EDM show mixed results. Extant studies often
conceptualise ethics as a cognitive and rational process that individuals must navigate. This
is manifested in researchers preferring positivist, quantitative approaches to data gathering.
Such approaches may underplay potent emotional, situational and issue-contingent
influences on individual decision making. More recently EDM researchers like McMahon
and Harvey (2007) are calling for more interpretive methods to address these issues in
more depth. The literature covering situational influences on EDM is further explored in
the following sections.
3.4.2 Situational Influences on Practitioner Ethical Decision-making
Business decisions are complicated by a range of actors' demands and by the power
relationships between them. Unpicking the ethical dimensions of these decisions is a
considerable challenge for researchers. Pruden (1971) posits three ethical frames of
reference for marketers, namely: individual/self, organisational/employer and
professional/industry. EDM is shaped by individual actors in a shared social context, where
group norms, role expectations, the organisational culture and climate, codes of practice,
bureaucracy and authority, and the rewards and punishment systems are at work (Trevino
and Nelson, 2010; Stevens, 2007; JackaU, 1988).
Tsalikis and Fritzsche (1989) believe that power, rewards and punishments shape
individual as well as collective organisational decision making. The individual practitioner
may use the!r internal morals to guide their decisions, but they also internalise situational
or organisational circumstances when they make moral choices. The organisational
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structures of authority, bureaucracy and cultural norms can dictate how individual
practitioners weigh up ethical choices in business situations. Crane and Matten (2007) see
the organisational situation as key to improving individual EDM behaviour through
implementing a more active management of business ethics. Some organisations tend to be
perceived as more ethical in their business objectives than others; for example, hospitals
and fair trade organisations compared to the mafia or tobacco corporations. Yet moral
dilemmas reside in all types of organisations and in the way they balance issues of
profitability, legality and morality.
The literature includes classification schemes of the ethicality of organisations, in a similar
vein to Kohlberg's cognitive moral development theory for an individual. Reidenbach and
Robin's Corporate Moral Development Model (1988, 1990, 1991) portrays organisations
going through evolutionary stages determined by the extent to which they balance concerns
for profit over ethics. At stage one; 'amoral' organisations are typified by short-term
profiteering, as economic goals override legal or moral concerns. In these organisations
damage control is post-hoc, and their employees are rewarded for obedience. Here, bad
behaviour is justified by platitudes such as 'everybody does it', 'we won't get caught' or
'greed is good'. At the second level of corporate moral development are 'legalistic'
organisations that operate within the letter rather than spirit of the law; if 'it's legal, it must
be okay'. Here post-hoc rationalisation of bad behaviour is common and if codes of
conduct exist, they focus more on protecting the organisation itself. The next development
stage is tberesponsive' organisation, that operates legally, balancing profits and ethics by
doing what is right. Although still reactive, they declare ethical values and consider their
#'
duties to external stakeholders.
The fourth stage is the 'emergent ethical' organisation with a proactive ethical culture,
doing the right thing, whose values are enshrined in codes or mission statements and
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recognise the ethical consequences of their actions and social contracts. Reidenbach and
Robins's fifth and final stage is the 'ethical' organisation, whose ethics and values are
enshrined in everything they do. They have a proven ethical performance and their moral
reputation is recognised both internally and externally. As well as profitability, ethical
concepts of justice and fairness are bound into their culture, with ethical behaviour being
actively encouraged and rewarded.
In 1991, Reidenbach and Robin found evidence only of companies operating at stages one
to four. The attainment of stage five, 'ethical' status, requiring the management of the
organisation's economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic commitments, remains a difficult
challenge. Organisations exhibiting such a moral or ethical corporate culture tend to be led
by ethical management, whose ethical values and beliefs are shared by all organisational
members (Webley and Werner, 2008; Sathe, 1985, Deal and Kennedy, 1982).
There are parallels in this literature to the corporate social responsibility field, particularly
Carroll (1991) who describes a pyramidal hierarchy of corporate responsibilities. At the
foundation is the 'economic' responsibility, which is essential to survival and profitability.
Organisations must meet their higher 'legal' responsibilities, which involves achieving
prevailing societal and political standards. The organisation's 'ethical' responsibilities are
that its actions are moral and avoid harm to others.
'Philanthropic' responsibilities concern the higher calling for the organisation to contribute
actively back to its community of stakeholders. Carroll's model suggests that organisations
can evolve from purely achieving economic or legal obligations to meeting higher levels of
ethical responsibility. Some organisations, such as fair-trade or charitable organisations,
are founded on ethical and philanthropic foundations. Even so, at the practical level even
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the most ethical firms have the potential to make ethically questionable decisions. For
example despite their ethical ethos, charitable organisations such as Barnardos or the
National Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) have run ethically
questionable advertising campaigns using shock tactics. Paradoxically, some of these
tactics have actually upset children.
While these models of organisational ethics can be useful aspirational guides, they have
been criticised by some for frequently having only a slim empirical basis and being of
limited use as an analytical framework (Schaefer and Harvey, 1998). For example, it is
possible that organisations or their subsidiaries simultaneously inhabit or exhibit
characteristics in between these stages of corporate moral development. Attempts to
classify organisations along an ethical continuum may well under-represent the complexity
of ethical decision making in practice and the difficulty in extracting or differentiating the
ethics of the organisation from those of individual managers or staff. This research
therefore aims to study in detail the real life ethical dilemmas and decisions faced by
actors, as well as the organisational and inter-organisational dynamics in which they occur.
The research investigates how individual practitioners balance agency and client
commercial goals and fiduciary demands; how they achieve expected standards of
productivity and creativity, while simultaneously having to maintain social responsibility
demanded by regulators and the industry codes of practice.
3.4.3 Measuring Organisational Influences on Practitioner EDM
This section reviews the literature relating to the organisational context factors impacting
on EDM. The sociocultural and organisational context in which business takes place can
frame the. ethical nature of business practices (Trevino and Nelson, 2007). This is
described as the 'ethical infrastructure' by Tenbrunsel et al. (2003), incorporating the
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organisational culture or climate, its formal processes and ethical codes, informal culture
and communications systems (Weaver and Trevino, 1999). EDM decisions can be seen to
take place within formal and informal contexts, and an organisation's norms and culture
are a powerful influence on EDM (Harrick et aI., 1998; Rockwell and Baldwin, 2007).
Contextual influences on EDM can be divided into formal and informal systems.
The formal forces include bureaucracy and authority, predefined work roles, rules,
regulation and codes of practice. These are control and compliance mechanisms often
based on formalised, written standards. Weber (1981) coined the term 'institutionalised
ethics' to describe how corporations formally integrate EDM into daily practice through
codes of ethics, ethics committees and management development. However, codes of
ethics have been criticised for their limited impact on conduct due to their aspirational
nature and limited ability to specifically guide practitioners' day-to-day work (Trevino,
2004; Posner and Schmidt, 1987).
3.4.3. 1 Formal Systems' Influences on Practitioner EDM
Taking firstly the formal systems into account, the literature shows how organisations
evolve bureaucratic systems of authority based on reward and controls. Formal systems
can have a negative impact on EDM and moral reasoning (Bauman, 1993; Jackall, 1988) in
the sense that an individual may surrender their own moral instincts to blindly follow
orders, or work to rules and procedures without engaging their own moral awareness. This
unquestioning following of orders is akin to the 'moral myopia' described by Drumwright
and Murphy (2004), involving a failure of an individual to see their own involvement in
unethical organisational practice, hiding behind rules or blaming others. The bureaucracy
often strives to meet economic or profit goals and can override EDM, thus the right
strategy may be good for corporate shareholders at the expense of societal stakeholders.
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Formal structures and systems can distance practitioners from the impacts of their actions
(Crane and Matten, 2007; Jones, 1991).Managers who only deal in targets, paperwork and
costs see staff or suppliers as resources and may not see their role in upstream
malpractices, such as the exploitation of workers, or environmental damage caused
overseas. They are also at risk of just looking downstream, seeing their consumers as sales
targets, rather than as sentient moral beings. This can impact negatively on EDM and
diminish staff empathy, leading to harmful attitudes, and unethical practices and
consequences, such as those of tobacco marketers (Hastings and MacFadeyan, 2000). The
extent to which advertising practitioners and marketers consider the influence of these
formal systems and evidence moral awareness in practice are important issues in this
research.
Job roles are created to embed work practices and describe what is expected of individual
staff members within functional and hierarchical organisation structures. These roles
specify how each person is expected to act and behave, and to what or whom they are
answerable. The acculturation of individual practitioners in organisations is largely
achieved through role expectation, training and indoctrination of values and beliefs in the
work context. Many professional roles, such as doctors, teachers and lawyers, have
predetermined social identities and embedded role expectations, even ethical codes of
practice attached to them. These role expectations prescribe how players are supposed to
act, which can have implications for EDM. The power of job roles is evident in the
Stanford Prison Experiment (Zimbardo, 1971), where participants were randomly assigned
roles as prisoners or guards. The experiment radically changed their normal behaviour,
resulting in cruelty, which led to the research being prematurely stopped.
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Roles appear to vary according to an individual's personal traits, with people taking on
different roles in different social and work contexts. Barrett (1984) describes 'multiple
selves' and Trevino and Nelson (2004) refer to the 'multi-contextual self to illustrate how
individuals adopt different roles that shape how they might 'accept different [ethical] rules
for different contexts' (Trevino and Nelson, 2010: 418). Job roles have a strong contextual
influence on both EDM and behaviour.
Whistle-blowing cases provide evidence of how organisational roles can require staff to act
dishonourably and unethically, and sometimes against their own personal judgment. 'Many
of us will adopt different roles in different contexts, reinforcing this idea of people having
multiple ethical selves' (Crane and Matten, 2007 p.159).
In an advertising context, there are many different job roles with formalised and often
conflicting functional and hierarchical power issues. The marketing client has economic
power over the advertising agency, clearance and media players dictate what types of
advertising will be carried, while advertising regulators exercise moral authority to protect
consumers over and above their industry interest (Boddewyn, 1992). Codes of ethics such
as the British advertising code represent the formal system and process by which industry
standards are defined and adjudicated. The codes express the desired value systems in the
workplace and reflect the extant and expected culture in which advertising is practised.
Hosmer's (1986) analysis of business codes of ethics found norms to be expressed too
generally and often framed negatively, rather than clarifying or guiding the practitioner in
what they should actually do (Webley.and Werner, 2008).
Empirical research into the use of formal codes shows that they can have an impact on
behaviour (Greenberg, 2002; Trevino and Butterfield, 1996). The presence of formal
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ethical codes was found to have the strongest impact on the moral judgements and
intention stages of EDM (Peterson, 2002; Weaver and Trevino, 1999).These issues are
worthy of consideration in this research in terms of the factors impacting on practitioners
working with controversial advertising campaigns and the role of the advertising codes in
guiding practitioners in practice.
3.4.3.2 Informal Systems influence on Practitioner EDM
This section looks at the influence of informal systems on organisational EDM. Informal
forces, such as norms, climate and culture, may be a stronger influence than the formal
systems and codes described above (Babin et al., 2000; Flannery and May, 2000; Fritzsche,
2000). Organisational culture is a powerful determinant of EDM, being reflected in the
values and beliefs shared by members of an organisation. Culture is thus a collective
description of the group norms, common beliefs and behaviours of practitioners. These
may be informal, casual or even off the record ways of working. Studies indicate that
organisational culture has strong links to EDM (O'Fallon and Butterfield, 2000; Starkey,
1998; Sinclair, 1993). These informally shared value systems were found to exert a strong
influence on ethical outcomes, as they may be more easily understood and internalised by
staff than in written rules (Weaver and Trevino, 1999).
Many studies suggest that an organisation's climate and informal systems may also be
more influential on EDM than formal systems or codes (McKendall et al., 2002; Paolillo
and Vitell, 2002; Douglas et al., 2001; Cleek and Leonard, 1998; Nwachuku and Vitell,
1997). Practitioners learn the ethical, expectations of the organisation from seeing and
hearing how their peers and managers actually think and behave. This is how the 'ethical
culture' (Trevino and Nelson, 2007; Ferrell et al., 2011) is manifested as a socially
constructed perception of what is ethical or unethical practice. Pressure to do wrong and/or
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systems that incentivise practitioners to be unethical (Tenbrunsel et aI., 1998; Hegarty and
Sims, 1978) have been shown to account for unethical practices. For example, high
pressure selling can become a normalised part of the daily routine in some organisations,
such as when commission-only sales people aggressively sell time-share holidays to the
elderly or sub-prime mortgages to those who are poorly educated or on low incomes
(Ferrell et a1.; 2011).
There is a need therefore to understand what steps might be taken to promote both EDM
and an ethical culture within an organisation. Trevino and Youngblood (1990) argue that
management should adopt ethical leadership and foster a declared commitment to
responsible behaviour. This, they suggest, ought to be formally implemented through clear
and consistent policies, reinforced by relevant training, as well as through use of informal
means by management who are seen to walk the talk. The underlying assumption is that
exemplar leadership can build the organisation's ethical culture. The response of authority
figures, and the ethical standards that they set, should also determine responsibility for the
consequences' of actions taken by management and staff (Schwartz, 2004).
An ethical climate according to Victor and Cullen (1988: 102) reflects the 'prevailing
perceptions of typical organisational practices and procedures that have ethical content'.
Moral awareness was found to be positively correlated with the presence of both formal
and informal systems and benevolent, principled, ethical organisational climates (Victor
and Cullen, 1988). Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe (2008) suggest that situational factors
have a greater impact on moral sensitivity than individual factors, with both moral intensity
(Jones, 1991) and ethical infrastructure (Trevino and Nelson, 2010) being the strongest
predictors of EDM.
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Overall, the evidence suggests that having an ethical culture positively influences ethical
behaviour (Schepers, 2003). Such a culture also impacts job satisfaction and organisational
commitment (Decominck, 2009). Empirical research into how the formal and informal
systems interact is limited, particularly in the context of the advertising industry. In
exploring the nature of the EDM associated with controversial advertising, this researcher
seeks to address this gap. In the following section a closer look is taken at how 'issue'
related factors affect practitioner EDM.
3.4.4 Measuring the influence of issue-related factors on practitioner EDM
In this section, the influence of the ethical issue on EDM is considered. Weber (1996)
advocates using the 'ethical issue' as a unit of analysis in EDM research. Institutionalised
ethics may be better understood not just through individual characteristics or organisational
characteristics, but by looking at the nature of the situation itself. Jones (1991) theorised
that any ethical dilemma in business will vary in its perceived moral intensity. This 'moral
intensity' reflects how important the issue is to the decision maker or their organisation.
Recalling Rest's (1984) EDM model, the issue or ethical dilemma is often the trigger of
moral awareness and how it will be subsequently handled.
Individual and situational factors are unlikely to influence decision making for issues
considered by the individual to be minor. Thus focusing on the moral intensity of the issues
in question might help to explain the EDM used and suggest possible outcomes. The more
serious the consequences, the higher might be the moral intensity. Thus, a practitioner
might weigh up the moral intensity of a business decision based upon what would happen
as a result of making the wrong choice. This might involve considering how many people
might be affected; whether that effect would be short or long term; if their family, peers or
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society would be negative about the decision; or how close or far away they are to any
potential victims.
According to Jones (1991), such situational factors increase the moral intensity of an
ethical or moral dilemma (see Figure 3.3). Thus, considering the magnitude of
consequences (MC) component, inflicting harm upon 10,000 victims would be seen as
more intense than causing harm to ten. Similarly, the higher the moral intensity, the more
likely it is to be recognised as a moral issue.
Jones's 'moral intensity' construct has been subjected to statistical testing; for example
Singhapakdi et al.'s (1996) study of market research practitioners found all six components
to be correlated with the recognition of ethical problems. Other studies, however, have
different findings. Dukerich et al. (2000) found only four of the constructs to be
significantly related to the recognition of ethical problems (MC, SC, PX, and CE);
Marshall and Dew (1997) found that two were supported (SC and MC); Butterfield et al.
(2000) found only two (MC and PE) to be significant; Davis et al. (1998) could support
just one factor (SC); whereas May and Pauli (2002) suggest MC significant but not SC.
The foregoing studies evidence strong support for some elements of Jones's moral
intensity theory. Overall, the evidence suggests that the magnitude of consequences (MC)
and social consensus (SC) have the strongest impact on EDM (O'Fallon and Butterfield,
2005).
A key issue around EDM theory is whether the individual practitioner or the institution is
sensitive to ethical or moral concerns in the first place. Jones (1991) stated that 'for the
moral decision making process to begin an individual must first recognise the moral issues'
(1991: 380). To what extent do practitioners follow the steps that the Rest model suggests?
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Who, how and what triggers their EDM? What is more likely to lead to ethical or unethical
outcomes? Does such sensitivity promote or guarantee an ethical outcome? Studies by
Singhapakdi et al. (1996, 1999,2000) found that moral awareness is correlated with moral
judgements and ethical intentions but not with unethical intentions. This means that
decision makers can be aware of the moral implications of a given situation, but may not
act consistently in relation to their concerns. The moral intensity concept is a useful means
of analysing decision making where the moral implications and consequences are high or
where the social consensus suggests that an issue is unethical.
Crane and Matten (2007: 153) argue that moral intensity is subjective, so it is important to
consider how a given issue and its intensity are 'understood and made meaningful within
the organisation'. This relates to the concept of 'moral framing' (Butterfield et aI., 2000),
which explains how people in different organisational contexts have differing perceptions
of the intensity of a moral issue. In the controversial advertising context, such differences
might be observed in the way the client views moral intensity compared with their agencies
and the regulators. Moral framing in EDM is most likely to be inferred from how people
rationalise or explain their understanding of the issue and the language they use to do so.
Trevino and Nelson (2007: 123) suggest that practitioners' 'moral language' can reflect
and even trigger moral thinking. Therefore, closely monitoring the nature of the words they
actually use, whether positive - such as 'integrity, honesty, fairness'; or negative - such as
'lying, cheating, stealing', may suggest the moral meanings held by practitioners.
However, business people often prefer not to vocalise the moral issues around their job,
choosing instead to reframe their actions and motives. Hence, 'moral muteness' (Bird and
Waters, 1989) is seen where managers prefer to talk about economic and commercial
rationales rather than the moral framing of their behaviour. Birds and Waters (1989)
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suggest that managers are reluctant to raise moral concerns in order to avoid confrontation
or recrimination, save time or avoid being seen as too idealistic. This is similar to what
Crane (2001) terms 'amoralization', whereby managers distance themselves and their work
from ethical considerations, and instead focus on corporate and rational justifications.
Moral framing can be used to explore controversial advertising campaigns and to
determine the extent to which ethics are seen by practitioners as being business or moral
issues. Research examining moral framing could help to unpick how practitioners justify
their actions to themselves and to others. In the following sections a more critical look is
taken at the findings in the EDM field and new potential avenues of research identified.
The EDM models and measures described in section 3.5 and 3.6 can be criticised for their
failure to predict and explain practitioner decisions. It is this knowledge gap which is
addressed in this thesis.
3.5 Critiques of EDM Models, Measures and Methods
Existing EDM models have their limitations. In particular, these approaches to EDM all
seem to conceptualise EDM as a rational 'stepwise' process to describe the stages which
individuals may go through when deciding ethical issues. In practice, it may be difficult to
find evidence for such a rational, staged decision-making process. It is conceivable that
some decisions with ethical consequences are made when stages in the process are
bypassed altogether. The way in which the reviewed models simplify the complex and
multifaceted nature of EDM must therefore be recognised. Furthermore, Crane and Matten
(2007) allude- to a potential cultural bias in these American models: a greater focus on
individual behaviour and choice within constraints. Different cultures, such as European or..
Asian, may be more influenced by collectivism and institutional determinants on EDM.
Research in the alcohol marketing and advertising context suggests that many practitioners
often fail to recognise ethical dimensions in their practice (Farrell and Gordon, 2012;
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Hastings et aI., 2010), basing their decisions solely on commercial framing. This raises
questions as to whether many practitioners even reach stage one of the EDM process
models, i.e. moral awareness. It might also be important in the context of controversial
advertising campaigns to examine how the advertising codes, process of compliance
influence players' perception of ethical issues.
Past studies have predominantly taken a positivist perspective based on the assumption that
reason and rationality drive EDM (Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crewe, 2008; O'Fallon and
Butterfield, 2005; Ferrell et aI., 2011). The EDM models have been less concerned with
what lies in the spaces between each of the process stages. For example, when do moral
awareness and moral judgement begin or end? What accounts for the movement between
stages? They also seem to have been less concerned with interplay between the multiple
players, principles and processes that often are involved in EDM in practice. The extant
literature tends to focus on the individual, with less emphasis on inter-personal or inter-
organisational dynamics.
EDM modelling also tends to rely mostly on one or two moral philosophies, such as
deontology and utilitarianism, to explain EDM (Reidenbach and Robin, 1987; Hunt and
Vitell, 1986; Ferrell and Gresham, 1985). However, many other ethical or moral
philosophies such as 'care' (Gilligan, 1986) or 'virtue' ethics (Rawls, 1971) might also be
relevant in explaining EDM. Individual EDM is perhaps most likely to be a hybrid of many
factors and principles that fluctuates according to the moral intensity of the decision and
the organisational or social context (McMahon and Harvey, 2007; Trevino and Nelson,
2007; Crane and Matten, 2007; Jones, 1991).
O'Fallon and Butterfield's (2005) extensive review of 174 empirical EDM studies between
'1996 and 2003 highlighted some weaknesses in terms of poor study design or
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inappropriate sampling. The authors argued that the inherent complexity of
operationalising moral reasoning can result in unwieldy measurement instruments which
business practitioners find hard to complete. Constructs such as moral awareness or ethical
sensitivity are assumed to be critical to the EDM process, yet they have often not been
found to be good predictors of ethical or unethical outcomes, particularly where
researchers relied on artificial scenarios to gauge moral or amoral decision making
(McMahon and Harvey, 2007; Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe, 2008). In addition, social
desirability bias (Easterby Smith et al., 1991) can lead participants to give answers that will
be viewed favourably by others, which may lead to the over-reporting of good rather than
bad behaviour.
The problem is, this (EDM) research does not really tell us much about the actual
process of moral decision making, rather the bulk of these studies have focused on
associations between variables and not on the fundamental mechanisms linking
them together.
Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe (2008: 571)
Contemporary ethics researchers (Carter et al., 2007) highlight the need for EDM research
to engage more with practitioners, specifically around unethical and ethical issues of
practice. The need for more qualitative research to move the field forward has been
specifically highlighted (McMahon and Harvey, 2007; Drumwright and Murphy, 2004).
Overall, less than 5% of EDM studies have used personal interviews as the primary
method of investigation (Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe, 2008). In addition, McMahon and
Harvey (2007) are critical of the wide reliance on student-based and convenience samples
in business ethics research and suggest that:' a more meaningful study of the EDM process
than surveys and unengaged undergraduates might be to conduct in-depth interviews with
individuals engaged in the EDM process, some who have behaved ethically and some who
have behaved unethically' .(McMahon and Harvey, 2007:355)
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Jackall (1983), in his seminal book, Moral Mazes, describes managers' propensity to
blame others, often through subordinates who are set up as 'fall guys' for bad decisions.
Such unethical behaviour evidences a tendency for post-hoc, pseudo-rational justification,
whereas in reality, biases and emotion are the real influence on decision making. Jackall's
(1983) research highlights the importance of capriciousness, intuition and emotions, and
even biases as potential explanations of EDM outcomes.
Messick and Bazerman (1996) believe that cognitive biases can impede a rational approach
to EDM and that unethical decisions often result from psychological tendencies that
weaken how individuals process information and make decisions. Unconscious influences
can create unsound or masked moral reasoning and unintentional consequences. Such
biases can come from preconceptions about the 'world' (such as, how things work), about
'other people' (how we are different from them) and 'ourselves' (unrealistic beliefs about
ourselves). Therefore, a decision maker's world view might bias perceptions of the
negative consequences of their behaviour through denial, myopia, the misjudgement of
risks, inaccurate reading of facts, and judgements or lack of proximity. Messick and
Bazerman (1996: 10) state that 'When there is a tendency to restrict the analysis of a
policy's consequences to one or two groups of visible stakeholders, the decisions may be
blindsided by unanticipated consequences to an altogether different group'. This suggests
that it would be useful to adopt a wider stakeholder view in the analysis of EDM.
It is therefore important to consider both practitioners' world view and biases. As Jones
(1991) suggests, researchers should consider practitioners' perspective on the ethical issue,
and whether it is a low probability event for them, or whether they are perhaps discounting
the future or undervaluing potentially risky public outcomes for themselves or others.
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Bandura (1990: 27) describes the concept of 'dehumanization', where people morally
disengage from the ethical aspects of decisions, reframing their actions, their role within
them and their effects on others. Such cognitive biases highlight the potential impact of
moral myopia or muteness on both the moral awareness and intention phases of EDM
(Detert et aI., 2008). Bias can arguably interrupt the self-regulation that promotes ethical
behaviour (Moore, 2007). On the whole, existent EDM models have not really taken
account of how intuition relates to emotion when making moral judgements. Damasio
(1994) therefore questions an arbitrary distinction between the cognitive and the emotional
elements in EDM, suggesting that dual processing may occur where feelings and emotions
serve as evident and tangible internal guides to decision making.
Modem brain-scanning research provides evidence that when making moral judgements,
emotions can function in tandem with reason (Salmela and Mayer; 2009). Emotions such
as 'empathy' or 'shame' serve to draw attention to moral issues and highlight the moral
imperative or issue intensity in situations (Jones, 1991). There can often be an
instantaneous, innate emotional response distinguishing the moral intensity of an issue.
This is evident in people's emotional reaction to the controversial use of violence or sex in
advertising; many complainants intuitively feel advertisements are offensive and unethical
(Reichert, 2008). In the following section the manner in which practitioners make
decisions in practice is considered along with new theories underpinning ethics as practice.
3.6 New Directions in EDM Research
A number of gaps and shortcomings can be identified in the EDM literature review. Extant
empirical research of business and advertising ethics is predominantly quantitative and
there has been a failure to consider in depth what practitioners actually do when facing
ethical dilemmas. Consequently, there have been calls for more research that examines
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ethics as practice (Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe; 2008), particularly focusing on EDM
from the practitioner viewpoint (McMahon and Harvey, 2007); and the need for
interpretive studies of advertising ethics has also been recognized (Drumwright and
Murphy; 2004, 2009). There is a dearth of UK-based research, particularly involving
marketing, advertising and regulatory practitioners, with most existing EDM studies
considering the US setting. To address this gap, new directions for EDM research are now
reviewed.
Messick (1990) describes how when decisions are made they often take place within
specific situational contexts that determine a dominant type of frame or processing mode.
These 'decision frames' (Tenbrunsel and Messick, 1999) are a descriptive way to represent
the dominating characteristics of a situation as perceived by the decision maker. In other
words, the frame is the type of decision that individuals believe that they are making.
Therefore, a decision may be deemed to be within a business, legal or ethical decision
frame. Tenbrunsel and Messick (1999) espouse that decision frames strongly influence the
ethicality of resultant behaviour.
The type of decision frame in which individuals perceive themselves to be operating is
critical to interpreting and understanding their EDM (Sonenshein, 2007). The frame in use
can affect the ethical outcomes; if it is an ethically framed decision, ethics become integral
to the decision process in use. Conversely, if framed as a business or legal decision, then
issues of profitability or compliance may be more central to the decision-making process
(Tenbrunsel and Messick, 2004).
In examining ethical business dilemmas, such as creating a controversial advertising
campaign or dealing with advertising complaint adjudications, exploring the frames used
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might help to make sense of whether and how ethics were invoked in practitioners'
decision making. While legal or regulatory sanctions may be in place to guide moral
decision making, they may not guarantee that decision are made ethically. As Tenbrunsel
and Smith-Crewe (2008) argue, failure to use an ethical frame does not mean that ethics
are unimportant or irrelevant; rather that a consideration of ethics does not dominate
perception. Echoing the earlier work of Schwartz (2004), they suggest that:
In order for a relationship to exist between what people think is right and what they
do, they must feel responsible for the consequences of their actions; therefore, the
sense of personal responsibility is a prerequisite for moral action.
Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crewe (2008: 181)
This suggests that a research approach taking a holistic view of individual and
organisational EDM will be useful. Such an approach would involve examining how
practitioners consider their organisational stakeholders and the degree to which moral
awareness supports ethical actions and outcomes. As the methodology chapter will explain,
the decision frames used by practitioners may be most effectively ascertained through
qualitative analysis and in-depth interviews with the different stakeholders. Such a strategy
could explore what practitioners think is the right thing to do and who should bear the
consequences for their decision making. This would enable a grounded and deeper level
understanding of EDM in action than could be achieved through quantitative surveys and
the sorts of measures that have so far dominated. It is also clear that the nature of
organisational culture and practitioner relationships merit investigation as part of such
research.
Ethical culture can be described as 'strong' when it is a normative, collective
understanding of what is acceptable behaviour in a given context or organisation. Here
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group members share clear values and goals of the organisation (Higgins and Gordon,
1985). However, in 'weaker' ethical cultures, beliefs and values may be less clear and
subgroups and reference groups more powerful (Schein, 1984). Questions remain as to
what causes the gap between the two; who or what might be responsible for a stronger
ethical climate: senior managers, powerful clients, codes of practice, corporate leadership
or ethos. Clearly, both formal and informal systems, training, and peer communication
work together to build the ethos at work (Trevino and Youngblood, 1990). Practitioners
learn consistent behaviours based on what they believe organisational culture expects of
them. Infrastructural or institutionalised professional ethics are also embedded in the
working definitions of what are considered 'ethical' or 'unethical' issues in everyday
practice, and serve to create the ethical culture and ethos.
Organisational culture legitimatises or authorises what is questioned and unquestioned
(Trevino et aI., 1999). Strong hierarchical structures that enable managers to avoid blame
or use lower ranks as scapegoats (Jackall, 1988) can yield unethical cultures and practices.
Fragmentation of EDM can occur when job roles are subdivided, resulting in players not
seeing the full picture, creating a 'dispersal of blame' (Kellman and Hamilton, 1990: 387).
This underlines the complex nature of multi-party negotiations such as those which
typically accompany major advertising campaigns, and that may account for the ethical
implications of the decisions made. As Chapter 2 showed, organisations may develop
ethical codes to address weaknesses in organisational ethics. However, formalised codes
may be too abstract for practitioners, creating cynicism if they are viewed as nebulous
(Seglin, 2000). While ethical codes were found in 78% of Fortune 500 companies in 1999
(Weaver et aI., 1999), their presence did not guarantee that practitioners believed in or
would act on them. A more current review by Kaptein and Schwartz (2007) found that only
35% of studies suggest that business codes are effective in deterring unethical behaviour
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In practice, codes are weak devices, being too generalised as 'statements of obligation'
(Hosmer, 1987), and lacking in specific content to guide behaviour (Hoffman, 2001).
Critics such as Schlegelmilch and Houston (1989) and Cleek and Leonard (1998) suggest
that formal written codes may be the industry's attempt to be seen as being ethically
committed, rather than guaranteeing that ethical behaviour will take place. Few studies
have investigated why codes of ethics fail to correct behaviour (Cassell et al., 1997), even
though there is evidence to suggest that this is the case. It is therefore appropriate in
analysing controversial advertising to go beyond formal regulatory processes to consider
the informal systems, attitudes and behaviours that practitioners display.
Newton (1992), Trevino et al. (1999) and Webley (2001) suggest that in order for formal
codes to be effective, practitioners must 'buy in' to them when they are developed and
witness the sanctions in play when they are breached. Although practitioners who breach
the advertising standards code may have their advertisement amended or banned outright,
the question remains as to why so many of them continue to cross the line. There is a
suggestion that paradoxically codes may disengage practitioners' moral instincts of
emotion or empathy in favour of bureaucratic conformity and consistency (Crane and
Matten, 2007; Schwartz, 2000). This reinforces the need to consider the organisational and
ethical climate surrounding UK advertising.
To make sense of EDM in practice, it is therefore important to consider both the formal
systems (leadership, structure, selection, training, codes, rules, rewards, adjudication
process) and the informal systein.s (norms, values, heroes, rituals, stories, language) that
are in place (Trevino and Youngblood, 1990; Ferrell et aI., 1989). The next section
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evaluates the few EDM research studies involving practitioners within the advertising
industry.
Ethics in advertising tends to be cloaked within a legal, professional corporate discourse,
According to Wells et al (1989: 39) 'advertising related ethical issues are left to the
discretion of the advertiser'. The onus for EDM is on the individual's 'own value system'
with somewhat bland normative missives that practitioners 'should establish their own
ethical parameters and personal standards'. Jugenheimer and White (1980) suggest leaving
ethics to the individual practitioner as 'ethical constraints are more difficult to analyse than
economic, social and regulatory constraints, because in the ethics domain, they are a
personal matter for each person to decide' (1980: 74).
Murphy (1989) showed that advertisers are well aware of the socially and ethically
controversial aspects of their trade, and later Drumwright and Murphy (2004) found that
advertising practitioners often tended to ignore the social consequences of their decisions
or the ethical dilemmas they generated. Rather than openly discussing ethics, practitioners
blamed others or used denial as defence mechanisms; and subsequent research by
Drumwright and Murphy in 2009 shows little change - 'the temptation, risk and rewards of
unethical behaviour in the business of advertising are greater than ever (Drumwright and
Murphy, 2009: 830).
Responsibility for unethical advertising practices is considered to be shared equally by the
advertising agencies and the media organisations (Murphy, 1998). Defining the lines of
responsibility and who takes tIle blame for complaints and negative consequences of
advertising is rarely addressed in the existing literature.
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In a business context an ethical trade-off involving weighing up harm (such as upsetting a
minority group) against potential benefits (such as building market share) is acknowledged
(Schechter, 1998). However, as 'business interests and consumer interests are inextricably
commingled' (Richards and Petty, 2007: 395) it is argued that the advertising industry
needs to adapt its self-regulatory system to reflect the ever-changing environment:
globalisation and new technologies (Drumwright and Murphy, 2009) or corporate social
responsibility (Borrie, 2005). Public policy reflects different constituency interests over
time. Richards and Petty argue (2007: 395) that if there is over-regulation, consumer
protection can reduce competition and organisations' commercial rights to advertise legal
products, while on the other hand, deregulation may further erode consumers' rights. At
the macro level, optimal regulation is one that serves the best interests of society as a
whole (Richards and Petty, 2007).
Organisational self-regulation also plays a key role in setting guides to ethical advertising
practice and ensuring adherence to professional codes. However, Drumwright and Murphy
(2009) found that advertising industry leaders were sceptical of the usefulness of
advertising ethics and viability of any collaboration with academic researchers in this area.
Despite reliance and ubiquity of codes of ethics to curb malpractice, the evidence suggests
that corporate culture to implement them is the problem (Webley and Werner, 2008: 405).
Webley and Warner (2008) argue that there is a gap between explicit corporate ethical
values and the attitudes and behaviour of organisations. This is a problem that requires
practical ethical programmes and processes to embed ethics culture at all levels of the
organisation through sustained and strategic ethical leadership (2008: 423). This echoes
Stevens's (2007), Trevino and Weaver's (2003), and Schwartz's (2004) views that
corporate ethics codes are ineffective when used as control and legal compliance tools,
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because they are outside the 'climate and culture boundaries where employees feel
ownership' (Trevino and Weaver, 2003: 194).
The literature on controversial advertising and regulation and the EDM debate is somewhat
polarised. At one extreme there is the individual practitioner's role and at the other the
societal effects. Advertising ethics and EDM research has so far devoted less attention to
the middle ground wherein organisational and situational relationships would be seen to
bear the fundamental responsibility for the sponsorship, creation and regulation of
advertising practice. This further suggests need for a holistic research approach looking at
the collaborative and collective aspects of EDM in an advertising industry context.
Clegg et aI. (2007) advocate that ethics researchers examine more closely the relations
between practitioners, particularly rule followers and rule violators. This means that future
researchers should emphasise the context and the embeddedness of ethics and 'to refrain
from generalizing judgements; but focus on local meaning and sense making practices that
constitute ethics' (Clegg et aI., 2007: 119). This will require a more grounded immersion in
the context and culture in which the EDM takes place. This is the direction taken in this
thesis. Based on the literature review, there is a need for grounded empirical evidence on
how practitioners perceive and resolve the ethical problems associated with advertising
practice. A much richer understanding is needed of how practitioner EDM is influenced by
individual and organizational interaction, ethics codes and the regulatory process. The
following chapter provides a detailed account of the research methods employed to address
these knowledge gaps.
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3.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter has critically examined the literature in the field of EDM. Scholars have
endeavoured to develop theoretical models that capture this process. These studies have
applied classical ethical theories such as teleology and deontology to help explain
practitioners' moral reasoning. There is to date a lack of in-depth context-rich studies of
practitioners, which examines their ethical reasoning and actions. Refocusing on more
experiential methods (Crane, 1999) may offer a more contextualised and in-depth view of
how practitioners understand and account for their decision making and also may help
unpack the espoused and enacted ethics, values or strategies seen in the workplace. Gaps in
the literature to be addressed by this research represent a move away from viewing the
individual as the fundamental determinant of EDM consequences, towards widening the
scope of investigation to include the nature of the decision framing and the interplay
between practitioners in the different roles and organisations involved in the advertising
process. The following research aim emerges from the gaps identified in this literature
.review of EDM.
3) To make sense of players' interactions in the process of creating and
implementing advertising in order to better understand how EDM takes place in
practice.
This meso-level of analysis can reveal and make sense of the inter-organisational decision
making, which takes place as a consequence of the 'process' of advertising creation and
regulation. The next chapter describes the methodology and research strategy used to
address these issues.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
History will see advertising as one of
the real evil things of our time.
It is stimulating people constantly to
want things, want this, want that.
-Malcolm Muggeridge ~
Quoted in Eric Clark,
The Want Makers: Inside the World of Advertising
1988
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Chapter4
Methodology
4.1 Introduction
This research examines the phenomenon of controversial advertising and aims to make
sense of practitioner ethical decision making (EDM) in the process of advertising creation,
clearance and regulation. The literature review highlighted that the complex, multifaceted
nature of EDM in practice is not always fully reflected in existent research. This research
therefore adopts a holistic focus on the practitioner and organisational roles involved
across the advertising process. This chapter sets out the research methodology, beginning
with a discussion of the research paradigm and of the epistemological considerations. The
multi-layered interpretive research strategy that is adopted is explained and the qualitative
methodology is reviewed This is a departure from the majority of previous advertising
ethics research which is generally characterised by positivist approaches and an emphasis
on individual decision makers, as shown in the previous chapter.
.Unlike much previous research on this topic, which has often not engaged with
practitioners in an in-depth manner (McMahon and Harvey, 2007; Bowie, 2000), the
present research is grounded in real, contemporary controversies in UK advertising. In
order to unpack practitioner's EDM and the formal and informal processes inherent in
advertising practice, a mix of archival data and elite practitioner interviews is used (Yin,
2003; Eisenhardt, 1989). Data sources are triangulated across multiple practitioner types,
organisational sites and stages of advertising creation and the regulation process. The
planning, sampling, data collection and data analysis processes are described in detail. The
limitations of the methods are identified and the practicalities, validity, reliability and
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ethical issues associated with the research are discussed. The next section considers the
research paradigm that underpins the study.
4.2 Research Paradigms
Guba and Lincoln (1994) suggest that a researcher's world view guides the research
process itself. The research paradigm reflects the view of the world that underlies the
theories or methodology underpinning any given research study. 'Questions of method are
secondary to questions of paradigm, which we define as the basic belief system or
worldview that guides the investigator, not only in choices of method but in ontologically
and epistemologically fundamental ways' (Guba and Lincoln, 1994: 105). Easterby Smith
et al. (2002) propose an early examination of one's 'research paradigm' and its potential
effect on the research. This entails consideration of ontology - one's view on the nature
and form of reality; epistemology - the relationship between the researcher and reality and
methodology - the means by which the researcher discovers reality.
Epistemology questions what is considered 'acceptable knowledge' in any given discipline
(Bryman, 200 I) and the way in which this underlying theory of knowledge guides the
choice of both research method and subsequent analysis. Ontology refers to the logic of
enquiry utilised by the researcher when looking at the nature of the world, how it operates,
what the researcher can study and make knowledge claims about. The researcher must be
aware of their own values and world view, in order to understand their potential influence
on the chosen research approach. While there is arguably only one reality, there are many
..
possible alternative perceptions of it. This researcher's position is a pragmatic world view,
that the world is socially constructed, created by and perceived by individuals, bounded
both by interactions with others and environmental constraints.
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There are two dominant research paradigms in the literature that help us to understand
'how we know what we know', namely 'positivism and constructionism' (Crotty, 2006: 3).
Positivists believe that there is a real world, existing outside of us, that can be explained
through data collection (Guba and Lincoln, 1985) and from which we can generalise and
explain human behaviour using theory (May, 2001). Positivism is associated with
objectivism and methods borrowed from the natural sciences, particularly quantification
and a value-free detachment from the 'subjects' being studied. The merits of this
epistemological stance are the ability to conceptualise, explain and predict behaviour. Data
are therefore used to test theory or hypotheses, through population sampling and statistical
analysis. However, some interpretive scholars (Delanty, 2000) challenge any assumption
of a solely rational, objective reality. For example, Hammersley and Atkinson (2003: 21)
advocate that as researchers 'we are part of the social world we study, there is no escape
from reliance on common sense knowledge', and that such knowledge is always value-
laden.
Constructivist researchers dispute the idea of an absolute reality, believing that knowledge
.or meaningful reality is 'contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of
interaction between human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within
an essentially social context' (Crotty 2006: 420). This research paradigm is manifested in a
preference for methodologies that are interpretive and qualitative and which assess
multiple contextual and situational realities (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994).
In researching business practitioners, a positivist might conduct an independent survey and
then use multivariate statistics" to identify the factors influencing behaviour and decision
making. However, a constructivist might construct meaning by using ethnographic means,
actively engaging with practitioners, using case studies (Stake, 2005) and in-depth
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interviews to understand practitioners' perceptions, processes and principles based on the
actual decisions and experiences through which they have worked. In this study, the
researcher has adopted the constructivist paradigm. The research design outlined in the
following sections shows the researcher becoming socially immersed with practitioners,
and then collecting qualitative data in an interactive and flexible way. The researcher
sought to develop meaningful knowledge with the participation of the advertising
community, rather than through testing predetermined hypotheses. In the next section, the
methodological alternatives are discussed.
4.3 Rationale for Methodological Choices
The research paradigm adopted also included the researcher's preferences in terms of
quantitative or qualitative methods and the specific tools used to operationalise the
methodology. Many authors (Potter et al., 2006; Silverman 2006, Merriam, 1991; Yin,
1984) provide comprehensive descriptions of the differences between quantitative and
qualitative methods; these can be summarised as follows. Quantitative research can be
described as being positivistic and scientific. It often involves hypothesis testing, deductive
searches for objective facts and statistical proof. Quantitative researchers attempt to
distance themselves from their research 'subjects', using experiments, validated
instruments and measures. There is a methodological preference for randomised,
representative samples to enable generalisations about the larger population. Typical
quantitative methods include: surveys, experiments, census, simulation, psychometrics
(Proctor,2000).
The previous literature review "chapters revealed the dominance of quantitative studies in
the advertising ethics field, for example Hunt and Chonko (1987); Reidenbach et al.
('1991); James et al. (1994); Moon and Franke (2000). These studies attempt to quantify
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and assess statistically the nature of EDM among different practitioner groups. They apply
ethical theories in relation to demographic variables such as age, gender, education,
profession and geography.
Qualitative research, on the other hand, utilises naturalistic and less deductive approaches,
focusing rather on how research 'participants' make sense of their world or the issue under
study. The social reality perspective is subjective and inductive, rather than deductive and
objective (Lincoln and Guba, I975). It focuses on reality enacted in everyday routines,
with the researcher describing nuances in narratives and behaviour, decoding deeper, richer
meanings rather than focusing on the frequency of phenomena (VanMaanen, 1979).
Researchers are interpreters of reality as a social construction, deriving meaning from
socially constructed worlds. They gather and analyse participants' views based on their
own interpretation and perspective. Miles and Huberman (1984) suggest that the data are
viewed from the social context of their creation and are prioritised by the researcher's
experience. Qualitative enquiry is often exploratory and can provide insights into
phenomena that are difficult to measure and not easily deconstructed into variables or that
do not lend themselves to artificial experimentation. The ultimate aim is to present a more
inductive, holistic synthesis of the lived experience.
With just a few exceptions (Drumwright and Murphy, 2004; Krueger, 1998) there is a
dearth of qualitative research examining advertising ethics. These few qualitative studies
provide a richer picture of how ethics in advertising are practised. Krueger's (1998)
research within two US advertising agencies found that moral guidelines and perceptions
were mostly determined by forces external to the agency itself, with the final ethical
judgement on advertising messages residing with the client. Drumwright and Murphy
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(2004) studied 29 agencies, finding that US practitioners were reluctant to debate ethical
issues and tended to blame other parties for the negative impacts of advertising.
Business ethics research in general has been criticised for its limited theory development,
lack of hypotheses, and overemphasis on construct development (Randall and Gibson,
1990). Reductive statistical techniques may not be best suited to uncovering the
complexities of EDM in day-to-day marketing or advertising practice. Extant quantitative
ethics studies tend to rely on theory drawn from social psychology, such as Kohlberg's
Cognitive Moral Development (1969, 1981), Azjen's Theory of Planned Behaviour (1985,
1989) or Hunt and Vitell's Theory of Marketing Ethics (1986), and tend to emphasis the
importance of individual factors in EDM. There has also been a tendency to rely on Rest's
(1990) stage model, whereby moral reasoning is viewed as a rational step-by-step process.
Recently some authors (Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crewe, 2008; Messick, 1999; March, 1995)
have called for a greater focus on the decision maker, within the situations and issues they
face. Few studies explore the roles that the organisational context and the intensity of the
moral issue itself play in the EDM process. In reality, individual practitioners do not make
decisions in a vacuum and must make sense of a wide range of personal, organisational and
environmental influences and constraints (Milliken, 1990; Weick, 1979). Thus EDM is a
multifaceted, complex, dynamic construct, involving a web of influences and moderating
factors situated within a network of individual and organisational roles and relationships.
As described below, these issues have been addressed when designing this research.
As shown in Chapter 3, previous attempts to measure practitioner ethics and operationalise
the EDM models (Jones, 1991; Rest, 1990) have yielded somewhat inconclusive results,
which has been partly attributed to design issues and a reliance on convenience sampling
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(McMahon and Harvey, 2006, 2007). Some of these problems arose because of the
difficulty in using multi-item measurement scales to assess something as complex as
practitioners' ethical sensitivity (Reidenbach and Robin, 1990; Kerlinger, 1986). Ethics
scales were also sometimes used in conjunction with artificial ethical scenarios relating to
bribery, fraud, deception or stealing. This approach can lead to 'social desirability bias',
with respondents giving answers that they believe will be viewed more positively, rather
than exposing what they actually do in practice.
Among the problems associated with convenience sampling was a frequent reliance on
student samples. Although EDM surveys are considered statistically robust, they therefore
tend not to give an in-depth understanding of EDM from the perspective of practitioners.
Consequently by opting for qualitative methods and selecting research participants who are
involved in real-life advertising campaigns, this research responds to McMahon and
Harvey's (2007) call for EDM research to be more grounded and embedded in
practitioners' experience of the process in practice.
A more meaningful study of EDM process than surveys and unengaged
undergraduates might be to conduct in-depth interviews with individuals engaged
in the EDMprocess, some who have behaved ethically and some who have behaved
unethically. (McMahon and Harvey, 2007: 355)
Quantitative measures of ethics or cognitive moral development can be unwieldy to use
with business practitioners due to the time and effort required to fill in the survey
instruments. There can also be problems in how different respondents interpret such ethical
constructs as justice, fairness, care, duty. Further difficulties can arise in relation to the
intervals or degrees used in ethics-based rating scale. Respondents may also exhibit
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'central tendency bias' that avoids extreme responses and opting for middle positions on
the scales (Crotty, 2006).
Given the sensitivities around being questioned about ethics, social desirability and
acquiescence bias might arise if respondents feel pressured to provide socially or
organisationally expected answers. An individual's true feelings may therefore be masked.
Qualitative methods, such as face-to-face interviewing, can help to address such problems,
because they enable in-depth probing of complex issues.
Although a key objective of ethics research is to explain, predict and guide ethical
behaviour, verifying whether respondents' stated intentions are consistent with their
behaviour, is difficult. Making sense of ethical dilemmas in business requires asking
practitioners 'how' and 'why' they make judgments in practice. Qualitative methods have
some advantages over quantitative approaches in this respect because they enable greater
practitioner engagement and deeper probing of actual and intended ethical choices. This
research therefore sets out to examine specific incidents of controversial advertising,
engaging with key practitioners involved in actual campaigns generating complaints to the
advertising regulators. These instances may provide deeper and richer evidence and
insights over a longer time frame than the use ofa generic or ad hoc survey (Yin, 2003).
Previous research has often not considered contextual and organisational factors in any
great depth or reflected on decisions that have been made in practice by the individuals
involved. There is a plethora of plausible formal and informal factors that can shape a
practitioner's decision making. these might include the role and influences of competitors,
external regulation, negative publicity, ethical training, client agency relations,
stakeholders or account history. Such issues are evident in the UK Advertising Standards
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Authority (ASA) adjudication documents dealing with complaints against controversial
advertising campaigns. Reviewing archival documents can help to make sense of both the
espoused and enacted EDM from the practitioners' perspective.
Such adjudication cases can reveal how practitioners' interact with other players and
organisations, how they theorise their world and what impacts upon their decisions in
practice. In subsequent interviews insights from this archival evidence base can provide the
researcher with the opportunity to ask 'how?' and 'why?' questions about real-life
campaigns and to probe the dilemmas practitioners actually face. This is the rationale
behind the choice of qualitative methods of data collection used in this research.
4.4 Justification for the Use of Qualitative Methodologies in this Research
To recap, having identified key gaps in the literature, three distinct research aims are
addressed in this thesis:
1) To build a holistic view of the UK advertising and regulation process, including
the various upstream and downstream stages and the multiple players involved;
2) To examine and analyse the nature of controversial advertising in the UK from
the industry practitioner's perspective;
3) To make sense of players' interactions in the process of creating and
implementing advertising in order to better understand how EDM takes place in
practice.
To achieve these research aims and to address the weaknesses of extant advertising and
ethics related studies, an interpretive approach was used. Qualitative researchers seek a
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holistic understanding of the nature and workings of the social world. They endeavour to
get close to their research participants, observing and interacting to discover 'what fits and
works' (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Using subjective interpretation they unpick the
characteristics, processes, internal logic and influences at work. Qualitative research
methods include: case study, participant observation, non-participant observation,
anthropology, phenomenology, field study, ethnography, oral history, natural history and
investigative journalism (y.!olcott, 1999).
Qualitative research is effective in providing a focus on meaning and explanation (Van
Maanen, 1979). It is a proven and flexible research methodology to study complex
phenomena, and concepts, particularly in times of change and across social settings
(Hammersley, 2003). Being immersed and up close enables the researcher to uncover the
participants' points of view, their unique interpretation and 'lived' experiences. Qualitative
in-depth interviews give the researcher the opportunity to probe more deeply, ask follow-
up questions and infer across cases (Bryman, 1984).
The analysis of qualitative data is facilitated by the use of multiple methods and data
sources to triangulate the findings. Inductive analysis via grounded theory, moving from
the data to emerging themes and theory also facilitates broader theory building (Denzin,
1989). More engaged and ethnographic methods are particularly relevant when exploring
new territories of research. This helps to better understand both process and experience,
while often yielding intensive and extensive interpretation of hitherto unstructured data
(Kinnear and Taylor, 1996). Interpretive designs can identify relationships, data categories
or propositions to ground further quantitative analysis (Silverman, 2006).
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All research methods have inherent limitations. Some of the drawbacks of qualitative
research include that it is often more time consuming to conduct, which limits the number
of participating organisations and players. Small samples or case studies may be less
generalisable to the whole population (Miles and Huberman, 1984). Qualitative data may
be more representative of subjective experience. However, given that the researcher acts as
a filter in the data analysis (patton, 1990), their findings may also be intuitive and
individualistic. Interpretive analysts tend not to measure relationships and. variables or
attempt to provide statistical significance (Bryman and Bell, 2003).
Despite these concerns there are many contexts in which the particular features of
qualitative methods lead to sound and rigorous findings. Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose
that the following four criteria be used to guide and evaluate the quality of qualitative
research. Qualitative research is likely to be robust when the researcher can demonstrate
characteristics of believability, transferability, dependability, confirmability. Believability
or credibility concerns whether the interpretations made are valid and aided by full- and
long-term access to knowledgeable participants. Hussey and Hussey (1997) suggest that
triangulating different data sources and testing or verifying with co-researchers or
participant feedback can further enhance credibility. Transferability is demonstrated by the
researcher providing others with full accounts of their theoretical framework, settings,
methodology and analysis. This can also aid generalisability and replication when the
findings can be applied to other situations. Dependability is achieved by ensuring that the
research process is clear, systematic and well documented. Conftrmability relates to the
adequacy of the data collected and how thoroughly the analysis underpins the fmdings,
such as provision of coding frames, inter-rater reliability checks, and detailed participant
accounts. The effectiveness of the research methodology used in this study will be
evaluated in the final chapter, using Lincoln and Guba's (1985) criteria.
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Qualitative researchers are able to make use of theoretical sampling (Silverman, 2006) to
ensure that the participants or cases they use provide a sufficient spread to represent the
population studied. Therefore this researcher sought exemplar controversial advertising
campaigns and interviews with experienced advertising and marketing practitioners in key
roles, to examine their attitudes and behaviour in relation to the problem being studied
(Miles and Huberman, 1984). Through triangulation, dissemination and discussion with
peers and other practitioners, the value of the interventions could be checked to enhance
the validity and reliability of the research (Yin, 2003; Kinnear and Taylor, 1991).
Similarly, by being reflexive, the researcher is more aware of possible personal bias, which
may arise from their prior knowledge or personal value systems (Hammersley and
Atkinson, 2003).
An important benefit of using qualitative research to explore EDM in practice is the
opportunity that it provides for respondents to contribute fresh ideas to the research
agenda, and to give their own accounts of their experience, events and feelings in a less
prescriptive way than would be possible with a quantitative research instrument. Recording
interviews and referencing case files, memos and so forth provides a reliable evidence base
in qualitative research.
Qualitative methods have been classified into four main traditions namely 'grounded
theory, case study, ethnography and phenomenology' (Cresswell, 1989: 65). 'Grounded
theory' evolved from sociology and develops hypotheses and models, grounded in field
data usually from around 20-30 interviews; the data are analysed using 'open and axial
coding' (Glaser and Strauss, 19t>7). 'Case study', which evolved from political science,
uses in-depth analysis of cases using multiple sources, documents and observation,
yielding thick thematic description (Yin, 2003). 'Ethnography', developed from
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anthropology, describes and interprets culture and social groups, through observation and
interviews (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2003). 'Phenomenology', developed from
philosophy and socio-psychology, uses interviews to find meaning in statements and
themes within participants' experience (Thompson, 2001).
Patton (2002) suggests that no one method is better than another and the choice of
approach should depend on the research questions being asked. It is also feasible that
mixed methods may yield optimal results. This researcher considered that in view of this
study's focus on controversial advertising and its regulation, a mixed methods approach
involving archival data and in-depth interviews would be most suitable to observe and
explore the nature of the problem. Furthermore, interviews, based on the ideas behind
phenomenology and grounded theory, would be appropriate means to probe practitioners'
experiences and to make sense of how their work culture might shape their decisions. Thus
ideas from all of Cresswell's (1989) traditions of qualitative inquiry are included in the
research strategy and fieldwork for this thesis.
In selecting appropriate units of analysis, the researcher used purposive sampling (Patton,
2002) to locate specific examples of controversial advertising, which would become the
focus for insights into practitioner EDM; rather than empirically generalising from a
randomised sample. The ASA complaints archive provided a pool of potential
organisations whose advertising had been in some way controversial. The process also
enabled specific practitioners to then be targeted as potential interviewees. Itwas important
..
to procure access to practitioners with direct experience of the creation and regulation of
the controversial advertising campaigns in question. The researcher's prior experience in
the marketing industry was declared and actively used to promote empathy, sensitivity and
to 'show respect to potential participants. Reassurances about commercial confidentiality
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were also provided. Given the study's complexity and the sensitivity of controversial and
ethical issues being covered, and the researcher's aim to include multiple players in the
advertising process, gaining access to controversial advertising cases was a real challenge.
The research strategy taken to gain access, collect and analyse the data are described in the
following sections.
4.5 Research Methods and Process
The following sections explain the research design that was implemented to fulfil the three
central research aims; namely to build a holistic view of the advertising and regulation
process; determine the nature of controversial advertising from the industry practitioners'
perspective and make sense of practitioner EDM in practice. The various stages of the
research process are described below.
4.5.1. Secondary Research - Exploring the Field
This section describes the problem defmition stage of the research. Secondary data were
crucial to scoping and making sense of the controversial advertising phenomena. This
involved locating and evaluating existing data. A broad mix of academic, practitioner,
professional and media sources provided background information about the nature of
controversial advertising in the UK. Institutional data were accessed from library and
online archives and included: government sources such as the Office of Communication
(OfCom) and regulatory bodies such as the ASA. Additional commercial data were found
in industry directories, institutional reports from professional bodies and trade associations,
as well as from specifically targeted corporations including marketing clients, advertising
agencies and regulatory bodies. 'Table 4.1 provides the key secondary sources and their
web links, however, due to commercial confidentiality; web sites of participating
organisations have not been included.
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When using secondary data, it is important to consider validity and reliability issues around
the authority of the sources and the recency of the data (Sapsford, 2004). While
government, professional associations and market research companies are generally
considered to be more reliable sources of information, some corporate, journalistic or
internet sources can be anecdotal and less rigorous (Kozinets, 2002; Potter et aI., 2006).
Even so, these trade sources did provide useful and rich contextual data that helped to
shape the research questions and identify potential organisations, advertising campaigns
and interviewees for the study.
A critical secondary data source was the ASA complaint adjudications archives; these
contain over a hundred thousand controversial advertising campaigns dating back to 2004
(www.asa.org.uk). The ASA investigates advertising complaints and adjudicates over
whether an advertisement is in breach of the UK advertising code. The adjudication
reports, which are published on-line each week, provide both a historical and contemporary
data pool.
Given the research objectives of this study it was essential to gain access to a wide range of
participants. Therefore, a number of marketing, advertising and regulatory organisations
were identified as potential data sources for studying controversial advertising. The criteria
used to define controversy were as suggested by Boddewyn (1991), Waller (2003) and
Beard (2008): that the organisations' advertising campaigns were ethically questionable, in
terms of distress, offence, violence, misrepresentation or deception; and further that the
advertising may have had harmful consequences (Pollay, 1986) and breaches accepted
standards of society (Harker, 20(}6).
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T bl 41 S d D t Sa e . eeon ary aa ourees
Oraanlsatlon Website
Advertising Standards Authori.ty www.asa.org.uk
Complaints and Adjudication Archives http://www.asa.org.uklasa/adjudications/pu
blic/
Annual Reports and Complaint Statistics http://www.asa.org.uklasa/annual report!
Compliance Surveys http://www.asa.org.uklasa/research/
Committee of Advertlsins Practice www.cap.org.uk
Guidance Notes http://www.cap.org.uklresource-centre/
CAP Advertising Codes h_!1:p://www.cl!Q_.or_g.uklThe-Codes.aspx
CAP Annual Reports Im!>://www.cl!Q_.org.uklCompliance.aspx
ClearcastiBACC www.c1earcast.co.uk
Clearance Reports www.clearcast.co.uklreports
Clearcast Internal Process Documents Miscellaneous
Client Marketing Corporate Websites (Confidential)
Internal Memos, Briefing Documents Miscellaneous
Advertising Copy, Scripts, Digital Media,
Company Reports
Advertising Agency Corporate Websites (Confidential)
Internal Memos, Briefing Documents, Miscellaneous
Advertising Copy, Scripts, Digital Media,
Company Reports, Correspondence
Advertising Digital Archives
History of Advertising Trust http://www.hatads.org.ukI
YouTube www.youtube.com
Advertising Archives http://www.advertisingarchives.co.ukI
Government Bodies
Office of Communications www.ofcom.org.uk
Office of Fair Trading www.oft.gov.uk
Industry Reports
Mintel www.mintel.co.uk
Keynote www.k~ote.co.uk
WARC www.warc.com
A.C. Nielsen http://uk.nielsen.com
Digital World - The Byron Review www.dcsf.gov.uklbyronreview
Trade Press
Adman www.adm~magazine.com
Media Week www.mediaweek.co.uk
Marketing www.marketingrn.agazine.co.uk
Advertising Age www.adage.co.uk
Professional Associations
Incorporated Society of British Advertisers www.isba.org.uk
UKIE (formerly Elspa) www.ukie.com
The Advertising Association www.adassoc.o:r-g.uk
Institute of Practitioners in Advertising www.ipa.co.uk
EASA www.easa.org
Source: Author (2012)
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A systematic review of the advertising complaints archive was undertaken to identify
advertisers having breached specific sections of the CAP advertising code, such as the one
shown below in Table 4.2 relating to advertising campaigns that cause offence or condone
violence. The ASA archives are indexed according to the advertiser responsible for the
advertising and the date of complaint adjudication. Having set up an email alert, the
researcher received approximately 15 new complaint reports each Wednesday. These were
then assessed to gain a better understanding of the themes of complaints and to develop a
deeper understanding of the adjudication process and its outcomes. The adjudications
provided powerful insight into the nature of controversial advertising phenomena and
served as real life exemplars of the advertising regulation and complaint resolution
process. The researcher examined each new complaint against the controversy criteria,
collating details of the organisations involved into a case file for subsequent analysis. The
adjudications could then be used to identify organisations and practitioners to approach for
interview.
While researchers (Boddewyn, 1992; Harker, 1995, 2009) have analysed the workings of
advertising regulatory systems worldwide, none has explored the complaints handling
process by triangulating the perspectives of the advertiser, the agency and the regulators.
This is a gap to be addressed in this thesis by including key industry stakeholders in the
clearance approval and complaints handling process. This methodological focus on the
'process' rather than just the product or outcomes of regulation, is a key benefit of
qualitative analysis (Creswell, 2008). The archival immersion helped to ground the
interview questions, as well as to make sense of how players perceive the controversial
advertising phenomenon and its effects.
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Many other secondary sources were used to provide a holistic view of the advertising
creation, clearance and regulatory process. The researcher used annual reports from
various marketing, advertising, government and media organisations to provide
background information and statistics for the controversial advertising campaigns.
Table 4.2: Excerpts from the British Code of Advertising.
2.3.1 All claims made must be unambiguous, accurate and substantiated
3.1 Advertisements must not materially mislead or be likely to do so.
3.2 Advertisements must not mislead consumers by omitting material
information. They must not mislead by hiding material information or
presenting it in an unclear, unintelligible, ambiguous or untimely
manner.
3.3 Obvious exaggerations (puffery/ and claims that the average consumer
who sees the advertisement is unlikely to take literally are allowed
provided they do not materially mislead
5.1 Marketing communications should contain nothing that is likely to
cause serious or widespread offence. Particular care should be taken
to avoid causing offence on the grounds of race, religion, sex, sexual
orientation or disability. Compliance with the Code will be judged on
the context, medium, audience, product and prevailing standards of
decency.
11.1 Marketing communications should contain nothing that condones or is
likely to provoke violence or anti-social behaviour.
Source: CAP (2012a)
On-line advertising archives enable media from television and cinema campaigns to be
viewed and analysed, including advertisements that were subsequently banned. This helped
to bring the issue of controversial advertising to life. Further sources of information
..
included the web blogs of advertising industry practitioners expressing views about
advertising practice, and consumer discussion boards and on-line forums about
controversial advertising campaigns.
4 Puffery is defined as exaggeration in advertising or use of promotional statements that no reasonable person
would take as factual. (See Preston, 1994, 1996)
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Secondary data was also provided by organisations that participated later on in the primary
data collection, including privileged access to confidential campaign documentation. These
sources supplemented the academic literature by providing useful insights into the actual
day-to-day processes and discourse around the creation and regulation of advertising.
These commercially sensitive data included: industry reports, company reports and internal
documents, market research reports, campaign planning documentation, client briefings,
presentations and correspondence. However, dissemination of these materials has had to be
restricted to protect the practitioners and their clients. Before describing the sampling and
access stage of the research process, important ethical issues associated with conducting
the data collection are now discussed.
4.5.2. Gaining Ethics Approval for the Primary Research
There is an onus on all researchers to carefully consider the ethics of their research
interventions, the rights and responsibilities of different parties involved and any potential
for harm (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2003). Issues of power, politics of access, health and
safety of both the researcher and the researched (Potter, 2006) must also be considered.
The researcher needed to adopt high standards of ethics and professionalism in relation to
design and conduct of the research. Full ethical approval was sought and obtained from the
Open University Ethics Committee (see Appendix III). The research adhered to the ethical
guidelines of the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC, 2005) and the Open
University Code of Good Practice in Research. Both codes declare required standards of
conduct and academic integrity. Navigating the ethical issues required considering
potential risks, and having policies on confidentiality, professional indemnity, complaints
handling, informed consent and the use of the research data. As the research participants
were experienced business professionals, who are familiar with marketing research and the
topics being discussed, the ethics approval process was relatively straightforward. In
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business research the issue of commercial confidentiality is particularly important. Thus,
supporting documentation was provided to participants promoting the value of the
research, the credibility of the Open University and assuring their individual, corporate and
client confidentiality (see Appendix IV).
Pseudonyms were used and details were anonymised to protect both individual and
organisational privacy. Participants were assured that they could withdraw from
involvement in the research at any time, and that sensitive issues or data could readily be
erased from the record should they request it. Permission to audiotape interviews was
given by interviewees in nearly all instances. Adherence to the Data Privacy and Protection
Act 1984 meant that all data would be kept secure, ensuring the protection of all personal
information. Written consent documentation (see Appendix V) was provided in order to
clarify how the research would be conducted and the data used in order to try and pre-empt
future dissemination problems or veto (Lincoln and Gua, 1989). 'Informed consent' forms
ensured the rights of respondents to privacy and confirmed the intentions of the author
regarding publication. No financial incentives were used to recruit participants; however,
in recognition of their assistance they were granted complimentary access to the findings
of the study.
4.5.3. Sampling and Selection of Participants
Appropriate sample selection is crucial to successfully answering research questions and
theory building (Yin, 2003; Eisenhardt, 1989). The concept of 'theoretical sampling'
(Bryman and Bell, 2003; Silverman, 1993) is fundamental to the development of good
qualitative studies. Glaser and Strauss (1967) describe finding rich exemplars of the
theoretical issue that is central to the research study. A variety of strategies is available to
achieve this level of detailed understanding. Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest the
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pursuit of 'maximum variation' to give a broad heterogeneous spectrum of research
situations. Hence in this study a variety of organisations, individuals, and types of
advertising campaigns were targeted. Pettigrew (1988) advocates studying extremes or
polar opposites to provide a deep understanding of 'transferable observable phenomena of
interest'. Such an approach can be particularly useful when the numbers of data sources are
limited. Eisenhardt (1989) describes the need for comparative data selection to provide
'theoretical replication'. While single location studies can yield deep insights, multiple
locations have the advantage of providing additional sites of comparison, enabling both
contrasting and corroboration of evidence. The logic of replication (Yin, 1984) can then be
used to test one's generalisations. If the theory generated from one case is found to hold
true in others, faith in the theory is increased. Limited resources and time led to the use of
'purposive sampling' (Silverman, 2006: 141) in this research. Thus the sampling criteria
used were both purposive and theoretical in the selection of experienced experts and
practitioners from right across the advertising industry and representing the key functional
role levels in the marketing, creative, clearance and regulatory process. In addition it was
desirable to recruit practitioners with working knowledge of the advertising codes and
dealing with a broad spectrum of controversial advertising themes.
Organisations that had attracted controversy and complaints to the ASA in the past were
specifically targeted. In-depth interviews were then sought with practitioners who had
played a significant role in the campaign decisions or who had been involved in the
complaint adjudications process itself.
The need to collect data about EfiM as practised was considered paramount. By focusing
on actual campaigns and analysing multiple player organisations across multiple stages of
the advertising creation and regulation process, the data collection strategy aimed to
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consider the role of both group and firm-level variables (Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe,
2008). This meant that the examined issues could be considered at the individual,
situational, organisational and industry levels. As Tenbrunsel and Smith-Crowe (2008:
591) explain: 'Within the field of management, a connection needs to be made between
ethical decision making and organisational ethics. The micro and the macro could produce
significant new insights'. They go on to explain the need to concentrate (Tenbrunsel and
Smith-Crowe 2008: 588) 'less [on] investigating simple correlations between independent
variables and EDM and instead focusing on investigating the processes that underlie EDM
... simply demonstrating correlations is unlikely to provide much insight into the problem
of behavioural ethics'.
Previous advertising industry studies utilise dyadic or single case study designs (Grant and
Gilmore, 2003, 2007; Drumwright and Murphy, 2004; Waller, 1992; Krueger, 1998),
focusing solely on the advertising agency or on the agency-client relationship. In this
research the aim was to triangulate the views of all the key players and organisations
across the advertising creation, clearance and regulation process. This provided a more
holistic understanding of the process of advertising creation, clearance and regulation,
from organisational and practitioner perspectives.
This resulted in the views of a wider range of players being considered, including:
marketing managers, agency directors, account planners, copywriters, creative directors,
media and production specialists and regulators, copy clearance teams, complaints
handling and adjudicators. Hence the study collected data from different organisations
from right across the advertising process. Further levels of analysis were also built into the
sample design including: a wide range of advertising complaints (taste, offence, decency,
misrepresentation, violence, etc.); different types of advertising campaign (charity,
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cosmetics, finance, gaming, health promotion); and a wide spectrum of agencies
(international, national and regional; large, medium and small; full service and specialist
agencies) were contacted.
4.5.4. Negotiating Access to Marketing, Advertising and Regulatory Organisations
The UK advertising industry is difficult to access, perhaps explaining the relatively low
number of studies in the sector. Researchers focusing on the controversial aspects of
marketing and advertising may be perceived as potential whistle blowers. It was apparent
from the project's outset that access would be difficult, and that getting client marketers
involved would be problematic because of the sensitivity of the subject matter and client
confidentiality issues. Advertising clients are understandably protective of their brand
reputations, and their advertising agencies are contractually obligated to protect them and
present them in the best light. These contracts normally contain strict secrecy and
confidentiality clauses. Schor (2004) was unable to publish significant findings from her
research into marketing to children due to client confidentiality. Regulators were found to
be equally guarded and were more prepared to discuss general issues than specific cases.
Using the ASA archives, the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) website, on-line
directories and corporate websites, suitable case organisations and potential interview
targets fitting the above purposive sampling criteria were selected and approached. The
first phase of the recruitment process involved sending personalised letters to potential
interviewees in the targeted organisations and agencies (see Appendix N). These were
then followed up by emails and phone calls to arrange in-depth interviews. These requests
included assurances of confidentiality and details of the ethical approval processes from
the university. Three preliminary pilot interviews were secured with experienced
advertising industry practitioners to discuss the project's feasibility. These interviews
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suggested that creativity, persistent networking and serendipity would be required to gain
access.
ASA adjudications were used to identify the brand and the agency that created each
controversial campaign. The trade press and other online sources provided additional
avenues to find named senior advertising practitioners who worked on the identified
campaigns. However, despite over a hundred approaches by mail, including letters
explaining the study's aims, the researcher's academic credentials, and providing
guarantees of anonymity, most access requests were completely ignored. The fieldwork
suffered serious 'doldrums' over the holiday season and took over six months longer than
originally planned. It became clear that these formal attempts to gain access to both the
advertising regulatory bodies and the companies involved in controversial campaigns were
failing. The data collection was also taking place during a period of economic downturn;
with advertising spends globally being severely cut. This gloomy backdrop, along with
practitioners' busy workloads and commercial pressures, helps to explain why
participation in an academic study was a low priority; as the following responses illustrate:
Oh dear ...you picked a tricky subject. No personal knowledge of this area and
doubt anyone in the agency would. Will keep on thinking and if I come up with
anything, will let you know. Sorry I can't be more helpful.
(Advertising Agency Planner)
As far as the agency-client interface is concerned, I think you might have trouble
getting agencypeople to discuss what actually went on internally. Most will be very
reticent about saying the client pushed them into it, which is often the case. Clients
can often adopt very different attitudes internallyfrom externally.
(Advertising Agency Director)
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There was also a concern among some practitioners to engage in discussions of
controversial practices, and some agencies pulled out in the end, even if the client was
happy to take part. This impeded some of the triangulation aims of the study.
Unfortunately my agency contact is away for two weeks so there's not much I can
do, and previously she was nervous to ask for any more help.
(Marketing Manager)
After numerous ignored reminder letters, follow-up phone calls and multiple emails it was
clear that a more direct and informal social networking approach was needed if access was
to be achieved. The second phase of the recruitment plan was therefore to actively engage
in industry events, and networking with peers and their contacts to gain access to senior
management and elite specialists or regulators who might be prepared to act as advocates.
After many more weeks, persistence began to payoff. A pivotal moment came with the
opportunity to attend a stakeholder engagement event hosted by the ASA in Nottingham. It
seemed serendipitous that this public workshop was to address the recent rise in UK.
complaints about violent advertisements. The event provided ready access to ASA senior
management, their investigations team, delegates from advertising, industry, media,
government bodies and pressure groups; all of these were important stakeholders
specifically interested in this controversial advertising 'hot topic'.
As a participant observer, the researcher declared the research agenda and collected data
from the formal sessions, and had informal discussions with regulators and industry
groups. Despite the many previous failed attempts to access the ASA, informally engaging
with the regulator'S staff enabled the researcher to discuss the PhD project in greater depth
and even to arrange a subsequent visit to the ASA and CAP headquarters in London. This
was a vital breakthrough in gaining leads for further interviews.
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Another seminar delegate, a board member of an industry trade association, passed on
names of useful client side contacts and helped broker access to them. Thus a
'snowballing' technique (Moriarty, 1983) became the main access strategy. At the end of
each successful interview, the researcher asked the participant to recommend other useful
contacts who might be interested in participating in the research.
Another senior advertising director introduced a recently retired regulator to the research.
This informal introduction led to three lengthy interviews with this regulator and was the
catalyst that opened the doors to a number of the UK's most highly experienced marketers,
advertising agency directors and regulators. This contact was most helpful in achieving the
research aim to involve a broad representation of elite players in the key stages of
advertising creation, clearance and regulation process. The final data set covered over 100
campaign adjudications, and included 33 elite in-depth interviews in 23 participating
organisations. This number exceeds the norm of 20-30 interviews recommended for
qualitative studies or when using grounded theory (Cresswell, 1994). A good spread of
interviewees from across the advertising process was achieved, representative of all
functional roles, levels and specialist organisations involved in UK advertising campaigns
(see Tables 4.3 and 4.4).Table 4.3 provides a summary of the practitioners from marketing,
advertising and regulatory organisations that took part in the research. Table 4.4 provides a
breakdown of the different job roles of the various participants. These include senior board
members, directors, departmental managers and specialist professional staff, altogether
representing hundreds of years of combined advertising experience. The next section
describes the nature of the data collection phase and the interviews.
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T bl 4 S fP' Sa e .2 ummaryo nmary ources - Participating Organisations
Total Participating Organisations (anonymised) 23
Total Advertising Agencies 15
International Advertising Agency 3
National Advertising Agency 5
Regional & Specialist Advertising Agency 6
Media Buying Agency I
Total Regulatory Organisations 3
National TV Clearance I
National Advertising Regulatory Body 1
National Advertising Codes Advisory I
Total Marketing Organisations 5
National UK Charity 1
Multinational Electronic Gaming Organisation 1
Multinational Cosmetics Organisation 1
Regional Transport Executive 1
Government Information Organisation 1
I 4 fTabe .3 Summary 0 Primary Sources - Participants and Their Roles
Total Participants 33
Advertising Agency Practitioners 17
Advertising Regulation Practitioners 7
Clearance Practitioners 4
Marketing Practitioners 5
Advertising Practitioner Role Levels 17
Chief Executive, Directors 7
Senior Planners 3
Account Executives 4
Creative and Production 3
Regulator Practitioner Role Levels 7
Chief Executive, Directors 3
Managers 1
Operations Investigations 3
Clearance Practitioner Role Levels 4
Former Executive I
Specialist Managers 3..
Marketing Practitioner Role Levels 5
Directors 2
Manager 1
Specialist 2
Total Participants 33
source: Author (2012)
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4.5.5. Data Collection Interviews
A key consideration in planning the data collection interviews was gaining a thorough
understanding of each organisation's background, the participants' roles in the advertising
process, and the previous campaigns in which they had been involved. Preparation for each
interview involved becoming immersed in the local context of each organisation and their
advertising campaigns, and, if pertinent, any complaint adjudications against them. This
information helped to maximise the chances of a successful interview. An aim of
interpretive enquiry is to discover the meanings and understanding that practitioners apply
to their experiences (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). This meant that having background
information about the organisation and its activities helped to keep the conversations
grounded in practice rather than too abstract. For example, preparing for a marketing client
interview involved compiling a preparatory dossier of relevant evidence including
corporate reports, previous ASA cases and archived examples of their advertising
campaign materials. Each interview schedule was therefore closely tailored to the
interviewee's specific organisational context and the practitioners' role in the advertising
process (See Appendix VI).
The researcher began the interviews by declaring their previous industry experience and
explaining their desire to have an open discussion about the nature of advertising and
regulatory practice by drawing on the practitioner's experience and perspective. The
interviews were mostly conducted at the commercial head offices of each organisation,
with some carried out in respondents' homes or over the telephone. Email correspondence
was used in certain cases to follow up on issues raised or to provide clarification. Use of
respondents' natural environments as the interview setting helped to ease the conversation
flow (Mick and Fournier, 1998). Rather than using a rigid set of interview questions, an
informal conversational style was adopted to enable participants' narratives and stories to
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emerge as naturally as possible. Hammersley (1992) suggest this enables 'detailed
accounts of concrete experiences' to flow and be recorded that better describe the inside
track of the practitioners' world. This was important, as much previous research in this
area has focused much less on practitioner engagement and real-campaign contexts.
The in-depth semi-structured interviews were arranged as open exploratory discussions
(Kinnear and Taylor, 1996). This enabled respondents to thoroughly explain their beliefs
and feelings in a conversational and relaxed setting. Examples of the interview schedule
and semi-structured prompts are provided in Appendix VI. Three pilot interviews helped to
pre-test questions and develop appropriate strategies for addressing sensitive issues and
any respondent concerns. The goal was to create an open discussion giving participants the
latitude to talk freely about topics they felt were important. The piloting phase revealed
that directly mentioning ethics was problematic, as was the use of academic terminology,
such as Jones's 'moral intensity factors' (1991), 'probability of effect' and 'magnitude of
consequences'. A decision was therefore taken to use the practitioners' vernacular. The
researcher adopted a non-judgemental stance, by using only an ethical lens in the later
analysis.
The interviews themselves began with a clarification of the research aims and of the issues
relating to client confidentiality, anonymity, informed consent, recording permission,
transcription and ethics approval. Interview approaches such as the 'critical incident
technique' (Flanagan, 1954) and Hertzberg's (1987) recall of 'good and bad' work
..
experiences and 'difficult decisions' were used to help open discussions involving ethical
dilemmas. It was seen as desirab1e to probe players' stories and to corroborate the events
and decisions that led to different ASA adjudication outcomes. Any potential 'social
desirability bias' (Sapsford, 2004) and 'trust/honesty' issues (Murphy, 1998) were
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addressed by grounding discussions whenever possible in specific, published ASA
complaint adjudications, and by tracking and analysing the choices made by practitioners
at the various stages of the process.
As mapping the advertising process itself was an important objective in this research, early
in the interviews respondents were invited to describe the advertising process itself, tracing
the steps taken from initial client briefing right through to advertising complaint resolution.
This captured the process from their specific job role and unique organisational
perspective. This enabled the research to build up a model to conceptualize and explain the
different practitioners' daily practices. The researcher was then able to build a more
holistic, interlinked and evolving picture of the process of advertising creation, clearance
and regulation across the other interviews (see Appendix XI). Further triangulation of data
was achieved using evidence from actual client-agency account handling correspondence,
as participants often brought to the interview examples of case files, adjudication
correspondence and the regulators even displayed the advertisements on screen. These
provided temporal and procedural insights into regulatory practice and suggested how 'the
decisions' are made within a network of relationships. Examining what had actually taken
place and the reasoning behind real decisions meant that sensitive ethical issues could be
inferred from the interviews.
Rapport with the practitioners was also enhanced by talking about familiar advertising
campaigns and competitors' activities in relation to different aspects of the advertising
codes. The semi-structured interviews lasted an average of two hours, although some of the
visits, including those with the regulators, lasted over six hours. The interviews were
digitally recorded for later transcription, with field notes also being taken. Participants also
supplied the researcher with supporting grey materials including: creative briefs,
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PowerPoint presentations, company reports and brochures, internal memos, sample
materials, client briefs, media coverage and confidential complaint handling documents.
Subsequently these proved to be important data sources, albeit with the inherent
disadvantage that dissemination was restricted due to client confidentiality. The data
analysis and coding phases of the research are described in the following section.
4.5.6. Data Analysis (Coding and Pattern Matching)
A considerable corpus of qualitative data was collected from the ASA archives,
organisations' campaign materials and the transcripts of practitioner interviews. This
represented hundreds of thousands of words. The interpretive goal was to explore,
describe, .theorise, compare, and find meaning within the data, transforming it into a
coherent grounded story on the nature of the controversial advertising phenomena. The
data collected represented the entire advertising creation and regulation process and was
analysed to find themes and patterns and emergent theoretical concepts using proven
coding methods (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987;Miles and Huberman, 1994).
The NVivo qualitative analysis software package was used to help process and interrogate
the data (see Appendices X-XI). The computer package helped to sort the data, link all
textual sources, model and manage ideas and run data queries. Qualitative analysis
software packages have been criticised by some for distancing the researcher from the data,
even evoking 'coding and retrieval fetishism' (Bazeley, 2007: 8); however, the tool was
useful in the early development of a coding framework. The coding method used to
explore and identify patterns in data was as follows. First, the researcher used 'free codes'
to conduct a classic line-by-line unstructured coding of the data, with no assumed
relationships, but simply looking at what was included in the texts and assigning labels to
themes as they occurred (Bazeley, 2007; Emerson et aI., 1995). This free or open coding
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process yielded around 470 codes, for example categorising themes such as 'client power',
'controversy', and 'collaboration'. Occasionally 'in-vivo' or 'indigenous codes' (Strauss,
1987: 33) were derived direct from the data, using verbatim text to label the code for added
richness and internal validity e.g. 'crossing the line'. A further technique used was
'template analysis' (King, 2004), to sift through and organise the data (See Appendix XI).
After many iterations, broader categories emerged which could be linked together in a
hierarchical axial structure e.g. 'stakeholder engagement', 'praxis', 'process'. The coding
process took place over many months, with repeated re-indexing, recoding, naming and
classifying of the data, to enable more analytical thinking (Dey, 1993; Strauss and Corbin,
1998). Eventually a point of theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was reached
where the same codes emerged repeatedly and no new insights emerged. After iterative
reading and reflection, the list of open codes began to be de-duplicated, categorised and
later organised hierarchically into tree codes. This process logically and theoretically
linked the codes to relevant themes, events, actions, locale, processes and roles (see
Appendix X).
After importing all the source documents into NVivo, additional logical group profiles
were set up, such as organisation type, interviewee role and seniority to interrogate the
data. For example, a series of codes were found to be relating to the particular stages of the
advertising process itself. Thus, 'clearance' could be linked to practitioner decisions,
activities and materials - such as 'code checks', 'creative briefs', 'consultation', etc.
Further codes were found that linked to more theoretical concepts, such as EDM and..
'moral myopia' being related to themes of 'blame others" 'scapegoat', 'proximity'. This
"
helped to build a bridge to the 'core coding' that makes up the central theoretical
observations (Bazeley, 2007). Thus 'causes of complaint' might yield sub-codes that
include 'process length', 'client conflict', or 'unclear regulations'.
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There are numerous ways to cut the data by asking of them different theoretical questions
(Miles and Huberman, 1994). By mapping the process of advertising creation and
regulation, it was possible to compare and contrast different players' perspectives across
different stages of the campaign planning process. For example, a series of codes emerged
that were sequenced to reflect the advertising process itself from campaign creation to
complaint handling. In some cases, the branching of codes went to more than one level.
A further pass through the analysis was conducted which applied an ethical lens to the
practitioner's EDM using theoretical coding of concepts from the EDM literature. This
involved coding data according to Rest's (1990) stages of 'moral awareness, judgment,
evaluation, and behaviour'; Jones's (1991) 'moral intensity' factors; and Drumwright and
Murphy's (2004) typology of 'moral myopia, muteness, and imagination'. Examples of the
core themes and coding schema emerging from the data are illustrated in Appendices VIII
to X. Following Strauss's (1987) coding paradigm, these illustrate the questions that the
researcher asked of the text to generate the codes. The coding summaries also illustrate the
emergent structure of the advertising process, the decisions practitioners made, the order of
events and actions occurring, alternative strategies applied, under what conditions and with
what consequences.
In total over 180,000 words of verbatim practitioner text were specifically coded in this
study. The systematic data analysis was a combination of intuition and insight backed up
by mechanical queries of the transcripts and source materials. The researcher's reflections
'"
acted as a filter for the interpretation of the data, assigning meaning and building theory
'"from it. The following sections consider reliability and validity issues and the researcher's
reflexivity.
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4.6 Validity and Reliability of the Research. Process
Validity in the positivist tradition relates to how closely the measures used by the
researcher correspond to reality. In the constructionist paradigm the validity question
concerns how the study gains access to the experiences of those within the research setting
(Easterby Smith et aI., 2004). Validity is therefore in essence the extent to which the
methods and data analysis used produce robust answers to the research questions. Research
may be categorised as 'internally valid' if its findings show causality, and 'externally
valid' if they are generalis able to other groups or contexts. In this research, the main
validity question was about 'ecological validity', that is if the findings capture everyday
reality and are relevant and transferable to practice (Sapsford, 2004; Bell, 2003; Bryman,
1988).
'Reliability' refers to the extent to which findings are dependably documented and can be
replicated by another researcher (Robson, 1993). This often yields practical implications
for policymakers and may help to solve practitioner problems (Patton, 2002). Thus,
drawing on the expertise of senior marketing and advertising professionals helps to ensure
the 'face validity' of the sampling and data quality. Furthermore, the research sampled
particular experts who were best placed to make sense of the rules, codes and nuances
operating both upstream and downstream within the UK advertising process. The study
achieved what Miles and Huberman describe as 'increased generalisability' by:
Reassuring oneself that the events and processes in one well described setting are
not wholly idiosyncratic. At a deeper level the aim is to see processes lind
outcomes [emphasis added] across many cases to understand how they are
,
qualified by local conditions and thus to develop more sophisticated descriptions
and morepowerful explanations.
Miles and Huberman (1994: 172)
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Triangulation was deliberately chosen as a strategy to increase the validity and reliability
of the research. Triangulated methods combine a range of sources, techniques and data
findings to give 'more complete insight to a situation' and to complex research questions
involving 'multifaceted constructs' (De Chematony et aI., 2005). Data triangulation uses a
wide variety of data sources to compare evidence (Patton, 1987). Denzin (1989) provides a
triangulation typology utilising data, multiple investigator, theory and methodological
techniques (see Table 4.5); these were evident in the research design of this study.
Table 4.5 Triangulation methods used in this research using Denzin's
Typology (1989)
Data Triangulation Involved using the interview transcripts, ASA archives and
campaign documentation to corroborate and verify the empirical
evidence.
Investigator Was provided as a result of input from the supervisors,
Triangulation communication with other active researchers in the field, and
additional coding checks conducted by two fellow PhD
students. The coding checks involved asking the two colleagues
to independently sort small cards with individual codes into
broader themes. This process helped to validate and corroborate
the key central themes and phases of the advertising process that
underpin the structure of the findings chapter.
Theory Involves the research question being explored from more than
Triangulation one theoretical perspective. This can be seen in the range of
focal theories examined in the literature review, particularly
with reference to the application and development of more
enhanced models of EDM and theories to holistically map the
processes of advertising creation and its regulation.
Methodological Evident in the range of methods used, including the in-depth
Triangulation practitioner interviews, participant observation, archival
documents and case studies.
Source: Denzin (1989)
The significant benefit of triangulation is that the inherent limitations of each research
methodology are complemented by the strengths (Brewer and Hunter, 1989) and through
corroboration provided by other"methods (Scandura and Williams, 2000). It was also a
powerful means to identify inconsistencies in what players say and do, by comparing the
players' formal and informal accounts in comparison to the official documentation.
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In social science research, it is possible to combine methods, study groups, locations and
temporal settings (Flick, 1998). Given that advertising and ethics are multifaceted in
nature, it made sense for the researcher to consider these topics from a variety of angles.
Hence, the holistic research strategy, which purposely involved multiple players, at
multiple sites and across multiples stages of the advertising campaign development.
However, this methodological meta-mix (beyond a single method), significantly added to
the time and resources needed for access, data collection and subsequent analysis.
Findings in the following chapters are evidenced with verbatim quotes to boost the
plausibility of the data and more accurately reflect the common realities of practice in the
advertising context. As well as presenting data and findings back to participants, the
researcher asked both peers and academic colleagues to corroborate the interpretations.
Adam and Schvaneveldt (1988) call this approach 'social validity'. It is worth noting that
Silverman (2006) is critical of returning data back to participants for validation, suggesting
that it may lose authenticity or its relevance to that particular situation or time situation,
particularly if changes are made later. There is also the risk that participants may withdraw
their consent or refuse to agree to the findings being published. These issues were
addressed in this research through confidentiality agreements and by securing informed
consent. All qualitative inquiry is subject to the subjective interpretations and background
biases of the researcher; these are discussed in the following section.
4.7 Researcher Reflections and Reflexivity..
Hammersley and Atkinson (2003) stress the vital importance of 'reflexivity', that is, for the
,
researcher to self-reflect on their position in the research itself, echoing the ontological and
epistemological discussion at the beginning of the chapter. This requires a questioning of
who one is as a researcher, what one believes in or stands for, what is driving one's
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research interests and questions or what one wants to fmd out. Researchers inevitably bring
prior assumptions and experience to the research process, shaping what the research aims
to achieve. According to Hammersley (2002) ethnographic researchers are all affected by
socio-historical locations, values and interests, and thus involved in, not detached from,
society. Equally, each researcher's personal biography can affect and be impacted by the
research process itself. It is therefore important to be reflexive and aware of one's role in
the research and any potential conflicts that might arise.
Having worked within the marketing and advertising field for 30 years as a practitioner,
the researcher is intimately aware of the industry as an insider. However, having entered
academe, he may now be seen as an outsider. This raises challenges in working out the
ethics of one's 'impression management' (Goffinan, 1959: 208); that is, how to present
oneself and the research to participants. Having openly declared his previous career
history, the researcher could be seen by the interviewees in different ways: as a peer
practitioner; as a well-informed consultant, a friendly guest; or as a threatening outsider;
potential whistle blower, critic or even spy. These role boundaries and preconceptions were
reflected in the researcher's and the participants' cultural expectations whether as client,
regulator or agent. These concerns invariably had an impact on negotiating access and on
the interviews themselves. There were also hierarchical issues to be considered: having
meetings with chief executives and titled Lords one day, and grassroots staff the next. To
be successful, interpretive research requires consideration of how the researcher is acting
as a filter in the analysis; being aware of 'insiderliness or outsiderliness' (Hammersley and
"
Atkinson, 2003), and any status issues or politics at work.
Given the sensitivities around ethics, controversial advertising and the constraints of
commercial confidentiality, numerous agencies and clients refused to participate. The
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difficulty in securing access did not necessarily mean that discussions with academic
researchers were boycotted. It is understandable that practitioners may have had more
pressing demands, particularly in a major economic downturn. However, when interviews
were negotiated, the secret to successful data gathering was transparency, empathy and
building a rapport based on trust.
A reflexive researcher should therefore avoid a relationship with participants that are too
one-sided or parasitic, rather utilising an 'ethics of care' (Gilligan, 1982), by endeavouring
to arrest any concerns about the study and offering practitioners something in return. There
is an onus to represent the data accurately, not to compromise any participant's personal or
commercial integrity, and to re-balance the power relations between the researcher and the
researched (Gille, 2001), in order to gain a co-constructed version of their lives (Geertz,
1973).
Problems and setbacks in terms of access and personal stress are common obstacles for
most researchers. Perseverance in the negotiation and fieldwork paid off with a
comprehensive data set eventually secured. The ethnographic 'multisite immersion' (Amit,
2000) provided the opportunity to experience UK advertising in practice. This included
watching a creative team filming a smoking cessation TV advertisement; regulators
engaging with lobby groups; and clearance operators negotiating with clients on the phone.
Sitting waiting for interviews in impressive corporate head office receptions and open plan
offices provided the chance to observe practitioners at work and meeting and greeting, and
'"
to overhear advertising people and client conversations and get a flavour of both industry
and organisational culture.
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4.8 Summary
This chapter has provided a detailed explanation of the research strategy used to gather the
empirical data in this thesis. It has described the research paradigm underpinning the
research, the rationale behind the study aims, data collection and the analytical framework.
The appropriateness of using qualitative enquiry to examine the roles, relationships and
decision making around the phenomenon of controversial advertising have also been
considered. To help to make sense of practitioners' perceptions, the study focuses on real
advertising campaigns, accessing and engaging with multiple expert participants and
sourcing relevant campaign materials. The importance of validity and reliability, and the
need to triangulate the data have been explained. The ethnographic mix of methods has
been shown to be empirically valid and justifiable, given the complexity of the phenomena
and the multiple stakeholders involved. The applied purposive sampling (Eisenhardt, 1989)
as well as the theoretical sampling (Yin, 2003) has been explained and justified.
The data analysis process has been fully described, showing how NVivo helped to sift
through the data to identify key themes, and to make sense of what is happening and why,
within the advertising process. The findings chapters that follow show how controversial
advertising issues arise and are resolved. It most significantly provides the practitioners'
voices through their stories and narratives, and portrays the nature of their ethical decision
making. The methods used can be seen as the cords that bind the research questions and
answers. In the following three findings chapters the key theoretical concepts from the
literature are revisited to make sense of and review the implications and consequences of
'"
the research findings.
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Chapter 5
Findings: The Process of Advertising Creation,
Clearance and Regulation
Never write an advertisement which you wouldn't
want your family to read.
You wouldn't tell lies to your own wife.
Don't tell them to mine.
'" David Ogilvy '"
Confessions of an Advertising Man.
1963
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Chapter 5
Findings: The Process of Advertising Creation,
Clearance and Regulation
5.1 Introduction
A central research question for this thesis is how ethical decision making (EDM) is
constructed by marketing and advertising industry practitioners involved in the creation,
clearance and regulation of controversial advertising. Before establishing the EDM
involved it is important to consider the nature of the advertising creation, clearance and
regulation process itself as seen by advertising practitioners, regulators and marketers. The
aim is to make sense of the practitioners' 'insider view' of the processes that give rise to
controversy in advertising and to describe the process as completely as possible from
creation of the campaign to the resolution of any later complaints. The 'campaign process'
represents a channel through which the advertisement passes from initial ideas to final
production and dissemination in the media. It provides a logical structure to investigate
how practitioners interact and make decisions that can result in controversial advertising.
In-depth analysis of interviews and additional documentary data sources were used to
construct a new holistic process model, mapping discrete stages from creation and
clearance phases through to dissemination and complaint adjudication. In all, six stages
were identified, namely 'creation, clearance, communication, complaint, compliance and
control', or the 6Cs for short.
The findings in this chapter highlight the increasing importance of the pre-advertising
clearance stage as a potential means to foster more responsible ethical advertising practice
and to counter the costly consequences of controversial campaigns. In order to understand
how and why controversies arise in advertising it was critical to look back at earlier stages
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that preceded the complaint. Verbatim extracts from interviews with practitioners along
with evidence extracted from exemplar advertising campaigns are used to provide evidence
for and to illustrate key phases in the advertising and regulation process. In the subsequent
chapters we see how practitioners engage within the advertising process and how they
make sense of it in practice from an EDM perspective.
5.2 Mapping the Advertising Production and Regulation Process
As discussed in the literature review, extant models of the advertising process range from
general communication flowcharts (Pickton and Broderick, 2007; Lancaster and
Massingham, 2001) to organisational diagrams (Borrie, 2005; Harker, 2002;) and from
simple teaching aids to complex network systems that can be challenging to interpret.
Much research on advertising regulation has focused on the post-complaint end of the
process, often looking at single, problematic campaigns. Such approaches tend to
underplay the role played by key intermediary players and organisations involved in real
world practice such as external consultants and industry advisory bodies like CAP and
Clearcast.
Grant and Gilmore (2003, 2007) explored the emergence of network relationships in the
ever-fragmenting UK advertising industry. Their qualitative work focuses on themes of
collective purpose, chemistry and mutual trust. They recommend going beyond the
dominant dyadic relationship of agency and client. This concurs with this study's
objectives to build a more holistic and comprehensive view incorporating other key parties,
media, creative teams and dominant stakeholders. The modem advertising creation and
control process involves multiple players and relationships across both internal
departments and external organisations.
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Table 5.1: Advertising Decision-making Players
Organisation Practitioner Roles
Client Marketing CEO, Marketing Director, Brand Management, Sales,
Finance, Production, Communications Team, Market
Research, Research and Development, Legal, External
Relations.
Advertising Agency CEO, Account Director, Managers and Planners,
Creative Team, Art Directors, Copy Writers,
Production, Media Planners and Buyers. Media
Research and Insight Teams.
Specialist External Services Senior Management, Marketing Researchers, Expert
Consultants, TV, Print, Outdoor, Film, Digital,
Production, PR, Direct Mail, Promotions Specialists.
Advertising Standards Regulators Regulators, Clearance Officers, Copy Committees,
Complaint Investigation, Advertising Council,
Committee for Advertising Practice.
Media Media Owners (Television, Print, Radio, Cinema;
Outdoor, Web), Media Clearance, Production, Media
Editorial, Advertising Sales Staff.
Stakeholders Competitors, Pressure Groups, Lobbyists, Journalists,
Consumers, Trade Associations, Government, EU,
OfCom, Off.
Source: Author (2011 )
The advertising industry has changed radically in the last 25 years, with the rise of
specialist and independent agencies and digital and new media specialists, rather than the
traditional one-stop shop or full service agency model. Table 5.1 below shows the different
players and networks of relationships involved in the modem advertising campaign
creation, clearance and regulation process. It shows the complexity of the context and the
multitude of specialised functional interactions that occur among the various actors and
organisations in UK advertising. The next section describes the different stages of the
campaign decision-making process in which these players engage based on the empirical
evidence. Appendix VII provides a matrix of the participants to aid interpretation of the
interview data.
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5.3 The Stages of the Advertising Process
Grounded and empirical evidence was collected through in-depth interviews with a broad
spectrum of relevant participants from the key industry organisations identified in Table
5.1. Marketers, advertising agents, and clearance and regulatory experts were the primary
groups interviewed. It is important to note that the media, pressure groups and consumer
stakeholders were not directly targeted for detailed analysis. The stakeholder voice was
embedded in the archival data and ASA complaint adjudications. Evidence regarding
secondary stakeholders was drawn from the archives, which provide details of advertising
complaints in differing media. The emphasis was on primary industry experts and
stakeholders involved in the advertising production and regulation, rather than on the
consumption side of the process. Interviews with marketing, advertising and regulatory
practitioners enabled an 'insider' view to be constructed by exploration of their
understanding of the advertising and regulatory, as opposed to imposing an 'outsider'
view.
During interviews, participants were specifically asked about the advertising campaign
process and invited to draw their own freehand map of the process. One marketing
manager mentioned that although they did the job all the time they had never tried to
visualise it before, but found it an enlightening activity (Ml). The process maps produced
at this point were invaluable in probing and reiterating points that arose later in the
interviews. Deeper insights into the process were gained from those parts of the interviews
that focused on examples of practices and decisions across different roles and different..
organisational perspectives. Talking to the client and then to their agency and the regulator
about the same campaign enabled the researcher not only to ground and validate their
narratives but also to understand the process from multiple perspectives.
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Taking on board all the various participants' perspectives of the process, a composite view
was then synthesised into a simplified model, which is presented in Figure 5.1. This basic
version of the model was sent to the research participants for further comment and
validation. A more comprehensive flow diagram of the model was then prepared
incorporating their feedback and amendments (see Figure 5.3). The author also showed the
model to other practitioners working in other sectors of advertising, including alcohol and
government advertising sectors, to check coherence and transferability of the model and its
concepts. They concurred that the model fitted their view and perception of how the
advertising and regulatory process operates. The model and its six stages are described in
more detail later in this chapter.
At the interviews, it became clear that the various players had different perceptions as to
the nature of controversial advertising and roles and priorities of the different actors
involved. What emerged were differences in interpretation of the line of acceptability, and
how effectively the regulations assist in resolving conflict and problems. These findings
are discussed at the length in the next chapter. The author compared the separate phases as
described by the different marketers, advertising and regulatory groups. It was clear that
across any given advertising campaign the interaction of various specialist job roles is
determined by the discrete phases and processes unique to each one. Although different
parties were central to specific stages, the sum of these interactions and decisions generates
a collective, collaborative and iterative decision-making process, rather than resting with
one individual actor.
What makes the regulation complex is that the responsibility for controversy in any given
campaign does not neatly rest with one party, particularly in cases where there are disputes
over the subjectivity in interpretation of both advertising claims. This was exacerbated
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where the issues were not clarified by the advertising codes. It was often voiced that the
regulations are too general a guide as to what the practitioner ought to do rather than
specifically telling them what practitioners can or cannot do. As we shall see in Chapter 7,
the formal and informal systems interact so that the outcomes of the EDM tend to be
negotiated positions across the process, rather than clear-cut by the codes themselves. The
following sections therefore set out to show the nature of the processes and interactions
that occur based on the work experiences and critical incidents and insights from key
practitioners, organisations and specific cases of campaigns that proved controversial both
downstream and upstream.
Synthesis of data across the interviews and cases enabled the identification of six core
elements common across the various types of campaigns and organisations studied, called
the '6Cs', shown in Figure 5.1. Later in the text the various phases are described using the
following key:
[Cl] = Creation
[C2] = Clearance
[C3] = Communication
[C4] = Complaint
[C5] = Compliance
[C6] = Control
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Figure 5.1: Players in the Process of Advertising Production and Control
Source: Author (2011)
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The 6Cs advertising and regulatory process is now first presented to identify and
distinguish the many players and the position they hold at each phase. The clients initiate
advertising campaigns and formulate specific brand communications objectives in line
with overall corporate objectives. They will then prepare campaign briefing documents for
their advertising agencies. The first phase in Figure 5.1, Creation [Cl] is therefore when
the client formulates the campaign aims and message content, specifying the target
audience, and when the agency creates the actual advertisement. This phase exhibits
different levels of complexity, depending on the scale of the campaign, available brand
resources, timings, target audiences and range of media to be used. The agency
departments liaise with the client's brand management to formulate and produce the
campaign materials and media schedules.
The second discrete phase is Clearance [C2]. The proposed advertisement is screened by
internal staff in the client organisation and the agency and by external experts associated
with the clearance organisation to ensure it is appropriate for the target audience and media
selected and that the proposed copy and claims are compliant with current industry
regulations. Expert advice and consultation is the essence of the clearance phase, which
varies in complexity according to the nature of the advertising content and medium used.
For example, TV clearance is more complicated and time consuming than clearance for
press advertising. In most cases, internal experts at the client organisation and advertising
agency will consider whether the advertising claims being made can be substantiated by
evidence. For television advertising, compulsory pre-vetting by external clearance and
'"
sector experts is then required. Voluntary external advice can be sought at this stage from
various industry bodies, such as CAP and Clearcast, who provide help and guidance to
ascertain if the proposed advertising is likely to contravene the advertising code.
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Once the advertising is cleared, the agency undertakes the production of the agreed
advertising materials and then delivers the final version to the media owners who will
disseminate it. This third phase can be described as the Communication phase [C3]. If the
advertisement is subsequently considered to be controversial, one or more stakeholders
may complain to the client, media owner or more often the ASA, the industry watchdog.
This is the Complaint phase, [C4] which typically involves additional players such as
consumers, competitors or pressure groups in the role of the complainant. The complaint
will usually instigate an assessment of the campaign by the regulator.
During this next step, the Compliance phase [C5], typically the ASA acting on behalf of
the complainant, investigates the nature of the complaint and checks with the client,
agency and relevant media clearance body to check for compliance with the appropriate
advertising codes. If it looks like a serious breach of the code, the complaint investigation
may require escalation to the ASA Council, who will adjudicate on evidence provided by
the client, advertising agency, media clearance and sector experts. If the council finds that
the campaign is in breach of the rules, the process enters the Control phase [C6]. Here, the
ASA Council may find no fault; or if the complaint is upheld they can order the advertiser
to amend the campaign content or restrict the advertisement schedule in terms of the
audience, media or timings at which it can be shown. In extremely controversial cases the
campaign can be pulled by the advertiser and even banned outright by the regulator. The
ASA liaise with the media owners to ensure that corrective action is taken. If the
advertisers do not comply, further controls can be initiated by referring the advertiser to the..
government Office of Communication (OfCom) or the Office of Fair Trade (Orr) for
further sanctions.
.
It is valuable to conceptualise the advertising process as a flow through these six discrete
stages from production, through consumption, to regulation. The metaphor of a river is
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useful to classify two further distinct phases of the process: namely 'upstream' and
'downstream'. The midpoint is where the advertisement is broadcast to the public and the
media or regulator receives a complaint. This can also be the seen as the 'controversy
catalyst' that triggers the official formal regulatory phase. The 'upstream' stage therefore
consists of the creation, clearance and communication phases (Cl to C3). The
'downstream' stage consists of the complaint, compliance and control phases (C4 to C6).
Whether or not the process enters the downstream stage depends on whether a complaint is
made to the ASA. When this happens, the complaint acts as a regulatory trigger for the
additional activity undertaken by all of the appropriate players. In-depth analysis of ASA
adjudications provides evidence of controversial advertising campaigns that are likely to be
in breach of the CAP advertising code in terms of deception, offence and so forth, and will
go through all these six decision-making stages. The fact that a given advertising campaign
receives complaints instigates the subsequent phases of the process that constitute the
campaign as being controversial. Thus we only know 'officially' post-hoc that a campaign
is controversial because a stakeholder has complained and therefore the compliance and
control phases have been activated. Interviewees generally felt that the degree of
controversy would be reflected in the volume of complaints and vehemence of the
complainants.
Interviewees from the marketing, advertising and regulatory groups all agreed that
Upstream decision making involves creative and clearance decisions that take place before
'"
broadcast; this is the earliest point where individuals in the various organisations evaluate
the message and its likely impacts. Downstream decisions that occur after broadcast,
whether involving investigation, adjudication and complaint resolution negotiations, only
t<:mdto arise when a campaign is deemed to be controversial in some way. To date, the
advertising regulation literature and predominant regulatory discourse have however
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focused on the downstream stage of the process. The 6Cs' model presented here therefore
serves to provide a more comprehensive view by including the upstream aspects. As will
be shown in Chapter 7, understanding the clearance phase decisions is vitally important to
the success of the regulatory interventions and potential ethicality of advertising.
The six distinct stages of the 6Cs are summarised again in Table 5.2, this time focusing on
practitioners' descriptions of what actually happens at each stage. This is further elaborated
in later sections of this chapter to reveal different players' perceptions in different phases.
The focus here is on what practitioners actually 'do' in terms of the advertising process,
while subsequent chapters will use the 6Cs stages to provide a deeper understanding of
how players interact with each other in their respective roles. It will also provide a means
to explore their EDM and indicate from where controversy in advertising emanates and
how it manifests itself at different stages.
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Table 5.2: Defining the 6Cs Process Stages
The final, approved advertisement is sent to the broadcast media.
The main players are the advertising agency production team and
media owners. After checking the clearance documentation records,
the advertising is then placed in the medium vehicle at the agreed
time.
Cl Creation The client and advertising agency plan and create the advertising
content for the campaign after the client briefs the agency about the
communication objectives. In this phase the agency creates ideas,
scripts, storyboards or film for the client. It can involve consumers
in focus groups or seek expert advice on the code. The main players
involved are the client advertiser and the agency creative and
account planning teams.
C2 Clearance The advertising agency seeks advice from specialist advisors or
media owner organisations to check that the advertising content
meets prevailing advertising standards. Depending on the media,
this may be compulsory, requiring external permission to broadcast.
For example, all UK television advertising must be pre-vetted by
Clearcast. Some organisations operate voluntary in-house codes of
practice and may involve internal experts and legal departments to
ensure the advertising claims are substantiated and meet the terms
of the codes. They may also seek advice directly from CAP or the
ASA. Once permission to broadcast is given, the final version of
the advertisement is produced, media space is booked, and the
advertisement is sent to the media owners. The main players
include the advertising agency account handlers, the clearance
regulators, and industry sector experts.
C3 Communication
C4 Complaint After airing the advertising, consumers, competitors or other
stakeholders are entitled to formally complain to the ASA or the
medium owner about concerns over the content or tactics of an
advertisement. Many players may be involved, including
consumers or trade complainants, the client, advertising agency,
sector experts, media owners and the clearance and ASA
complaints investigators.
C5 Compliance At this stage the complaints handling organisation (ASA) will
gather the necessary evidence to assess whether the advertiser is
compliant with or in breach of the advertising code. This may
require an ASA Council review, with the adjudication resulting in
the complaint being upheld or rejected. All players may be
involved, including the client, advertising agency, sector experts,
media owners and the clearance and ASA com_m.aintsinvestigators.
C6 Control The advertising regulatory council, having made their adjudication
decision, can impose sanctions which include withdrawal,
amendment, or rescheduling of the advert to ensure future
compliance, The regulator will also publish its ruling. This stage
provides a feedback loop and can be seen as a learning opportunity
for the client and/or other advertisers. If this is the case, the
judgement can act as an exemplar or precedential case.Key players
involved include regulatory experts, media owners and occasionally
government offices OfCom or Off.
Source: Author (2011)
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5.4 The 6Cs Process of UK Advertising Regulation in Detail
In this section, a more detailed description and analysis of the six phases of the advertising
creation, clearance and regulation process is presented. This draws on a more in-depth
analysis garnered from three representative organisations, using both interview and
supporting supplementary secondary data. The first organisation (pseudonym: Beauty) is a
global, household consumer brand. The second (pseudonym: Gamer) relates to a global
electronic entertainment organisation. The third organisation (pseudonym: Donate) is a
national charity. These were selected for the following reasons: each represented different
advertising sectors and industry types; each had more than five cases of controversial
advertising put to the advertising watchdog; and the researcher was able to gain access to
one or more of representatives upstream and downstream. A short summary of each of the
exemplar campaign organisations is provided in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Background Data for in-depth Case organisations used to
illustrate the 6Cs Model
Case 1: This US organisation is a global household name, whose worldwide beauty
'Beauty' division sales are $19 billion with profits of over $2.5m (2009). It is
regularly among the top 10 advertising spenders worldwide and in the UK
Health and spends almost £ 180m per annum. This organisation exemplifies cases of
Cosmetics controversial advertising with complex technical and scientific claims.
Case 2: This global electronics entertainment organisation is a household name
'Gamer' with sales of almost $17 billion (2008) from its game consoles and related
video game brands. It is also regularly in the top 50 advertising spenders
Electronic worldwide and in the UK spends annually over £27m. This organisation
Entertainment exemplifies cases of controversial advertising with regard to health and
safety, offence and violent imagery.
Case 3: A leading UK charity organisation that aims to protect children from
'Donate' cruelty, support vulnerable families, and campaign for changes to the law.
'" The charity'S award winning advertising is hard hitting and while at times
UK Charity controversial, has been very successful in raising public awareness. Fund
raising reached an income of over £147m in 2008. This organisation
"exemplifies the complexity of advertising creation in sensitive and
controversial areas. This organisation exemplifies cases of controversial
advertising with sensitive social issues around taste, offence, decency and
children.
-
Source: Author (2011); Nielsen Media Research (2009):
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In the following sections, verbatim quotes from the interviewees are presented in italics,
and with the particular practitioner interview quoted indicated in brackets, e.g. (Ml). The
following key can be used identify the different participants: M=Marketer, A=Advertising,
C=Clearance, R=Regulator. Please note that occasionally references are to specific ASA
complaint adjudications made against the three case organisations used in this chapter;
however, to maintain the confidentiality promised to the respondents, the author has not
provided any references to their exact locations within the ASA archives.
5.4.1 The Creation Phase [C1]
For most marketing organisations the creative process is a covert one and involves many
specialists including brand managers, researchers and external subcontracted creative
teams. Campaign planning can begin up to a year or two ahead of the launch of any new
advertising for a brand, product or service. Marketing practitioners, at head office, will
develop a marketing and advertising strategy, which is then presented to the relevant
business units. These units liaise with product development and market research teams to
build communication strategies to introduce and promote new product, service, brand
concepts to their chosen target audiences. These marketing objectives are then presented to
the advertising agencies in order to develop and pitch 'ideas' in a series of briefmg
meetings. The clients provide relevant market and product information plus technical
evidence to support or substantiate the potential advertising message and its claims.
Campaign planning often involves weekly meetings to address claims approval issues, with
representatives from the product development, external relations, marketing and legal..
departments (Ml).
For example, for the Beauty organisation, a product such as an anti-wrinkle cream requires
.
the compilation of scientific information to substantiate any advertising claims. The code
of advertising requires that all advertisers hold evidence to prove the truth of their
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commercial claims. After briefing their advertising agency, the creative teams will produce
some initial ideas in the form of outline scripts or storyboards. The account planners and
insight teams will provide additional input regarding audience targeting and media plans.
This creative process can take up to six weeks, and often involves consumer testing to
research the advertisement concepts' 'feasibility, legality and appeal' (M5).
The potential ideas and agency propositions are gradually 'tweaked' (M5) with the best
ideas being presented to the client. The creative concepts will then be discussed in minute
detail and often filtered as 'ok', 'iffy' or 'no go' (M5), based on the sensitivity of the
creative content, veracity of claims or consumer appeal. After modifications, the 'preferred
option' (A5) version is selected to go forward for full media clearance or pre-vetting. Here,
scripts, films and rough-cut storyboards are prepared along with 'claim support documents'
(A5) to pass on to the relevant advertising clearance organisations.
As Table 5.2 shows, the creation phase [Cl] involves a range of specialist personnel and
extensive consultation with internal and external legal and technical experts. For example,
the Gamer organisation regularly brings new, innovative and technically enhanced models
to the market. Their video games, particularly those with potentially controversial violent
or sexual content, often generate protracted discussions during the creative phase. Gamer
also need to consider their industry Association for UK Interactive Entertainment's (UKIE
[formerly ELSPAD voluntary code of practice, as well as the CAP codes of advertising.
Video Games are PEGI (Pan European Game Information) rated to restrict the age of..
users, so that children are protected. These age restrictions often predetermine the creative
'ideas' chosen for the advertising campaigns. Thus a campaign for a children's arcade type
console racing game such as 'Super Mario', rated 'Universal', would be inherently
,
different in content, visuals and tone used, compared to an 'over 18' violent fantasy game
like 'Grand Theft Auto' .
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Marketing clients provide agencies with additional product information and technical
evidence to support their advertising message as well as full details about the nature of the
game play and intended target audience. Therefore, if a client wants to claim that a game
console or game has health benefits, such as leading to improved fitness or brain training,
additional scientific information is required to substantiate these claims. Consumer market
testing and focus groups are a valuable method to determine if a game's advertising is
controversial and likely to cause offence or distress (Ml).
Similarly, social marketing or charity campaigns such as Donate, while undoubtedly for a
good cause, are often inherently challenging to get through the initial creative phase.
During initial briefings for Donate, the child protection charity often uses specialist staff to
educate and counsel all those involved in creating the campaign, so that they are able to
cope with what can be extremely upsetting abuse cases. Particular attention is given when
using child actors in the advertising (M4). After developing campaign strategies and
briefing the advertising agency to produce initial ideas in the form of storyboards or draft
layouts, concepts are then tested by focus groups to ensure that the advertisement's
message, themes and visual portrayal do not push too far. Based on this feedback, the
creative treatments are honed with detailed supporting arguments, and then used as the
basis of a strongly evidenced case to the relevant advertising clearance bodies.
Creativity is central to the success of all advertising campaigns. After receiving a
communications brief from the client, agency creatives and project team first work
"
internally to build up initial ideas in the form of a script and early visuals. At this 'creation'
stage, particularly if there are likely to be controversial issues, the advertising agency
teams use 'self policing', usually with the account planners acting as 'the clients' eyes and
ears' (A8).
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Before the best ideas are short-listed for presentation to the client, they are often reworked
a number of times to get to an acceptable version. The production teams and planners liaise
to get the scripts, rough cuts and any substantiation for technical claims ready for
presentation to the relevant clearance bodies. Large agencies cope with the volume of
advertisements they are managing by having dedicated 'traffic' control teams who
supervise and liaise with the different internal and external agency teams (AS). Players
involved in the creative stage tend to have specialist knowledge and experience to enable
them to fulfil their link in the process chain. Experienced practitioners within the agency
and client organisation will aim to flag up when an advertising creative concept is 'too
strong' (M3) or is likely to breach the advertising code based on their hindsight and
knowledge of previous campaigns and adjudications (AI7, Cl). Invariably, controversial
scripts take more time to gain approval. Occasionally some agencies will adopt a deliberate
initial strategy of pushing both the client and clearance bodies harder (AS, A6) in the
knowledge that they can 'cut the creative treatment back' (M2) to what one participant
called the 'safe version' that will definitely get through (AI4, R4). In some instances, they
'get away with the more edgy version' (A7, A3). The creative phase is a series of
negotiations, with clients and agency teams balancing the advertising content in terms of
how far to push the claims about the product, how it is portrayed or the creative or visual
tactics used.
One notable point to make here is that advertising regulation - in the sense of its being a
self-regulatory activity of the individual practitioner, client or organisation - is most likely
'"
to be effective in this upstream phase of the 6Cs process. This reflects a different picture
from the conventional industry view of advertising regulation. Self-regulation can
therefore seem to be activated at the micro-individual level, but which ultimately builds up
to and is the vital determinant of macro-institutional and industry self-regulation in
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practice. These ideas are further explored in Chapter 8. The clearance (C2) stage, however,
is vital in assessing whether the upstream players have got the balance right.
5.4.2 The Clearance Stage [C2]
The literature review revealed that the role of clearance in determining the effectiveness
and ethicality of advertising has received little research attention (Zanot, 1985; Rotfeld et
aI., I990b ). Yet, in this research the clearance stage has emerged as crucial to effective
advertising self-regulation. Many practitioners regard the clearance stage as a challenging,
time consuming and largely hidden, administrative and somewhat bureaucratic aspect of
the advertising process. It is seen as a 'necessary evil' (A6), not commonly discussed until
there are complaints leading to investigation by the ASA. The clearance phase does vary
according to the media being used to carry the advertising. All UK television advertising
must go to Clearcast for compulsory pre-production and post-production clearance. The
initial advertising concepts and scripts can now be sent on-line to the TV clearance teams
who then provide feedback on-line or by phone.
Most clients, particularly those advertising products that are technically complicated or
socially sensitive (such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or alcohol) must hold 'proof (R4)
and be able to provide all the scientific evidence to substantiate the claims made in their
advertising in the event of complaints (Ml, M2, M5). Advertisers and agencies have to
deal with different clearance protocols in different media. For example, Radio Advertising
Clearance Centre (RACC) for radio campaigns, or the individual magazine publishers, is
involved in the clearance process for print advertisements. Other bodies may also be
involved. For example, the Gamer organisation also had to ensure that the British Board of
Film Classification (BBFC) approved the appropriate film classification for their cinema
advertising.
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The media clearance organisations consult their own sector experts to verify content and
claims against the appropriate code based on evidence submitted by the agencies and
clients (Cl, C4). If the clearance advisor takes issue with claims in the scripts and
storyboards, they may ask for supplementary evidence to be provided or for the content be
amended. If the' copy is approved, the advertising agency can then produce a more
developed version of the advertisement. The advertising agency and client can also seek
advice direct from CAP for clarification of the relevant sections of the advertising code.
The clearance stage will often include discussion of likely timing restrictions if the product
or advertising is controversial (M3, AI7). For example, if an advertisement contains
violent imagery or nudity, it may have to be broadcast after the 9pm watershed to avoid
being seen by children. Upon resubmission of the modified or 'rough' cut to the clearance
agency or media owners, the advertising may be approved, amended again or rejected
outright.
This process can continue until the advertisement is approved and the relevant media
clearance teams are satisfied. Typically, for TV clearance, the substantiation process can
take from two days to three months depending on the scale and complexity of the
campaign. For the Beauty organisation, for example, delays can arise if the clearance
organisations and the client's scientific experts have disagreed on the veracity of a
scientific claim (M5).
W~th any controversial advertising such as for video games or alcohol, it is the norm for
the broadcast clearance teams to apply appropriate media and tighter timing restrictions.
For Gamer, violent games advertising invariably have imposed an EX-KIDS, post 9pm or
even post llpm restriction, largely dependent on the advertising content and the game's
PEG! rating. Timing restrictions have also been common clearance outcomes for the
Donate charity's campaigns, leading to heated debates and therefore delays in getting the
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sensitive campaigns on air (M3, AI7). The clearance organisations must also have
administrative processes in place to ensure that the advertising agency and client resubmit
the correct advertisement, editing out any problem scenes and adding on-screen text
wamings called 'supers' (A5) if needed. These are particularly common with cosmetic,
pharmaceutical and financial advertising. When all of the required changes are made, final
approval is given to the advertising agency to broadcast their campaign.
The nature of Donate's child protection advertising means that all of its television
campaigns are subject to heightened scrutiny by Clearcast and other clearance bodies (M4,
M3, A4, Cl, R4). A major issue for the charity and its agency arose because their clearance
advisor seemingly automatically imposed timing restrictions on their campaigns. Given
that people often find this organisation's advertising upsetting, a 'default position' (M3),
was therefore to impose an EX-KIDS advertising slot (AI7). This clearly has ramifications
for the size of audience reached by the advertising and thus its cost effectiveness.
Furthermore, Donate's advertising agency account handlers argued that children are a key
target of the charity's campaigns, particularly in relation to telephone support lines (AI7).
IDother words, the regulators were stopping them achieving their clients' aims and wasting
donors' funds (AI7). The charity and agency needed to work closely at the clearance stage
to present stronger arguments to anticipate and overcome disputes with the clearance
organisations and to avert media restrictions.
Over time, the account handling teams build up a better understanding of the mechanics..
and deliberations involved in the clearance stage. For a typical television advertisement,
players can expect to spend up to five days negotiating with the clearance body to ensure
that the advertising is compliant with CAP broadcasting rules (MI). Some advertisements,
"
however, will take one or two extra weeks to go through this stage, particularly if they
need to engage technical or scientific expert consultants, as often occurs with advertising
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concerning pharmaceuticals, nutrition, vehicle emissions or more recently sustainability
and carbon offsetting (C2, R4, M5).
Often the advertising accounts team will meet, and gather all necessary evidence to argue
their case and overcome the clearance hold-ups. Where major disagreements arise, the
clearance executive may pass the advertising case over to the 'copy committee' to make a
final independent and binding judgement (Cl, R4, R6). If they are happy that the copy
claims are substantiated and timing restrictions appropriate, the advertisement will be
approved and the final version can be produced. The television administration team at the
agency ensure that the final agreed version of the advertisement is accompanied by all of
the right documentation and certification (A5, AI4).
All advertisements broadcast in the UK will be 'clocked' final versions with a unique code
assigned to them, identifying the agency, client, product and length of the commercial
(A5). This ensures that the correct version is used by the broadcaster, and enables any
version of an advertisement that has had an ASA ruling against it to be readily identified.
The clearance phase is characterised by judgement calls and negotiations as to the
appropriateness of the advertising. Some of the practitioners described the process as going
through the wringer (M2) or mangle (M5), painful but necessary. The client and agency
account team consult and negotiate with the clearance bodies, media owners and industry
experts to vet the advertising content in terms of specific claim substantiation, detailed
product description, allowable image portrayal or responsible media tactics to be used and
to ensure it adheres to the relevant industry code of standards (Cl, C2, C3, R3). This
means that many potentially controversial advertisements are filtered out or amended early
in the process (C4). This arguably substantially reduces the number of cases of complaints
and adjudications at later stages of the process. However, despite these clearance actions
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many campaigns still manage to attract complaints. These issues are explained more fully
in the following chapter. Consequently much advertising self-regulation happens at the
'clearance' stage [C2] or even during the 'creation' stage [Cl] of the process. The goal of
the clearance stage is to get the client's advertising message successfully into the media;
(Cl, C4) while maintaining industry standards and protecting the public (R4).
5.4.3 The Communication Stage [C3]
The third stage in the 6Cs process is the 'communication' phase, when the final
advertisement is delivered by the advertising agency for broadcast and dissemination in the
relevant media. This normally represents the end of the upstream process. The media
owners will vet and double check the advertisement at this stage, taking note of any special
caveats or scheduling restrictions imposed by the clearance bodies, e.g. if the
advertisement needs to be broadcast after 9pm, or not in conjunction with children's
programmes (A5, AI7). The media owners then broadcast or publish the advertising
campaign as booked and organised by the agencies' media planners and buyers. The vast
majority of advertisements go through this communication phase without a problem.
Depending on the type of campaign or medium being used, organisations such as Donate
may be subject to further vetting by media owners or television stations seeking not to
upset their readers or viewers (M3). The charity has found that the media are generally
supportive, given the need to spread their child protection message (M4). Media owners
are"licensed by the government through OfCom and are responsible for upholding the
reputation of television, cinema and radio advertising. Media owners are bound to enforce
any scheduling restrictions from Clearcast and may have their licence revoked if they fail
to protect consumers from deceptive or controversial commercial practices (Cl, C4).
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Thus, in the case of outdoor poster campaigns, media owners may ensure certain poster
sites around schools may not be used (C4). Specific industries offer additional voluntary
vetting advice (M5, All, AI5), which supplements the CAP code and helps to move the
advertising through the upstream stages [CI-C3]. Examples of such organisations are
UKIE (formerly ELSPA) in the gaming industry (MI), or the Portman Group who
represent alcohol advertisers (A2, A4). The agency media department will track that the
advertisement has been actually broadcast. They will also receive media audience data
such as National Readership Survey (NRS) or British Audience Research Bureau (BARB),
to show the client how effective the media schedule has been at reaching its target
audience. (A3)
Most responsible advertising campaigns only go through stages [CI-C3] and these are
concluded once broadcast and received by the audience. Only if complaints or controversy
arise are stages [C4-C6] instigated. However, occasionally the incorrect version of an
advertisement is broadcast, leading to complaints (R3, M5). 'The broadcasters will do what
we advise, always, I think - Imean very occasionally an ad is scheduled for the wrong
time - that's usually human error before anything else' (C3). Human error is usually the
explanation; in this case the ASA will informally resolve the complaints without having to
carry out a full investigation or involving the ASA Council. Some advertisements,
however, do turn out to be controversial despite the upstream vetting and clearing process
and thus enter fully into the downstream stages of the process [C4-C6] that follow. The
next stage, 'Complaint' [C4] of the process is activated only after the advertising appears
in the media.
5.4.4 The Complaint Stage [C4]
Complaints from stakeholders signal that an advertising campaign may be controversial.
Most participants indicated they had encountered some form of criticism about advertising
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content at some time from consumers, competitors, regulators and pressure groups. The
causes and degree of controversy varied but the majority saw the complaint phase as
starting when notification is received from the ASA that a campaign is potentially in
breach of the code. Many of the types of complaints identified in the literature and
discussed in Chapter 2 came up in the interviews. The Beauty organisation often makes
health or beauty claims about their products (M5), for example, 'skin ten years younger',
'hair six times stronger'. Complainants often question the veracity of such statements or
express concern when advertisements quote survey results, such as '84% of women voted
[Brand X] best in the UK', without stating the sample size. Complaints are sometimes
related to more technical aspects of the advertising itself rather than to the product or its
advertising message (M5). For example, one viewer, who suffered from photosensitive
epilepsy, said the ad had caused her to experience a seizure, challenging whether it was
harmful and inappropriate for broadcast (R3). In another ASA case, viewers complained
that Beauty advertising was misleading because of the use of soft-focus lighting and the
fact that airbrushing techniques were used on the 'after' shots to exaggerate the effect of
the foundation (A6, R2).
Competitor organisations often counter claims on the grounds that they are misleading or
lack scientific proof (M5). For example, a rival company challenged Beauty over their
claim that their anti-wrinkle cream could 'reduce the appearance of wrinkles within 30
seconds' and that another product could 'remove seven times more short hairs than wax'.
The.. complaint was that such claims were misleading and denigratory, because the
advertising implied that waxing would leave prickly hair behind. The rival argued that their
wax strips were '95% effective on hairs as short as 2 mm'. These examples demonstrate
the minutiae and technical nature of the complaint resolution discourse that can take place
in the beauty marketing sector, with each party utilising, independent scientists and
consultants in a 'battle of the experts' (M5) to win their case at the ASA.
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The ASA archives contain evidence of a series of advertising code breaches by the Gamer
organisation. This is despite the existence of extensive clearance procedures in that
industry, with voluntary standards and industry rating systems. These complaints have
come from both consumers and competitors (Ml). The ASA forwards the complaint to the
company, describing its nature and volume and requesting that the client and agency
respond. Examples of complaints in the gaming sector have included 'misleadingness'
relating to health, such as brain training (Ml), or instances where scenes in the
advertisement were not part of the game (R4). In one ASA case, complaints related to the
social consequences of Gamer's advertising. For example, a poster was seen to condone
and be likely to encourage violence, dangerous driving and anti-social behaviour, such as
vandalism (R3). In another example eight of the nine complainants believed the Gamer
advertising glamorised, encouraged and condoned gun and knife use, and two out of the
nine complainants found the portrayal of violence in the advertising offensive and tasteless
(R4).
Other common complaints concern discrepancies around promotions, pricing or product
unavailability (C4), as well as 'offence' caused by shocking advertising content (R2, R3),
the 'glamorisation' of violence (RI) or racial or sexual 'stereotyping' (Cl). Another area of
complaint is 'inappropriate media targeting', for example, parents objected to violent
games advertising appearing in children's comics (R2). One parent complained to the ASA
that Gamer's advertising was inappropriate for an advertisement featuring guns and
promoting a game unsuitable for under seven-year-olds (R4).
Campaigns for Donate, the child protection charity, or other UK government's health
campaigns, provide evidence of controversial advertisements addressing sensitive and
taboo themes, particularly where graphic shock tactics can generate widespread offence
and higher levels of complaints from consumers (RI, M3, C3). Examples of ASA
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complaints relating to the Donate organisation have included cases where the advertising
images of a man entering a room in a sinister way were considered frightening to children,
particularly within children's television programming (R4), or even brought back
distressful memories to victims of child abuse (A4, M4). Some of the charity'S direct mail
materials have also attracted complaints by recipients who were abused as children (M3,
AI7). While campaigns using 'fear appeals' often are inherently upsetting or distressing
for viewers, some have also been criticised for being misleading (R4). For example, a
campaign using an anonymous mail shot was disguised as personal correspondence related
to the sensitive topic of child abuse (M3). A more recent adjudication concerned
complaints questioning the veracity of the statistics quoted by the Donate charity about the
frequency of sexual abuse in the UK.
Once a complaint is received by the ASA, its investigation team will follow it up and seek
clarification or substantiation from the client and the agency and often also from the media
and clearance organisations (R4, R6, R7). Trivial matters can be resolved informally by the
ASA complaint handling team (R3). However, more serious complaints mean that the ASA
will need to prepare a detailed case document, with the client and relevant parties outlining
how the advertisement was created, and whether appropriate research, substantiation and
clearance steps were taken (R4). This is then sent to by the investigations team to the ASA
Council for assessment so that checks for code compliance can follow.
S.4!> The Compliance Stage [CS]
When complaints are received by the ASA they are checked for compliance against the
relevant section of the CAP code with increasing levels of scrutiny as they pass from.the
complaints handling and investigations teams through to the ASA Council itself (R3). If
there appears to be a case to answer the regulator will require the advertiser to provide
supporting evidence to bolster their claims and to show that proper steps were taken to
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follow clearance advice on the content and scheduling. It is standard practice for the client
and agency to back up their submissions with clarification of their communication
objectives, evidence from their consumer research and from expert advisors (Ml, A2, M3).
The ASA investigations team will present the submitted documents from the agency/client
to the ASA Council along with a draft recommendation. It is up to the ASA Council to
weigh up the case and judge if the advertisement is in breach or not (R4).
The complaints described for the Beauty organisation fall mainly under CAP Code clauses
3.1 (Substantiation), 6.1 (Honesty), 7.1 (Truthfulness) and more specifically 50.24
(Cosmetics 50.1 - Health and beauty products and therapies). For each investigation the
client and advertising agency compile a dossier detailing their arguments along with
supporting materials from their legal, scientific or market research experts (MS). They will
tackle the specific issues in the complaint and attempt to justify their claims and tactics
used in the campaign. For example:
We understood that the product had an immediate cosmetic effect and had
conducted a study, the results of which indicated that it took ten women an average
of 26 seconds to apply theproduct. Weconsidered it was reasonable to suggest that
.a cosmetic product could be effective at reducing the appearance of wrinkles
immediately on application and that such aproduct could be applied in 30 seconds.
(MS)
In another Beauty case, the client and regulator experts are seen to disagree over the
minutiae of their product claims (Ml). The ASA report indicated:..
Their advertising voice-over stated 'up to seven times', but the caption stated
'removes 7 times more short hairs'. We considered that viewers would be likely to
think of hair 2 mm or longer as still being relatively 'short' hair, and, since it was
the very shortest recommended length for waxing, might still consider it an ,.zn-
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between' length and we noted the 'Zx' claim did not apply to hair of that length.
Because the quoted efficacy figure applied only to the very shortest hairs and
exaggerated the difference that would be achieved, we concluded that the claim
was likely to mislead}.
These comments illustrate the finer points of on-going negotiations and detailed arguments
involved in assessing whether claims are compliant with the codes. The ASA also checks
back on the clearance advice given by organisations such as Clearcast. Once all of the
evidence has been collected, the case will either be resolved quickly or referred for a
formal ASA Council adjudication (RI, C2). If the advertisement is not in breach and the
complaints are not upheld, broadcasting can continue as before. The ASA assessment
declares on the basis of the Council's decision of whether to uphold the complaints or not.
The Beauty example above illustrates the compliance stage with regard to complaints
about 'misleadingness' and the 'substantiation of claims' under the CAP code. Advertising
complaints about the Gamer organisation shed light on the compliance stage in regard to
CAP Code clauses 6.1 (Offence) and 6.2 (Violence and Cruelty). When answering
complaints from consumers or competitors, the gaming organisation and their agency
provided the ASA with evidence to support their advertising claims and explaining the
rationale for the tactics and targeting used. They stated that they took the issue of violence
in video games very seriously and always ensured that their products were marketed
appropriately and to a suitable audience (Ml). They further argued that they followed
Clearcast's recommendations to broadcast after 9pm, as well as advertising their game as
appropriate to the PEGI and BBFC.
K
In another adjudication case, the advertiser described their game as 'set in a fantasy
environment; the story line involved villagers being possessed by parasites, which turned
them into monsters'. Thus, it was argued that the advertising was carefully edited to
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mimic the suspense and action from the game without showing any of its more horrifying
moments (M1). Despite such pre-clearance measures, the violent imagery in the game still
attracted consumer complaints. In such cases involving taste, offence or decency, the
compliance decisions were largely subjective (M1). The Gamer organisation argued that
'the ad was typical for a computer game of this nature'. They pointed out that 'the weapons
in the ad were being used against zombies, rather than in a real-life context'. They also
believed that 'a scheduling restriction to direct the advertising away from children's
programming was appropriate in view of its violent nature'. They also said that late night
scheduling was commonplace for advertisements for violent computer games and horror
films (M1). Gamer appreciated that the product would not appeal to all viewers but said,
by allowing it to be broadcast only on late-night television; they had taken steps to try to
target it appropriately. The actual ASA Council adjudication did not uphold the
complaints, stating that:
We did not dismiss that concern lightly, we considered that it was clear from the
game extracts in the ad that the weaponry was being demonstrated only in the
context of afantasy scenario; we considered that viewers of the ad would recognise
that to be the case ... We understood that a post 9pm restriction was a recognised
benchmark, after which time viewers realised that they could expect to see more
adult material in advertisements and programmes that might be unsuitable for
children.
Here. the underlying logic is that an entertainment product advertisement will 'not appeal to
all' but showing extracts from the game and how a player could interact with it was
"
'unlikely to be seen as glamorising weapon use' or to 'encourage or condone violence'
(M1).
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According to ASA practitioners (R2, R4), those who complain about advertising for
violent video games or movies often express concern in the light of prevailing news events,
such as gang culture or gun and knife crime. However, the ASA tends to consider solely
the degree of offence, tastelessness or gratuitousness within the context of the single
advertisement in question, and not the cumulative effects of such violent portrayal. The
Gaming organisation won its case because it argued that violence was contextualised as
fantasy. The ASA justified the decision, saying that the advertising was 'not graphic and
contained no blood or violence that could be misconstrued as being realistic, they had
taken the necessary scheduling advice and had a storyline that involved killing monsters,
the ad was unlikely to cause serious or widespread offence' (R6).
As in the Beauty case study, the client marketers' defence was dependent on having
documented that the rules were followed. On the more subjective matter of taste, decency
or offence, it is largely left to the ASA Council to make a judgement call (MS).
Compliance with PEGI, BBFC and Clearcast guidelines also helped to bolster the Gamer
advertiser's case (M!). As the advertisements were not deemed in breach of the ASA
codes and the complaints were not upheld, the advertisements could continue to be
broadcast and no further action was required.
A further important aspect of the compliance phase is evidenced in the range of complaints
about the Donate charity's campaigns, specifically relating to CAP code clauses 2.2 (Social
Responsibility), 3.1 (Substantiation), 6.1 (Honesty), 7.1 (Truthfulness), 9.1 (Fear and
Distress) and 22.1 (Recognisable as Marketing Material). A significant and recurring issue,
was that there were complaints about the use of fear appeals, distressing imagery and
references to child abuse. Donate's communication objectives were clearly to motivate
people to support the organisation's mission (AI7), to engage at an emotional level, that
their action and support can make a difference (M3), and not just to raise awareness and
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funds. Evidence from the organisation's pre-launch consumer research is also used to
support their use of hard-hitting content and to argue that the tone of portrayal of child
abuse was reasonable and appropriate in terms of causing stress or harm to children or
adult viewers (M4). Once again, in checking for compliance the ASA liaised with the
clearance organisation to ensure that appropriate actions had been taken in regard to
broadcast or timing restrictions. The charity's response was then scrutinised by the ASA
Council, which on this occasion decided not to uphold the complaints, reasoning that such
a sensitive subject would always be upsetting to some people (R4). The ASA, being party
to the details of the complainant's background, often considers issues of age, for example
whether it was a grandparent, parent or a child that was upset (R3). The EX-KIDS timing
restriction is generally viewed as a sufficient measure to keep an unsuitable advertisement
out of sight of young children (R3, C2).
The CAP advertising code has many specific clauses, which are particularly relevant to the
Donate charity's advertising; these include for example, 7.3.1 (Mental Harm - Children),
7.3.6 (Children - Distress), 7.3.7 (Use of Scheduling Restrictions), 11.3.4 (Charities -
Ethical Responsibility) and the Scheduling of Advertisements 4.2.3 (Treatments unsuitable
for children). When the ASA considers compliance in relation to charity, social marketing
or health issues, it tends to allow leeway based on its own research findings that the British
public are more tolerant of hard-hitting messages for good causes (R3, R4, C2). However,
the Donate charity has not fared so well in cases of misleadingness. For example, a
newspaper advertisement in 2009 claimed 'one in six children is sexually abused'. This
was based on research conducted for the charity in 2000 showing that 16% of children
"
aged 12 or under have been abused. The ASA found against the charity on the basis that its
definition of abuse was unclear and that the use of the present tense in the advertising copy
implied that the data related to the present, when the research was actually almost ten years
old.
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The [C5] compliance phase is therefore characterised by detailed investigations by the
advertising regulators and complex negotiations between the advertiser and agency
clarifying and justifying their actions. Compliance negotiations involve clients, the agency
account team, clearance bodies, media owners and industry experts answering the specific
issues that have been raised. The regulators adjudicate on the evidence presented in line
with the spirit and letter of the advertising code (RI, C2). The next stage, 'Control [C6]" is
activated once the complaint adjudication verdict has been made.
5.4.6 The Control Stage [C6]
The final stage of the 6Cs process involves the regulators taking action to ensure that
controversial advertising is dealt with. When complaints are not upheld by an ASA
investigation, the advertiser is free to re-broadcast the advertisement. However, if the
complaint is upheld by the ASA Council's adjudication and an advertisement is found in
breach of the code, specific recommendations will be made about necessary remedial
actions to be taken by the advertiser and relevant media. For instance, the Beauty
organisation has had the opportunity to amend, withdraw completely or reschedule some of
its advertisements (M5). Typical control stage actions stated in ASA Council adjudications
include 'The ad must not appear again in its current form. We told [Beauty Company] to
ensure they made clear the basis on which future claims were made' (R6). Also when
Gamer's advertisements were found in breach of the code, the ASA resolution documents
requested them to amend, withdraw or reschedule their campaigns. The ASA also instructs
the media not to accept or run the offending version of the advert again (Ml, R2).
Under the tenets of their industry code of practice, advertisers and agencies are expected to
"
respond immediately to the ASA ruling. This might necessitate costly re-filming or editing
out offending scenes from an advertisement, overlaying new onscreen, audio or text
warnings called 'supers', or even rescheduling the media bookings (A4, AI4). The new
'clocked version' of the advertisement must then go back through the clearance process.. ..
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Once the necessary amendments are made the media can run the new advertisement. The
clock number ensures that offending advertising is not shown again (C4).
If an advertiser disagrees with the verdict, they can appeal to the ASA for reassessment by
the independent ombudsman. If the advertiser refuses to comply with the control measures,
extra sanctions may be imposed by the regulators; for example compulsory pre-vetting of
all future advertising (R3). Serial offenders may be referred to OfCom or the OfT, which
have the power to impose fines and legal proceedings (C2, R2). For overseas advertisers
the verdict may be passed over to the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) to
arbitrate and enforce compliance (R4). Interviews with advertising agency and client
marketers particularly highlighted the importance of the lessons learned, which from one
campaign tend to feed into future campaigns (MI, M3, M4, M5, AI7). Thus, the model
contains a feedback loop from [C6] 'Control' to [Cl] 'Creation' (added in response to
practitioners' comments when shown an earlier version of the model). Players do learn
from their mistakes and each encounter with the regulatory and adjudication process,
regardless of the outcome, helps to build a knowledge base that can be used to guide future
decisions (A3, A15, AI7). Thus expertise in dealing with controversial advertising
campaigns can be developed and passed on. If shortcomings in the existing regulations are
revealed as a result of the latest complaint adjudications, new clauses and amendments to
the advertising codes may be generated. This may also trigger CAP and the ASA to carry
out independent compliance monitoring surveys (R2, C4, R4). There are, therefore, several
potential feedback loops throughout the 6Cs process.
The control phase embodies the principle of industry self-regulation with the onus on all
industry members to abide by the prevailing standards and codes of practice. Acting on
behalf of the complainants, the advertising regulators ensure that advertisers and agencies
rectify malpractice, inappropriate content or irresponsible tactics. Relevant actions are
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taken by client and agency, clearance bodies, media owners and industry experts to address
the specific issues raised by ASA Council adjudication. If there is evidence that the
advertising code is lacking, the regulators will liaise with the relevant industry and other
stakeholders, including the government, to review it (C3, MI, R4). Control [C6] is the end
of the downstream process, although decisions made at this stage will have implications for
all other stages. This evidences a cyclical process accruing in terms of the 6Cs model,
which is considered more fully in the following section.
5.5 The Concept of 360-degree Advertising Production, Regulation and
Control
A key finding from this research is the cyclical nature of the advertising creation and
regulation process described by the 6Cs process. A significant issue, corroborated with
practitioners involved in the study and triangulated with other practitioners and industry
experts, was the important feedback loop from the Control stage C6 back to Creation Cl.
This underscores the importance of learning from current practice and in particular the
latest controversies that have arisen and been successfully resolved. In this way, clearance
regulators can better advise advertisers and the agencies on current thinking, rulings,
changes to the code and most importantly proactively addressing stakeholder concerns. As
Figure 5.2 shows, the 6Cs model can be represented as a 360-degree feedback loop,
reflecting that all parties upstream and downstream are interlinked and can improve
advertising practice through collaboration and stakeholder engagement.
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Figure 5.2: The 6Cs 360-degree Model of UK Advertising Regulation
Downstream
Control
Upstream
Creation
Complaint
C3
Communication
Source: Author (2011)
The evidence suggests that those who cut comers at the clearance stages often encounter
costly problems downstream. For example, failure to substantiate claims, pre-vet
advertisements, document evidence and properly undertake clearing procedures also
lessens the chance of getting through any subsequent ASA adjudication. In essence, the
upstream activities are proactive and voluntary whilst the post-complaint activities are
reactive and involuntary. Viewing the 6Cs model as a 360-degree feedback loop enables
parties to embed learning from preyious campaigns and precedent cases in a preventive
way to avert controversy.
Arguably, higher engagement during the pre-clearance stages iricreases the likelihood of
successfully navigating the process and reduces the likelihood of complaints. In practice,
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the majority of advertisements will go through the first upstream 3Cs and no further. For
controversial campaigns that are subject to the complaint resolution phase, the level of
complexity will determine the depth of investigation that ensues. A key contribution of the
6Cs process model is that it connects the upstream and downstream realities. It also serves
to create a synthesis of classic advertising communication models and regulation models
An understanding that upstream practice shapes downstream events and vice versa can
may help to facilitate effective regulation in future and serve as a mechanism to focus
practitioners' decision-making and responsibilities more clearly .
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Figure 5.3: The 6Cs Process of Advertising Regulation in the UK {Detailed}
Source: Author (2011)
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5.6SUMMARY
Comparing the evidence from a diverse range of organisations and brands enabled the
researcher to take a more detailed view of UK advertising regulation in practice. The
detailed 6Cs process model shown in Figure 5.3 illustrates the information and document
flows and decision points facing the players during the process. The new model
underscores the importance of the upstream parts of the process; particularly the role they
play in creating appropriate content and substantiating the advertising claims which can
pre-empt problems that may arise later. The clearance experts and gatekeepers of the
industry code provide agencies with advice, which if heeded, can ease passage through the
stages. It is also important that agencies' production and media teams are vigilant in
ensuring that the correct versions of advertisements are tracked and the appropriate media
scheduling is used to prevent human error. The upstream phases are by their nature
proactive and preventive, they give the marketer and agency time to act responsibly in
determining how far they can go in terms of truth, taste, decency and legality. By actively
engaging with clearance advice, industry experts and also consumers, advertising
practitioners are less likely to create marketing communications that will be deemed
controversial.
Advertising creation, clearance and regulation need to be seen as a continuous process with
multi-party responsibilities and significant feedback loops. Chapter 6 takes a closer look at
the nature, causes and implications of controversial advertising taking account of roles
perspectives and responsibilities the different players play in the 6Cs process. In the
remaining chapters the 6C's model is used and further refined to help make sense of the
d
ethical decision making in the practice and regulation of controversial advertising.
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Chapter 6
Findings: The Problem of Controversial Advertising
- A Practitioner Perspective
Many a small thing has been made large
by the right kind of advertising.
~ Mark Twain ----
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
1889
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Chapter 6
Findings: The Problem of Controversial
Advertising - A Practitioner Perspective
6.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the second research objective, to determine the nature, causes and
implications of controversial advertising from the industry practitioners' perspective.
Articulating the 'insider view', which is often absent from the literature, the findings report
on the views and experiences of industry practitioners drawn from the across the 23
marketing, advertising and regulatory organisations. By utilising the 6Cs model a richer,
more holistic perspective of the problems practitioners face emerges than hitherto implied
in the literature. The data highlight the causes of controversial advertising at the macro-
societal and micro-campaign levels. Evidence shows how perceptions of controversial
advertising problems differ depending on the role of the practitioner and where they sit in
the advertising production/regulation process. An overarching concept that emerges from
the practitioner discourse is that controversial advertising is 'crossing aline', whether in
truth, honesty, decency or offence; and there are many implications of so doing.
Practitioners' interpretations of the acceptability of advertising practices and of prevailing
stakeholder expectations is complex, multifaceted and constantly changing. Analysing
these interpretations highlights important practical implications arising from the use of
controversial advertising messages and tactics.
The literature suggests that controversial advertising can 'elicit reactions of
embarrassment, distaste, disgust, offence or outrage from a segment of the community'
(Waller, 2005: p. 7); or that it offends the 'acceptable standards of society' (Harker; 1998
p, 102). These authors stress the key role of external stakeholders in defining when
controversy occurs. This research highlights the crucial role both practitioners and industry
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stakeholders play in the creation and control of controversial advertising. Marketers,
advertising agents and regulators were fully aware of the potential for advertising to
mislead and offend, and accepted their industry's collective responsibility for all
advertising to be legal, honest and truthful. However, they often found it more difficult to
see their roles as individuals in problematic campaigns. All interviewees had views
regarding the potential causes of controversial advertising. These included: inappropriate
targeting, the use of shocking imagery, stereotyping, intrusive tactics and possible harmful
consequences arising from advertising messages. Before looking at how practitioners
perceive drawing such lines, the nature of controversial advertising is more fully examined.
6.2 Understanding Controversial Advertising: Macro and Micro- issues
This section provides new insights into practitioners' views on the nature of controversy in
advertising. Two levels of analysing the problem are described below: (i) at the macro-
societal level relating to the behavioural consequences of advertising; and (ii) at the micro-
campaign level concerning more specific or technical concerns of individual consumers or
competitors.
6.2.1 Macro-social issues: Causes and scale of the problem and its regulation
Taking a macro perspective involves looking broadly at the cumulative effects of
advertising rather than focusing on individual campaigns. Early in the interviews,
participants often voluntarily accentuated the positives of advertising; speaking of its use in
bolstering the economy and to provide jobs; champion good causes; boost consumer
choice, to educate and entertain; and their efforts to be responsible and compliant with
industry codes of practice. However, there was also recognition that given the volume of
advertising produced it is inevitable that someone, somewhere will be upset, take offence
m misunderstand aspects of these communications. There was also the risk that naive
practitioners occasionally misjudge events and act irresponsibly.
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When probed about advertising campaigns that breached the codes, practitioners tended to
rationalise the causes as due to misinterpretation, differences in personal taste, human error
or technical issues of the codes, rather than deliberate mal-intent.
Most interviewees believed that the pressures of the economy and ever-increasing market
competitiveness pushed some practitioners to consider more controversial content, risque
tactics and provocative appeals. Ever-tighter budgets might make 'edgy' campaigns help to
cut through (AS), as clients want 'more bangs for their buck' (R4). Hence, some
campaigns might cross the line of taste or decency by reflecting a darker side of society,
such as violence, gang culture, religious or sexual taboos(A5, C3, M4, R2). Other
practitioners might be economical with the truth, perhaps exaggerating claims to persuade
vulnerable consumers or to denigrate the competition, but claimed that this was an
accepted aspect of advertising; to be persuasive, accentuate the positive to make sales.
Practitioners and regulators mentioned spontaneously past causes celebres campaigns like
Tango, NSPCC, Benetton; or more recent controversial campaigns for violent video
games, music and film advertising featuring torture, guns and knives that were being
discussed in the media at the time. Advertisers and regulators showed some recognition
that these themes had macro or societal consequences. They were sensitive to stakeholders'
concerns and rising criticism about trends where advertising might be seen to condone
irresponsible or anti-social behaviour.
We thought the term 'light the fuse' for a campaign for an alcohol brand is not
advisable. It is our view that the line not only implies get something started, which
would be aproblem for associating alcohol with social success, i.e. the success of a
'"
situation depends and relies on the presence of alcohol, but also because it could
imply that something really big or explosive is about to happen, this could be
problematic for the associations with hedonism, thus associating a brand with
immoderate and irresponsible consumption (AI).
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Increased public complaint activity at the time of the fieldwork prompted the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA) to undertake a stakeholder consultation to 'check the public
pulse' (RI) in regard to violent advertising. Data collected at this ASA event evidenced
how some practitioners suggested that although advertising is used as a scapegoat for
society's ills, it reflects society rather than is a cause of these problems. For example,
youthful, edgy, challenging brands reflect the zeitgeist of urban youth culture (C4, R3,A5,
R5, M4). Practitioners also defended their commercial and legal right to reflect the needs,
aspirations and lifestyles of specific target audiences (MI, AI4, C4). However, others
recognised the potential of advertising to create new behaviour rather than simply 'play
back' (C4) existing values. A senior clearance regulator reflected on the complexity of
macro-social issues in regard to advertising:
I think that there are traits of unpleasantness, competitiveness, getting one over on
somebody, that maybe do influence advertising, if we live in a cruel spitefu! world,
it would be odd if we didn't have cruel spiteful advertising. So at that level, my own
guess would be that advertising does playback what society delivers to the
advertising creatives. I don't think it goes any further than that though. (C4)
On the other hand, the paradox is that advertising can also create new behaviours and
influence society positively and negatively through the emulation of advertising themes.
You know a way of being compelling in your message is if it really catches on, you
actually create whole new behaviour which hasn't been done before. Take the
Wassup campaign for Budweiser [Beer] I bet the people were not saying Wassup
until Budweiser started doing it. Take the Tango [Soft Drink] you've been,
tangoed', kids were not in the playground going up and going whack to surprise
people, but did from the moment the Tango advertising campaign started So I am
sort of coming to the idea that advertising creates as-much behaviour as it reflects
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underneath, the general umbrella of keeping with the sort of general groundswell
or the mood of the times. (C4)
In this sense, views of practitioners reflect some of the debates found in the literature on
controversial advertising holding up a mirror to society (Fox, 1984; Pollay, 1986). The
regulation of such macro-controversy and consequences was seen as a difficult challenge
for both the industry and policymakers. A senior ASA executive explained that
strategically, the regulator wanted to be more 'open, transparent and rigorous' in their
public consultation but did not want to become 'social engineers' (R2). Another senior
regulator described the dilemma between protecting macro-societal rights while
simultaneously maintaining their industry's legal rights of 'free commercial speech' and a
'level competitive playing field' (RI). The regulators suggested critics have to be aware
that 'grey areas exist' and that any controversy can often be more about the 'product and
themes being advertised, and not the advertisements per se' (RI). This rationale, which
might be described as 'don't shoot the messenger', was common where practitioners were
defensive of their position and therefore potentially abdicating responsibility elsewhere.
A dichotomy exists between public stakeholders' concerns about the cumulative macro-
societal consequences of certain types of controversial advertising and the views of
regulators and practitioners. For example, advertising featuring violence that makes 'guns
appear cool' (R3) may be primarily concerns for politicians or the public at the macro
level, whereas regulators and practitioners tend to prefer to focus on micro-campaign
issues around content, targetin~ and timing of individual advertisements. The ASA
acknowledged a rise in complaints about violent advertising and that this probably
represented 'widespread offence' (R3, R4) suggesting an acceptable line had been crossed
in how violence is portrayed by some advertisers. However, the advertising codes often
allowed these campaigns through, as ASA adjudications largely resolve complaints that
, .
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focus on technicalities relating to single advertisements (content, tactics and targeting)
rather than assessing the cumulative effect of many campaigns; or scientifically proving
contributory links between advertising and harmful societal consequences.
As the code predominantly focuses on individual campaigns, it takes prolonged
stakeholder criticism, lobbying and government intervention to effect advertising reform,
which anyway requires government legislation. For example, the ban on tobacco
advertising came into force in 1986 after over 25 years of campaigning by powerful
pressure groups, including the Royal College of Physicians. Practitioners were conscious
of coercive lobbyists gaining more political capital from a culture of blame critical of
business or an anti-capitalist agenda. Others suggested a domino effect from these
developments whereby tighter regulation and even bans would move from cigarettes to
alcohol or other advertising sectors, such as for high fat sugary food, motor cars, airlines
(Cl, R3).
Judging the volume of complaints necessary to merit enough 'widespread offence' to
instigate a change to the advertising code is unclear (R3). There were significant
differences in interpretation across the practitioner groups interviewed. For example,
marketing practitioners interpreted widespread offence rather differently from regulators:
'Now, to me, widespread means you can really upset thousands of people' (M5). The
official ASA line was that over '25 complaints go to council for formal investigation' (R3).
Another regulator captured the subjectivity of the grey area around quantifying macro-
controversy:
There isn't a magic number because when you get say, 770 odd complaints about
the NHS Ad, [Smoking cessation Hook Advertisement] there's going to be a
proportion, when you analyse them, that say the person has found it tasteless -
would just prefer not to see it on TV. Well that's not offence that kind of needs to
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get passed. But then you have other people who will bring to it experiences from
their own life and you've got to act. Because this goes out to an audience and
unless you time it and target it very carefully there are going to bepeople who will
see it and object to it or be harmed by it. (R4)
The question was asked if one complaint is enough for the regulator to act. One regulator
suggested that to pull a campaign a 'serious' offence was needed such as 'portraying
someone in an ad without their permission ... something very, very personal' (R4). They
recalled a British Telecom [BT] advertisement offering free calls that portrayed customers
spending so long on the phone that their heads became locked in the position of holding the
phone between their ear and shoulder. This led to a complaint from a disabled person who
had people making fun of her saying 'You've been on BT':
The woman articulated beautifully how it was miserable for her; because that ad
was a BT ad, so it was everywhere. At all times of the day and night, and she had
no release from it. Whenever she went out people were poking fun at her, it's very
difficult to say she had not been offended (R4)
Occasionally one complaint can be enough to, have an advertising campaign pulled,
however, this is more likely to relate to provable false claims in an advertisement rather
than matters of taste, offence or decency.
Regulating macro-social issues was seen to be somewhat different from the regulation of
micro-campaign issues, due to the need to reflect on cumulative advertising effects and the
fact that there can be prevailing political overtones if, for example, an issue is currently
d
high on the governmental radar due to media or public concerns. Most agency and
clearance practitioners felt that the sheer volume of individual commercials to be vetted
gave them a limited scope in which to reflect on the cumulative effects of the campaigns
on society. They also saw this as a political issue and not part of their commercial remit.
. ..
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There is a big political structure - the whole Byron report [Government Review of
children's usage of Internet, Social Media and Gaming 2008] - all that kind of
business - we are aware, we make sure we are politically aware about what's
going on in the wider mainstream environment but it can still, nonetheless be really
difficult for us to know what's going to be right or wrong, and so that is quite a
difficult one. (C2)
As already mentioned, some interviewees thought that the danger of advertising harming
society was not as great as is often portrayed by wider stakeholders, parents and
consumers, and argued that they had personal volition and choice to avoid advertising. The
view was that consumers were savvy enough to know how advertising operates (AlO) and
the positive role it plays in educating and informing consumer choices (A13, 14, AI5).
Some of the advertising clients and agency-based interviewees expressed frustration about
members of the public who they perceived as exaggerating the degree of impact and
offence caused by advertising (Ml, AI5).
I think regulation and clearance are actually behind the. times. That level of
audiencefragmentation means in the area of taste and decency, em the audience is
much more tightly self-selecting than it's ever been before. If I choose to watch
Eurotrash [Risque TV Show] I am not going to be offended by a great deal of stuff
that a watcher of Country Fact File [Family TV Show] is going to be offended by
... so I think there is a very good argumentfor saying, if I've got a TV station where
my audience is predominantly going to be young urban irreligious, you know ...
liberated, I can afford to play a bit faster and looser with the kind of material I.,
show that audience. (C4)
In the view of most regulatory interviewees, those who choose to watch late night TV or
provoc~tive programming should not be upset by the advertisements which are shown at
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these times. This senior clearance expert suggested that the burgeoning fragmentation of
the media acted as a regulatory mechanism.
In the past there were only terrestrial channels with mixed audiences, now with
digital and I-player technology viewers can better select what they want to view.
Timing restriction, age certification and programme listings, even subscriptions
and parental control technology can help reduce inadvertent viewing of offensive
advertising. (C4)
Most of the industry representatives interviewed believed that state intervention overplayed
the naivete of the public. The industry considered modem consumers, including children
and seniors, to be media savvy and smart enough to decode advertising. There was also a
sense that some government policy was nannying and too reactive to public and media
opinion, especially in the area of food and alcohol marketing (A5, AlO, All).
I'm constantly amazed that people in government purport to believe that
advertising is so powerful that people are left virtually powerless. You know, I am
told that it isfun to drive a carfast, I had no choice but to go out and drivefast. I'm
told that Heineken tastes nice. I have got no choice but to go and have 100 pints
tonight. I mean this is clearly crazy ... it does seem to inform some thinking that
advertising is so powerful that it has to be the subject of special controls. (C4)
Another prevailing view was a 'ying and yang' rationale whereby the positives of
advertising counterbalance the negative consequences (A14). Advertising agency
practitioners were most vocal in ",highlighting the positive economic and social impacts of
advertising: creating jobs; stimulating demand; enhancing competition; providing choice;
and supporting the media and arts. Many agency practitioners also emphasised
advertising's vital role in charity work, sustainability, corporate social responsibility, and
pro bo~o initiatives (A5, A4, A6, A15).
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The industry's preventive measures and educational role was also stressed, such as
warnings of responsible consumption. For example, media-smart' initiatives claim to
better inform consumers, particularly schoolchildren, about advertising messages and
parents of their rights. One agency director extolled this social role in 'educating'
consumers to make better informed financial decisions, by providing objective,
substantiated evidence about available products and services.
What we have actually been are practitioners in educating the populace and if you
start looking at the UK market ... we have done a great job, the advertising
industry and certainly bringing it back to financial services sector, has done a
fantastic job in educating people as to what their worth is and what we can get and
can't get. You as an individual know that if you need a credit card or a loan ... the
sort of business that will want you, you wouldn't go to them because they are
expensive; those types of people are not for you. So we have educated a lot of
people as to what their level of expectation should be in the marketplace, so you
can't afford not to be honest and objective (AI5).
This pre-supposes that an underlying contract of understanding is present whereby
consumers are savvy and rational and fully informed; however evidence from the recent
credit crisis might suggest that this sector was found wanting in the mis-selling of financial
products. There was also a strong sense that both advertising and advertisers were
'scapegoats' for society's ills and must defend their position (Al3). Thus tightening
regulations and calls for advertising bans, particularly around marketing to vulnerable
groups or food and alcohol promotion might be the 'thin end of the wedge' (Al3).
S Media Smart also refers to a non profit media literacy programme for school children aged 6 to 11 years old,
focused on advertising. Visit http://www.mediasmart.org.ukl
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It was ministerial action that took cigarette advertising off television. Wehave seen
the same sort of thing happening with, for example, advertising food to children.
The big thing in the last couple of years was as a direct result of government saying
to television, there is a problem here and you are part of that problem, you now
need to cooperate to produce answers. So government gets on to television
[Stations], through the regulator to do that ... same thing with binge drinking. It's
made noises in thepast over the speed of cars. I have been at meetings where it has
become known that the government has been concerned about the portrayal of
driving in television advertising; which always cracked me up because ... em ... the
government never ever, ever, as far as I'm aware made any noises at all about
Jeremy Clarkson and the way that you drive in TV programmes or films or in
anything like that. But ifyou happen to see a Citroen being driven too quickly in an
advert then clearly everybody is going to start driving Citroens too quickly. That's
theflow of the thinking. (C4)
Practitioners also saw their industry as being under siege from powerful pressure groups
and government critics, and there being an anti-advertising agenda in relation to issues like
over-consumption of unhealthy food, binge-drinking, sexualisation of children, global
warming and sustainability. Client marketers and advertising agencies are increasingly
cognisant of wider macro forces including threats from European and overseas legislation
(M5, A5, AIO). To counteract these threats, the industry trade bodies were actively setting
up specialist committees to address such groups at an institutional level both nationally and
internationally e.g. EASA; Cross Sector Responsibility Agenda (M5, Cl, C4). Marketers
and agency interviewees expressed the growing need for professional external relations
strategies to offset ever-tightening regulation in sectors such as food, alcohol,
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics (M5. A4). The need to be proactive in assessing consumer
and sta_keholder sensitivity to particular issues or 'hot buttons' (R4) such as genetically
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modified food, abortion, the sanctity of marriage, human and animal rights or crime was
also acknowledged in a number of cases (A5, A9, AIO, AI2).
Practitioners believe that when advertising is seen to be linked to such broad social issues,
that consumers will complain, irrespective of the content, creative treatment or delivery of
the advertising material (C2, M3). This is evidenced in cases where benign examples of
humour are used and misinterpreted. For example, an advertisement might touch on a
taboo subject like underage sex, this an advertisement suggesting that a 'young boy fancies
his friend's mum' ... 'Often the joke backfires, it's not the amount of complaints but it's
the issue itself, not the campaign that they are really complaining about' (A5). This was
also mentioned in the case of MFI, a furniture retailer whose campaign featured arguing
families (A4, R3); or homosexuality when a Heinz mayonnaise advertisement depicted two
men kissing (C4).
As this section has shown, macro-social issues of controversial advertising elicit
contradictory views from practitioners. There are differences in how these issues are seen
by advertising professionals and marketers on the one hand, and regulators on the other.
The collective view of marketers and advertisers suggests that claims about the negative
social consequences of advertising are often exaggerated by pressure groups and
government, and that the industry must itself lobby to prevent tighter advertising
regulation. While being more sympathetic, even the regulators did not feel that all public
complaints were justified. However, practitioners acknowledged that the existing
advertising self-regulation system makes it difficult to prove and actively deal with these
cumulative, macro issues. These are passed over to others such as government to decide,
underpinning the practitioners' dominant focus on the micro-issues and localised
controversywithin individual advertisements. The following section presents practitioners'
views ~f controversial advertising issues at the micro-campaign level.
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6.2.2 Micro-campaign issues: Negotiating an advertisement through the stages of
the process
The interviews generated a large amount of data relating to controversial issues involving
specific campaigns. Problems relating to specific campaigns constitute the vast majority of
the ASA caseload and are from the practitioner viewpoint typical examples of advertising
controversy. Many complaints at the campaign level relate to technical issues, such as the
veracity of claims, minutiae of timing of advertisements and so forth (M5, All, A15, R3).
Some, however, also touch on more substantial ethical issues of what is and is not
acceptable in a particular campaign. Such issues can arise at every stage of the 6Cs
process. The position of controversy in terms of being situated upstream or downstream is
addressed fully in a later section of the chapter.
Some interviewees felt that complaints were sometimes due to the nature of the product,
service or cause being advertised rather than the advertisement itself (A5, A6, A7, AI5).
Therefore campaigns could be controversial independently of the inherent merits of that
product, service or cause. Some campaigns were likely to attract more concern than others,
such as those related to social or health issues (M2, M4, A15, C3). Often advertisers were
aware of that fact and spent considerable time and effort in negotiating an advertisement's
passage through the 6Cs process.
One particular client organisation Donate and its advertising agencies have extensive
experience of needing to foresee and negotiate controversial issues throughout the process.
Because of the sensitivity of these issues of child abuse, the charity was specifically,
targeted and agreed to be included in this research. On the one hand, the charity promotes a
goal generally considered to be highly worthy, i.e. the protection of vulnerable children.
On the other, their campaigns touch on highly controversial, taboo issues and often
upsetting social problems, such as the psychological, physical or sexual abuse of children.. ..
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These themes are reflected in their advertising, which has generated a fair amount of
controversy and complaints over the years. Donate's campaigns and complaint
adjudications were therefore particularly appropriate to illustrate many of the micro-level
problems that advertiser, agency and regulator encounter and must handle as they navigate
the 6Cs process.
The charity aims to protect children from cruelty, support vulnerable families, campaign
for changes to the law and raise awareness about child abuse. This represents a uniquely
challenging brief, creative and commercial for the practitioners involved. Donate's
advertising is inherently controversial and hard hitting. However, the charity has been
internationally recognised for its award-winning, provocative and effective in getting its
cause and activities to the forefront of the British public. With its advertising agencies'
support, the charity has been successful in raising awareness and funding, receiving
income of over £147m in 2008 alone.
In the context of controversial campaigns, one of Donate's advertising campaign has
become the iconic, and was often mentioned across the interviews. The advertising
featured a cartoon character and shows the effects of a boy being physically and verbally
abused by his father. It represents quite dramatically how a controversial portrayal within a
single advertisement can be provocative, powerful and persuasive. The creative used a
mixed real-life context, and a cartoon character, which was shouted at, punched, bumt with
a cigarette, and thrown down the stairs. The advertisement ends with the cartoon victim
transformed into a real boy, lying face down and still on the floor. The powerful slogan
'Real children don't bounce back' encouraged the public to act if they believed that a child
was being abused. As a result of this campaign and now many subsequently, the charity
have built up a strong knowledge base in how to deal with and negotiate through the
re.gulato_ryprocess, given the inevitable complaints that arise.
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The Donate organisation uses both traditional and digital advertising agencies and is highly
aware of the concerns of their many stakeholders. Viewers who are also victims of abuse
may be psychologically distressed by the imagery or themes portrayed, particularly if they
trigger painful memories of abuse (M4). Innocent children may be upset by the frightening
scenes depicted.
Potential donors can be put off by advertisements that are too hard hitting (M3, M4). Such
campaigns may attract complaints and be pulled by the ASA, incurring significant
financial losses and damage to the brand's reputation. The decision to run controversial
advertising therefore bears commercial, social and regulatory risks. The client and their
agencies uses a number of techniques to avoid such problems, including in-house
discussion, consumer research and the use of creative devices such as metaphor via masks,
dummies and cartoons to tone down potentially distressing campaign content. The charity
also makes sure they record and track issues arising from individual campaigns for future
reference, significantly both upstream [CI-C3] and downstream [C4-C6]. One of the
Donates's advertising agency planners showed the researcher a special file of the charity's
campaign documents, illustrating the formal mechanisms that are in place to track the
creative and clearance stages, and to record lessons learnt from earlier campaigns. These
included samples of creative ideas, final advertising copy and relevant ASA adjudication
correspondences.
Problems may arise as early as the ideas stage [Cl] relating to contentious message content
whether thematically, tactically ot ethically. A more detailed categorisation of the types of
controversy and when they arise is presented in Table 6.1. The first major hurdle for the
client and agency involves getting the script through clearance [C2]. Interviewees felt this
stage could be quite a battle (AI7). The director at Donate recalled that during the cartoon
boy and.many subsequent campaigns, the TV clearance organisation had refused initial
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scripts outright, citing the excessive violence or concerns that cartoon devices might
trivialise child abuse (M3). The agency and the charity had to develop robust counter-
arguments and produce research evidence to prove that the advertising would 'not induce
excessive or unnecessary shocking of the audience' (AI7). Quoting from campaign
extracts and regulator adjudications and correspondence, they stressed: 'our intentions are
in no way to disturb, shock or distress our audience, but to have a commercial that is
impactful, powerful, insightful and ultimately behaviour changing' (AI7). In discussions
with the TV clearance organisation [C2], the client and agency spent considerable time and
effort to stress their important social and commercial objectives to engage the public in the
child protection issue and encourage donations from the public, and to address any
concerns with evidence from consumer focus groups.
Our years of experience creating [Child Protection] advertising has shown us that
creative work that shocks for shock's sake, does not lead to any long term effects.
People turn off to avoid being disturbed. For this reason we do not intend to shock
people with this creative work and have chosen the icon of a cartoon child to
illustrate that insight ... showing a real child being abused is far more likely to
shock and disturb than using a cartoon kid who gets better. (AI7)
This accumulation of evidence works across campaigns to build a repertoire of evidence
and proven tactics to get the clearance teams on message and supportive (M4). Other
problems arise around particular sequences of words, which may lead to challenging
sequences being cut or re-edited. In the past they have had regulators' concerns about an
individual controversial scene, fqr example, portraying a boy urinating due to fear and
about the use of offensive words, such as 'bum' and 'pissed', or the malevolence
characterisation or indeed sex of the perpetrator. These disagreements over meanings of
words, symbolisms even choice of music can involve many days of negotiation and
pr.epara~on of formal correspondence. The interviewees from the Donate charity (M3, M4)
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and its two agencies (A7, AI7) expressed concerns about the imposition of blanket media
time restrictions by the regulator at the clearance stage [C2]. If televised after the 9pm
watershed, the viewing audience is significantly reduced and lowers the cost effectiveness
of the campaign. Internal memos and correspondence highlighted that the regulators
acknowledged that 'child abuse is a difficult, sensitive subject' and that the agency their
Donate client 'need to make people sit up and take notice' (C3).
Previous campaigns, including some from other charities, are used by the Donate to
support their arguments and gain clearance approval. However, both the charity and its
agencies believe their advertising automatically attracts a more stringent level of scrutiny
at the clearance stage.
So it is very difficult because if you actually look at these [Charity advertisements]
on face value, you can see that almost every piece of advertising is going to portray
very negative associations in the advertising - it is by nature that we will come up
against problems, I think there is a given - we know when something is going to get
a post 9, post 7 or an EX Kids [Media time restrictions] - we want it as wide as
they can possibly make it, they [Regulators] are obviously covering themselves on
that angle and for us [Client and agencies] every time we finish a piece of work, we
totally go in with it thinking we are going to copy committee, so that will be our
standard practice because in many instances the managers at the HACC [Clearcast
Sic] will give a restriction, will play it safe and give it the harsher one [A later TV
.. time slot]. (AI7)
This excerpt also highlights the preciseness of the interpretation of interview data given the
level of technological jargon and multi-party nature of the discourse.
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The charity implied that clearance executives will give an extra level of scrutiny to a
Donate advertisement (MI, AI7), initially to avoid upsetting the public; they may well
then refer it to the clearance copy committee to be on the safe side, and they then will often
let it pass. This again suggests a multi-party consensus is needed to define the line of
controversy and back up the final decision to clear the advertising. Each campaign for the
charity is a fresh challenge; there are ongoing creative debates between the charity and
internal and external experts (including victims and children) about the best ways to depict
abuse in advertising form. There is also a sense that each party has to be able to defend
their earlier upstream decisions if any complaints or 'flak' (M4) arise after the advertising
campaign goes out.
Despite the vast experience of the client and agencies in dealing with potential issues and
the high level of scrutiny received at clearance stage, problems will still surface during the
downstream stages, leading to complaints to the ASA. Table 6.1 summarises the common
causes of controversial advertising as they emerged from this research giving all the source
interviews.
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Table 6.1 Categorisation of Controversial Advertising
Category Details and examples Data Source
1 The advertising is controversial in the actual words AI, A2, A4, A7, A8, A9,
and text used in the advertising itself, written on AIO, A12, A16, A17,
Message paper, on screen, on film, on-line, or spoken on Cl, C3, C4, MI, M2,M3 M4, MS, M7, RI,
Content audio soundtrack. E.g., swearing, sexual innuendo, R2, R3, R4, RS, R6, R7.
dark humour.
2 The advertising is controversial due to the actual AI,A4, AS, A13, A16,
images and pictures used in the advertising itself, RI, R2, R4, R6, R7, Cl,
Visual Content shown on paper, on screen, on film, on-line, on C3,C4 MI,M3 MS
video, These can be portrayed as real or fantasy.
E.g., nudity, violence.
3 The advertising is controversial due to the uses of A4, AS, AIO, A17, R6,
Visual Tactics visual effects, hypnotic, strobing bright lights, or Cl, C3, MI, M4, MS.
subliminal impacts. E.g., photosensitive epilepsy
4 The advertising is controversial due to aural effects A4, A9, AI7, M3, C2,
such as loud, high frequency, low frequency C4.
Audio Tactics soundtracks. E.g., ambulance sirens in radio ads.
5 The advertising is controversial due the impacts on AI, A2, AIO, AI6, AI7,
Actors in the the actors involved in its production. Particularly R4, Cl, C3, C4, MI,
advertising distress to children, seniors or animals. If the actors M2,M3,M4,
used in the advertising are being portrayed in
manner inappropriate to their legal age. E.g.,
underage consumption of alcohol.
6 The advertising is controversial due to audience A3, A4, AS, AI7, Cl,
Media overspill or impacts as a consequence of unintended C3, C4, R4, RI, R3, R4,
Targeting consumers. Inappropriate intrusion, stealth tactics R6 R7, MI, M2, M3,
or media scheduling of location of advertising. E.g.,
M4,MS.
violent film posters near schools, viral games.
7 Substantiation The advertising is controversial due to false claims, AI,A2, AS A9,
exaggeration, puffery, that deceives or misleads AlO,AII, AI2, AI4,
consumers about a product or service. Or denigrates AI7, AIS, RI, R3, R4,R6, R7, Cl, C3, C4, MI,
the competition illegally or unfairly. E.g., financial M2, M3, M4, MS.
comparisons, survey statistics.
8 The advertising is controversial due to negative AI, A3, A4
Dangerous consumption consequences or harm to consumers or AIO, AI2, A13, A14,
Behaviours society. Harmful products, e.g. hard drugs, alcohol, AI7, RI R2, R3, R4, R6,R7, C3, C4, MI, M2,
tobacco. Behaviours that may have dangerous M3,M4,MS.
consequences particularly if emulated by children.
E.g., violence, reckless driving, speeding.
9 .. The advertising is controversial due to negative A4, AS, AI2, R6 R7,
Environmental impacts of its production on the natural Cl, C3, C4, M2, MS.
environment and sustainability. E.g., wastage,
deforestation, pollution, carbon emissions.
10 The advertising is controversial due to breaching AI, A2, A3, A4, AS, A9,
Ethical or acceptable norms and standards of society. This AIO, All, A12, A13,
Acceptable would include racism, sexism, ageism, religious A14, AIS, Cl, C2, C3,C4, R2. R4, R6, R7, M2,
Standards intolerance, anti-social ideas e.g., pornography M3,M4,MS.
death, offence or distress caused to vulnerable of
minority groups e.g. children, disabled.
Source: Author (2011)
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In summary, this section has shown that practitioners perceive a difference between micro-
issues related to specific campaigns and macro-issues related to the cumulative effects of
many campaigns. There is a grey area between these two levels, which can make it
difficult to unpack whether difficulties with a campaign relate specifically to the product or
brand itself, or issue or context problems that arise because of a cumulative unease with
particular advertising trends or societal taboos.
What is also beginning to emerge is that different practitioners often find it hard to judge
the acceptability of particular campaigns and to predict what will cause controversy for
stakeholders or the public. In terms of what makes advertising acceptable or not to any
individual or group of stakeholders and causes controversies evidenced across the
interviews include: the content of the advertising message; its audio-visual and tactical
characteristics; the actors' activities involved; the nature of the product or issue portrayed;
the facts and substantiation of the claims being named; the audience being targeted; and the
consequences for both the intended and unintended audiences, society and the
environment. Interviewees often referred to the difficulty of knowing when one was
'crossing the line' and that it was also a movable one. This is discussed in more detail in
the next section.
6.3 Assessing the Line between Acceptable and Unacceptable Advertising
Practitioners perceive controversy in advertising as akin to crossing a line, whether this
arises- due to concerns about honesty, decency or offence. Interpreting acceptability is
complex, differing according to speciflc roles, the stage of the 6C's process, and the
organisation or brand in question. Practitioners often struggle to pinpoint exactly where the
line is and may express frustration about this difficulty. A further complication is that the
line continually shifts in response to the behaviour and decisions taken by practitioners
during the process and how external stakeholders react. This line of controversy between
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acceptability and unacceptability is considered below first from the advertiser and agency
perspective; then from the regulators point of view.
6.3.1 Assessing 'the Line': The Marketers' and Advertising Agency View
One theme emerging from the research is the difficulty marketing and agency practitioners
have in determining what is and what is not permissible in terms of acceptable advertising
standards. As a consequence they sometimes deliberately challenge the limits of decency
and honesty to see how far they can go to get their brand noticed or message across.
Upstream conflicts of interest and differences in opinion must be negotiated between the
planners, creatives and the client, described metaphorically as 'walking on thin ice' (AS),
or 'sailing close to the wind' (A5). Clearly there is concern about how far to stretch claims
in terms of taste, before moving from Creation [Cl] on to official clearance stage [C2].
One important aspect of determining the line relates to the values and beliefs held by
individual practitioners, client organisations, regulators, consumers and sections of the
public in general. These values inform different players' perceptions of where the line lies
and, if they do not coincide, are also the basis for conflict and possible complaints. A
communication strategy will reflect the values integral to the client organisation's mission,
reputation and brand values (M3, M5, A4, AI4). This was, again, particularly evident in
the Donate's campaigns, which were hard hitting for the purpose of bringing the message
home to the public, reflecting the underlying values concerning children's rights and
protections which are the raison d'etre of the organization. Individual practitioner
judgments of what is right and acceptable also playa role (A9, All, AI2). For instance, a
creative director from an agency acting on behalf of a pharmaceutical company, explained
how the interpretation of the codes of practice was filtered through personal perceptions of
ethics.
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I mean the codes of practice [Pharmaceutical] set out quite strictly the way that you
use information, and what can and cannot be extrapolated, and I suppose we take
that on board, but we also have our own way of working I think ... they
[Regulators/Clearance] are used to scrutinising fact, that they want you to be able
to say something that has a really firm foundation and even before you submit
something, it goes back to the client and back to their (internal) regulatory people,
you try and push the boundaries a little, but you have to feel yourself that it is
somethingfair. (All)
These practitioners clearly see risks in 'crossing the line' and will weigh up personal
repercussions as well as any potential 'fallout' for their agency, client or brand (A3, All).
Often this corporate protection appeared to be a higher concern than any consumer,
competitor or societal impacts.
Collective judgments about matters of taste in controversial content or the use shock tactics
had to be considered. Some interviewees questioned the commercial risks of shock tactics
used by competitors' brands particularly charities like NSPCC or Bamardos. 'I just
thought, personally, it [Violent Ad Content, showing slapping of a victim] was so just so
visually repulsive that I'm not sure it would engage anybody to think about the issue, that
you would engage in what they were trying to tell me' (A5). However, others felt shock
tactics could sometimes be appropriate.
'"As a charity campaign, people recognize that, and it creates its challenges because
you could easily get into a cycle of 'see if we can be more shocking' and that
wouldn't be right. So you keep applying that check of 'is the challenge that we are
creating in the ad actually going to deliver the action that we're lookingfor? And
the answer might be awareness, it may be attitude or behaviour change or it may
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be giving. Because there are lots of things it can be and obviously you mustn't
undermine the action that you wantjust in order to get immediate visibility. (M3)
The question of whether the ends justify the means is considered in the following EDM
findings chapter. Practitioners try to bargain for the best estimate of the 'line' and how
hard to push the boundaries more often as a cost/benefit trade-off. Consequently, expert
advice and market research are often consulted to establish whether a particular
advertisement is likely to cause problems with upset customers or competitors and, where
necessary, they could to substantiate advertising claims to the regulator.
At the outset, the tone and imagery used is researched Knowing the code, creatives
work through the scripts but when you get it to the stage of saying, (this is howfar
we want to go here', in terms of balance between harm and putting people off'
(AI7).
When interpreting the results of consumer research some agency practitioners implied that
a utilitarian ethics approach using majority rules and consensus judgements was adopted. If
most of the consumer focus group( s) were uncomfortable with the advertising idea, it had
gone too far. If only a few consumers were upset then the right balance had probably been
achieved and the advertising idea would probably be acceptable to the majority of the
general public.
Wewill always be aware of what the issue is. I have never been in a [focus] group
.. - certainly in the lastfour years, where the group united in saying 'J think it is too
much '. Of course, there are people within the group who will definitely have that
attitude, who don't initially seem to agree that the [Donate Charity] should be
advertising at all (AI7).
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There is evidence that upstream research is a practical way to gauge consumer sensitivity
about the line of taste or offence (MI, M3, M4, AI, A2, A6). It can help balance the
competing objectives of making advertising effective, pushing hard enough to get noticed
and change behaviour, without putting consumers off.
I suppose the guideline we set out for ourselves is it clear [the Advertising
Message] ... Does our testing suggest that it's clear to the viewer that we are
challenging in order to provoke a response - not in order to create offence or for
the sake of creating a challenge ... and therefore we do a lot of testing and
measuring and evaluation of our campaign so we do have afairly good idea of how
thepeople are going to react to them. (M3)
While audience reaction could be gauged by market research, anticipating how the
clearance and advertising standards regulators' would assess these 'fine lines' in terms of
the code and regulations was a different matter. A significant number of the marketing and
advertising practitioners expressed frustration dealing with regulators and clearance and
interpreting the nuances of the codes (MI, M3, MS, A8, All, AI4, AI?) . The position of
the line is learnt over time through experience; with practitioners building collective
awareness through knowledge of previous negotiations.
It's a complex area actually and the answer comes by virtue of doing it and
learning as you go about where the lines are. We are very clear that we never set
.. out to cause offence; we never set out to create complaints but at the same time we
are almost always aware that the nature of the work we do will generate
complaints, because we do set out to challenge. (M3)
A vital issue is how well this knowledge is internally recorded and documented or
evidenced by research (MS, A2, AI?). One internal document from an advertising agency
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director stated that they do not have time to reflect on complaints cases and simply move
on from crisis to crisis. An additional area of difficulty for most practitioners was the lack
of the clarity within the advertising regulations themselves. Clauses of the code were not
always specific or prescriptive enough at clearance [C2] or complaint resolution [C4-5],
resulting in an inevitably subjective, interpretive 'battle of experts' (M5).
One important issue for many client and agency interviewees was the need to achieve
creativity and innovation in their advertisements and the view that an overly cautious
interpretation of the 'line' could restrict that creativity and innovation (M2, AlO, All,
AI4). In order to be creative and innovative it was often necessary to push the boundaries,
to do something new or to challenge old concepts (A2). Often the marketing client was
specifically paying for this creativity and would actively push the agency to challenge the
status quo.
One of the demands we make of our agencies isfor them to challenge us because it
is equally possible for us to be complacent in one direction or the other - if wejust
carry on doing the thing that worked last time, so we do have, long before we get
anywhere near the regulators we get quite interesting discussions between
ourselves about where we couldpush itfurther and where we couldn't. (M3)
Therefore, for a large number of agency practitioners the biggest threat of regulation was
limiting the creativity of advertising and resulting in bland campaigns.
.. There is no incentivefor them [Regulators] to push things, stifling creativity, in the
real world some of the .rules are irrelevant, and you will always get people
complaining about things ... but you have to be allowed to portray them otherwise
nothing is engaging. (Al3)
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This creative 'edginess' can significantly affect the effectiveness of a campaign even if
there is a high risk of receiving complaints and sanctions (A4, AI6). One marketer stated
that receiving complaints indicated that their controversial advertising was working and
having an impact.
Knowing where the line is and I mean this in a sensible way not a crass way, in that
ifyou got absolutely no complaints at all then you might actually need to challenge
yourself as to whether you can push the line a little further out, because if you are
being bland and people aren't actually noticing it then you may be undermining the
other side of the equation in terms of people being aware. (M3)
The creatives interviewed felt that regulatory codes were too restrictive and that it was not
their job to worry about the minutiae of the advertising and clearance watchdogs (A2, all,
AI4). This sentiment was expressed in the following quote from an account executive
regarding their creative department that 'Creatives never draw lines! Clients do frequently,
but these can be challenged, if you have a thought out, strong rationale and have taken
advice' (AI).
Some clients and agencies associated with brands that were perceived to a bit risque or
edgy were more willing to take the risk of pushing a campaign a bit further than others.
They were by definition thought to view controversy in any form as a legitimate, powerful
and extremely cost effective means of gaining publicity (A5, A8, All). These practitioners
also did not see the threat of regulatory sanction as a serious deterrent to using
controversial tactics, rather as.. 'saber rattling' (AI5). Such clients were happier to
exonerate their advertising agency, taking full responsibility for controversial tactics and
s~bsequent fallout from complaints (AI5, AI6). Some clients and agencies also admitted
to deliberately initially pushing harder with creative tone and content, accepting that they
Plight be pulled back by clearance. 'Of course we will always push things further than the
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BACC [Clearcast sic] would allow us, I think' (AI?). Others also felt that in that way they
were more likely to achieve the kind of creative advertisement they were seeking than if
they anticipated possible concerns from the clearance regulators.
Even within one agency, all involved do not see what constitutes the line equally. It is
central to the account planners' role to negotiate the line with the client and media or legal
clearance (A13). These practitioners are pragmatists who want to get the best from the
creative team but without damaging the brand, upsetting the regulators or losing the client.
'I tell my creative team, don't push it, it will actually annoy people, especially the client'
(AI4). Account planners were more risk averse and used more self-regulation than creative
teams. They do not want creatives to waste resources on 'edgy' scripts with little chance of
getting through clearance (AS). 'A script that was really sexist or whatever and somebody
going "I think not", we know clients won't buy them, I think the creatives could push it,
but we wouldn't let that out of the office' (A13).
Client advertisers faced a similar dilemma of wanting challenging creative ideas that run
close enough to the limit, while needing to be happy to sign off the material and take
responsibility for subsequent complaints or losses, if the regulators find a breach of the
code (MI, M3). One senior advertising player described their role as a guardian of the
brand and their responsibility for gauging and drawing the line:
It's probably the agency more that the client in some regards, saying that we don't
.. feel it's appropriate for your brand, because actually there are a lot of clients
particularly if they have: got young people in relatively senior posts in client
companies who want to turn their brands into edgy brands, which aren't, isn't
necessarily appropriate for the brand. I've heard cases sort of the like effect of
youth, of having consumed lots of stuff like Grand Theft Auto [Violent Video
,Game], reading Loaded [Laddish Soft Porn Magazine], then all of a sudden they
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feel it's appropriate for their brand, which isn't necessarily in that market to start
acting in that way, and so I would say the agency more often than not is regulating
the clients on what is appropriatefor the brand than the client is. (AS)
A theme of brand or client 'appropriateness' of the message emerged as an important
determinant of the line of truth, taste and decency in relation to how practitioners managed
the risk of controversy and complaints (AS). Some brands manage to successfully build up
an edgy brand persona across many campaigns so that consumers expect them to be
provocative, act irreverently and push the boundaries. Examples cited by interviewees
included: WKD, Pot Noodle, Benetton, Bamardos, Ryanair, Tango, Abercrombie and
Fitch, Calvin Klein. But trading in notoriety can prove a high risk strategy and other brands
adopting these campaigns can fail because they are copying rather than innovating (AS,
A16). The majority of clients, however, were seen by agency account planners to tread
more cautiously.
Clients never want to take any risks, infact the whole kind of agency-client process
in terms of getting creative work through, is the client constantly taking out
anything that can be remotely misinterpreted, offend one person and the agency
trying to keep enough in there to make it impactful ... In over 20 years here, I've
not come across any client where they have actually said I want to take risks, I
want to push the boundaries of what the ASA will accept or the BACC [Clearcast
sicjwill accept, because I want to be different, I've never had any client do that.
(AS)
Some newer creative agencies were mentioned who have built reputations by encouraging
their clients to take greater risks; for example, the now legendary postmodem 'gorilla
playing drums' advertisement for Cadbury's chocolate.
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Nearly 99 times out of a hundred, it's the agency trying to get the client to be a bit
more adventurous, but unless you are a big creative agency like Saatchi or some of
the younger, new creative agencies like Fallon... taking risks ...lots of other weird ..
random stuff to get cut-through (A5).
However, another more conservative organization with a strong set of corporate values or
brand heritage might not be so laissez faire.
I think there is a balance of knowing the boundaries - knowing our corporate
boundaries, but then go away and be creative. I don't think we, as a company,
would be happy to just give them the contract and say go away and be creative.
(M5).
This section has shown that assessing the 'line' beyond which advertising become
controversial is complex for advertising clients and agencies, involving a combination of
experience, negotiation and research. What is considered acceptable for the client and the
level of risk associated with controversy is determined by the appropriateness to the image
and reputation of the particular brand; and the perceived likelihood, volume and impact of
complaints. Advertiser and advertising agencies practitioners have to try to assess the line
of acceptability in terms of their public, consumers and competitor stakeholders, as well
from the regulator and clearance practitioners' perspective. As a clearance practitioner
suggests nudity in advertising is appropriate for a shower product but more questionable in
a beer commercial (C4). The regulators' perceptions of controversy in advertising are
examined in the following section, The ethics of crossing the line are described in the next
chapter.
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6.3.2 Assessing 'the Line': The Regulators' View
This section looks at the lines of acceptability in advertising from the perspective of the
regulator practitioners: the media clearance teams involved in upstream regulation and the
ASA complaint handling teams involved in downstream regulation. Regulators tend to
define the line of acceptability by using their expertise of the advertising code and
knowledge of past clearance and complaint cases. In judging the line of acceptability, the
concept of 'precedence' emerges in the first instance as the fundamental guide when
negotiating with advertisers and agencies (C2, R3, R4, R7). The upstream clearance teams
flag up any likely problems of specific legality, truth or decency issues to the advertising
agency and client. Downstream regulators claimed to focus closely on whether the
advertising campaign was compliant with the letter and spirit of the advertising codes (R2,
R4).
Clearance practitioners saw themselves as advisors and consultants rather than as punishers
(C3, C4). They find that cases of misleading claims are easier to deal with than interpretive
issues of taste or offence and view the line as a fuzzy, subjective and dynamic entity that
ebbs and flows over time (C2, C4). Like the advertising agencies, the regulators use
experts to arbitrate on difficult scientific and technical claims and may run independent
surveys to garner public reactions (RI, R3). Stakeholder engagement is not a compulsory
activity for regulators, but the ASA and CAP nonetheless were seen as more active in
organising trade and public consultations.
We do some research and I think Nottingham [Public Seminar] was part of that
positive litmus paper, really. 'What is thepublic's perception of this issue?' ... you
can only go on ASA rulings and it's only as good as thejudgments and that's where
the code of practice comes in - it's not going to answer all your questions,
especially about something subjective. That's where"we bring to the party, our
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sense of judgment; there are other cases that are not in the public domain that we
can also use to inform our decision. (RI)
The regulators saw the mechanism of complaints and compliance itself as a crucial,
evidence-based means to gauge the public's reaction to particular advertisements. The onus
was seen to be on the public to complain and the publication of the ASA adjudications
online and annual complaint statistics were considered pragmatic barometers of what the
public and trade view as the prevailing standards required (R3, R4). Nonetheless, the
regulators were somewhat guarded about the nature of some complaints, particularly those
coming from professional activist complainants (R3), who might try to manipulate the
statistics if they had a 'cause to maintain' (C2) or an 'axe to grind' (R4). However, because
only complaints that proceed to investigation are reported, critics of the process argue that
complaints statistics might actually underreport issues.
Frequently, the clearance bodies and complaints regulator have different views about what
is and what is not acceptable. This interpretation of decisions at clearance [C2] is called
into question at the complaint [C4] and compliance [CS] stage. The parties most often
clarify their actions and motivations. Past ASA adjudications in particular were seen to
help the media clearance and CAP advisors to estimate where the ASA Council stands on a
particular issue or area of the code. This is illustrated by the following quote from a senior
clearance practitioner,
The ASA put on their consumer protection, slightly <worthyhat', by their charter,
'" their own thinking, they are probably entitled to come to a conclusion about where
they think the line should be drawn. For them it's reasonably easy, they would
probably find theirfeet onfairly firm ground. I think theyfeel justified in what they
are doing. For Clearcast, it is much more difficult because on the one hand they
have got the imperative not to upset the TV audiences and on the other hand have
got responsibility not get in the way of the creative process indicated by the
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advertiser and their agency. And] think that the ground must be slightly moving
under Clearcast 'sfeet. What Clearcast do is upfor review by the ASA all the time,
really so not only do Clearcast have to do the balancing act between the general
desire to protect the reputation of the TV station versus the desire to accommodate
the advertiser; but they have also got to think about the dimension of 'I wonder
what the ASA would make out of this ', (C4)
This underscores the cyclical and interlinked nature of the 6Cs process where upstream and
downstream decisions set precedents for later disputes as in legal case law. Regulators
agreed they had sometimes pre-conceived or default positions regarding past experience
with certain organisations, products, services or specific brands with a legacy of
controversy. This also was often the opinion of practitioners having sensitive themes or
challenging claims like the Donate, Gamer and Beauty case campaigns. However, the
heightened acuity of the regulatory radar did not always have a negative outcome.
Regulators and clearance admitted giving charities and government campaigns more
leeway to use gritty advertising content than commercial advertisers.
With a charity commercial first and foremost it's the code, when it comes to
potential to cause offence ... it's subjective and that's the nature of taste and
decency so that's fine. So we have to go by previous cases - they're important-
ASA adjudications would be a really good steer on that. With charitiesfor instance,
the other thing that will come into it is the good cause, you know, the aims of the
NSPCC is to reduce or put a full stop to child abuse, so in order to achieve that
they've got to get their message out there and they've got to do it in a compelling
way, so there isprobably a little bit more licensefor a charity advertiser than there
would befor violence or many other things and I'm sure you will have noticed that
for commercial brands. (C2)
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There is therefore evidence that regulators will give social causes the benefit of the doubt.
However, there is also a danger that commercial advertisers may interpret this leniency as
controversial advertising in terms of taste, decency, offence or violence being acceptable
and may try similar tactics in the future (C2). Some practitioners gave examples of
campaigns were commercial advertisers misjudged the leeway public stakeholders give to
hard-hitting social campaigns for good causes as the benchmark; as in the MFI case, were
the furniture retailer depicted themes of domestic violence in its TV advertising (R4).
Dealing with micro-level controversy around a given campaign's claims, particularly in
relation to more tangible or scientific claims, such as product benefits, C02 emissions, are
often easier for upstream clearance [C2] than macro-level complaints particularly about
more intangible or emotive issues. Thus for regulators the veracity of a concept like' global
warming' is not a debate they wish to engage in, given their lack of expertise (R4). They
therefore require the marketers and external experts to 'hold the proof of any claims made.
This refocuses the adjudication on micro-technical details of the advertising. Some
downstream regulators find it easier to detect controversy around emotional taste and
decency issues, than to test whether claims can be substantiated, particularly if different
experts' technical evidence is contradictory.
It is less easy to draw the line now ... where is the line between enthusiasm and
forgery as to where the misleading line needs to be drawn ... or where to draw a
line between taste and decency, people recognise that line. I think that the line ...
'" you can draw your misleadingness line in different places (C2).
This extract illustrates that the line is a fluctuating one and therefore the regulators adopt a
fOf!11alstrategy of systematic analysis, disseminating adjudications, notes of guidance and
offering training to practitioners on the codes themselves. WIlen there is a critical mass of
complaints, the acceptability. of certain types of advertising may be more fundamentally
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reassessed, possibly involving widespread stakeholder consultation (R2, R4). Thus, the
extensive ASAfCAP review of the UK advertising codes in 2009-10, involved a wider
consultation with marketers, agencies, the media, plus concerned consumer and
governmental groups (R3). Recent code revisions and new regulations particularly
regarding advertising in new digital, interactive and social media, illustrate that existing
adjudications were not seen as a sufficient basis for judging acceptability. These
stakeholder driven developments underscore the ever-moving line of acceptability and
complexity of interpreting controversy in advertising. In the following section,
practitioners' perceptions of the consequences of crossing these lines are examined.
6.4 The Implications of Controversial Advertising
The literature review shows the potential risks and costs of controversial advertising as
including stakeholder criticism; complaints; negative publicity; collateral damage to brand
image or corporate reputation; referral to regulators; litigation; more regulation; brand
boycotting; and, potentially, sales and job losses. This section reports how practitioners
perceive as the potential costs and risks of controversial advertising practices from this
study.
In relation to the 6Cs model, there are potential upstream costs in relation to production
resources needed to amend or reschedule advertising, and possible downstream costs in
relation to negative publicity, fines, and lost sales. There are immediate financial
implications if a campaign is amended at the clearance stage [C2] or has to be withdrawn
after complaints adjudication ~S] at the control stage [C6]. These include losses
associated with pre-booked media space and time or additional production costs incurred to
re-shoot or write new material (M2, M3, MS, A4, AS, All). For example, if time
restrictions were applied to a controversial advertisement this could significantly reduce
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the audience coverage, media reach and campaign effectiveness, as evidenced in the cases
of Donate, Beauty and Gamer organisations in the previous chapter.
Longer term costs were also mentioned, particularly those arising from bad publicity
following negative ASA adjudications. Interviewees stated that negative publicity is no
longer short term, remaining online in perpetuity. The adage that there is no such thing as
bad publicity was not seen as necessarily true. For example one marketing practitioner
describes how a complaint going through the ASA regulation process led to the
discontinuation of a product range.
That publicity, if it's picked up by the news, you can bet your bottom dollar it is
going to go global and we had at one stage an advert for [Shampoo Brand] - it's
on the ASA website - and we had, in China, we had government officials taking
[The Brand] off the shelf as a result of this ASA adjudication which, in my view,
was unjustified 1have said to the ASA many, many times that they do not
understand the implications of what they do when they make an adjudication and
make a decision, especially not where there are bodies of scientific evidence and
they choose to listen to their [ASA] expert, who 1 am not convinced 1S6 an expert,
but it is a viewpoint. (MS)
This quote highlights the frustrations that can arise if there are differences of opinion
regarding the science behind product claims. 'But the ASA has the power and they will
adjudicate; and you are hung, drawn and quartered, whether you like it or not, even if you
could argue until doomsday' (MS). The publication of negative ASA adjudications can
have a reputational cost not only for the brand, client organisation and their agency; as a
senior regulator suggests, their misdemeanour makes headline global news and remains
accessible on the ASA website.
6'Participant's emphasis
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The fact is the ASA has very real power simply in declaring what is or is not
misleading, socially irresponsible or unacceptable. Week by week, ASA
adjudications make news. Their impact goes far beyond the fate of any particular
ad. ASA adjudications affect sales. They hit the share price. They lose marketing
managers theirjobs and agencies their accounts. An ASA adjudication is one of the
first things you learn about a company when you first Google them. (R2)
For that reason advertisers often prefer to accept advice not to go ahead with an advert at
the early stages of the process, rather than risk complaints, a negative adjudication and the
consequence negative public image. One interviewee said of a campaign that was pulled
before broadcasting: 'It was a huge cost to the business, but we thought that from an
external relations point of view, you get far more bad publicity if we had gone ahead with
it' (M5).
Significant costs of repeatedly breaching the ASA code can also include additional
sanctions; referral to the Office for Communication (OfCom) or Office for Fair Trading
(OfT) involving fines or compulsory pre-vetting of future campaigns.
So, if we have somebody who was a repeat offender and we uphold more
complaints then obviously we would refer them to OjCom, who would fine them or
revoke the {media] license and we have done that in thepast (R4).
The most critical costs to an agency due to controversial advertising are the breakdown of
the client relationships, losing the account and individuals losing their jobs (A5, a12, AI5).
Disputes between agency and client over the responsibility for an offending or deceptive
advertisement are common and something that advertising practitioners were particularly
worried about.
Clearly the client will have had to sign everything off at every stage, but you will
always end up getting involved in a certain amount of discussion about - yes but
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you the agency told us it would be Ok' ... 'I know I signed it off and agreed to it but
you [the agency] told me it would be ok', so you'll end up in a dispute quite often.
(A5)
Increasingly, advertising agency interviewees fear lengthy and costly legal battles with
their client, particularly having got clearance approval and clients to sign off the fmal
campaign.
You'll hope that the client is reasonable and acknowledge that they signed it all off,
I mean to be honest the agency's objective will be carry no cost whatsoever, that
would be the start of the discussion ... so that would be an agency's first reaction
depending on what it is that is being objected about and how much and it's worth
fighting it ... because if you make the decision to fight it is going to cost a lot of
money. (A5)
If both the client and the agency fight it out to settle the cost of whatever it is you've
been told not to run. More often than not its really TV where it's a big issue,
because if you've just spent a half million quid on a TV commercial that 20 people
have complained about and the BACC [Clearcast sic] decide you can't run it
anymore and for whatever reason, if it's something you can't easily re-edit, you
might be facing a hundred grand of costs to do so. (A5)
A mimber of clients and their agencies expressed concern over the costs of bad advice
about the code from the clearance- experts (MI, M5, All, AI4). In some cases, even after
amending their advertising to gain approval, complaints were still received leading to
further amendments or even complete withdrawal. ClearcastJBACC or CAP advice does
not guarantee that the clients' advertising will not receive complaints or exempt it from
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being later amended or pulled by the ASA. Interviewees felt that there is no financial cost
to the clearance or code advisors when they get it wrong.
TV is where you have the big hit on costs, if the BACC [Clearcast sic] rule against
something after, this is the great get out with the BACC, they approve you for
airing but with the caveat that if a few people complain, they will un-approve it.
(A5)
This section has examined the negative financial and other commercial consequences that
interviewees see arising from controversial advertising. The following section looks at the
ethical and social consequences of controversial advertising for stakeholders.
6.5 Controversial Advertising: Consequences for Stakeholders
Ultimately controversial advertising can have positive and negative consequences that
involve both intended audiences and unintended stakeholders. This section analyses the
extent to which practitioners see such consequences for stakeholders as problematic. The
findings contribute new insights into practitioners' perceptions of consumption risks,
psychological distress, and physical harm related to controversial advertising practice.
Interviewees were aware of the understandable social costs associated with advertising that
promotes inherently harmful goods, such as tobacco, guns, alcohol, or fast food. Indeed,
some interviewees stated that they refused to work on such accounts (A2, A9, A12). Others
also referred to concerns over social consequences for young children such as
commoditisation, sexualisation, and emulation of dangerous behaviour (Al3, A17, C2,
R3). The costs of these issues are seen as significant and did playa role in practitioners'
decision making. Advertising that is seen to have such ethical and social consequences is
kn~wn to evoke a backlash from society, eventually triggering legislation and even calls
for advertising bans. There was a heightened sensitivity to young consumers evident at
specialised brands like Gamer and Donate. However, evidence from other interviews (Ml,
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M2, M3, A8, A9, A16, C3,) showed many examples of unanticipated consequences for
stakeholders.
Regulators and advertising practitioners expressed concern over vulnerable stakeholders,
and were more tuned into particular ethnic or religious groups, disabled people and
children. Inparticular, any campaign that had the potential to harm through 'emulation' by
children would trigger alarm during the upstream phase. 'Any action that can be emulated
by kids, particularly, we are very concerned about it. We will either give it a timing
restriction or we'll say no' (C2). Social campaigns for charities often run into these
problems involving 'copycat kids' (R3). For example, another cause celebre campaign was
mentioned for the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA) who
ran a campaign stating: 'A dog is not just for Christmas', this was described by one of the
regulators:
The guy had a dog for Christmas and didn't want it anymore, put it in sports bag
and lobbed it in the river. We got hundreds of complaints, saying we had given
them an instructional video on how to get rid of a dog, because the message <don't
do this, it's awful, think before you get it' was lost. It was left for the viewer to work
out the message for himself. (R4)
Often, however, ASA regulators question how well the upstream clearance colleagues
actually assess the level of risk in campaigns (R3, R4]. The following longer quote from an
advertising regulator illustrates the decision process dialogue involved in examining
another notorious controversial case.
The first broadcast advert we ever banned at the ASA was Tango [Soft Drink]- kids
playing in concrete pipes rolling down the hill; well-meaning members of the
public felt it was a bit of a dangerous thing to show on television, but we also had
complaints from people who had seen accidents happen to young people playing on
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building sites. And somebody saying that's how my son died, doing that sort of
thing. The first thing we do is look at the complaint and if we see a reasonable
complaint from a reasonable person, who hasn't got an axe to grind and they are
not on either side of the extremes, then we look carefully at what they have said I
can see that some children of a certain age might be influenced by this image,
because we know that children are influenced by advertising, then we will go to
Clearcast and we'll say 'what do you think about that?' And 'what was your
rationale for clearing it '? Ordinarily it will be 'what was your rationale for the
timing you put on it - this is the complaint and what have you got to say about it.
(R4)
However, the regulator appears to have a default position: that only the timing restrictions
need checking; as opposed to whether any dangerous advertising scenes that are
emulatable by children, should automatically be banned outright. Unintended and
unanticipated consequences like emulation were seen as widespread across the interviews
and were considered to be more serious.
The credit card ad showed a mermaid who has been out on a spending spree and
one of the things it bought, was a hairdryer and so there it was blowing bubbles out
of a hairdryer - now Clearcast all the way through, never thought that children
mightpick upmum's hairdryer and go off and blow bubbles in the bath with it - but
that was actually the complaint we [The ASA] got, 'Istopped my childjust before
she electrocuted herself' and it made all of us think! There are these random things
that go on and that's a major consideration for an advert. You've got to keep an
open mind as to 'is it what you intended by that?' It's about interpretation. (R4)
Other examples of advertising that were mentioned as problematic and which could result
in dangerous emulation, such as school children 'slapping' each other as in the Tango case
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(C4). Others included a long-running confectionary campaign showed children flicking
small sweets into their mouths (a potential choking hazard) (R4); an intoxicated young
man climbing scaffolding in an anti-alcohol campaign (R4); and a man diving off a cliff in
a fragrance advertisement (M5).
The main controversies around children's advertising mentioned in the literature include
'pester power', 'obesity', 'sexualisation' and 'distress'. This research would suggest
adding 'emulation' to the list. The evidence suggests that players involved in advertising
creation, clearance, complaint handling, and adjudication need to consider consumer safety
issues if such potential dangers are to be averted, as well as considering the cumulative
effects of exposure to such advertising. The final section considers how the 6Cs process
model can be used to capture where controversial advertising decisions occur in practice.
6.6 Positioning Problems of Controversy in Advertising
The extant literature on controversy in advertising has predominantly viewed the problems
retrospectively from a downstream complaint handling (C4-C6) rather than upstream
complaint preventing perspective (C l-C3). This researcher however distinguishes two
further broad categories of controversial advertising: 'upstream micro production' choices
and 'downstream macro consumption' outcomes. In other words controversy can emanate
from individual campaign level issues around practitioners' decisions about the advertising
message content, word, pictures, claims or tactics on one hand. On the other there are
macro level issues that may accrue from the advertising and consumption of controversial
products or promotion of behaviours or ideas with broader cumulative societal effects.
However just as micro-campaign consequences are often manifest downstream, macro-
societal consequences can also manifest upstream. Both categories bear an ethical decision
making dimension explored in the next chapter. Thus the 360·degree nature of advertising
production, consumption and regulation processes illustrates how there is a symbiosis
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between all the stages of the 6Cs process. Indeed one might see the regulatory systems as
the bridge between the production and consumption sides of advertising. As seen in the
Donate and Gamer cases, research into the macro issues can shape the context of upstream
practitioners thinking. Effective regulation must help the industry address both macro and
micro dimensions whether upstream and downstream. These concepts are illustrated in
Figure 6.1 and categorised earlier in Table 6.1. This also offers a richer and more
systematic categorisation of controversial advertising than simply differentiating problems
in terms of solely product, message, targeting and behavioural consequences as found in
the literature and in the wording of the advertising code. Figure 6.1 illustrates how
clearance and complaint resolution are intrinsically interlinked. More precise primary
concerns from the practitioner' perspective are also given which expands upon those
previously suggested by Zanot (1985).
Practitioners seemed to perceive complaints about advertising to be focused specifically to
an individual campaign from one complainant, rather than viewed cumulatively from many
complainants. Equally the volume and recurrence of complaints is an important
consideration to gauge the prevailing and evolving nature of advertising standards. Client
practitioners in particular often see the causes of controversial advertising being located
downstream, manifested in complaints, misinterpretation and activism of biased
consumers, pressure groups and competitors. Regulators tended to perceive both sides the
social, public protection and consumer rights issues as well as the industry and media
desire for fair business practice. The advertising agencies however, run into trouble when
these competing stakeholder interests conflict.
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Figure 6.1 Positioning Controversial Advertising
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6.7 SUMMARY
This chapter has examined the nature, causes and implications of controversial advertising
from the industry practitioner's perspective. It has considered both macro-societal and
micro-campaign perspectives on the problem and expands on the different types of
controversy identified in the literature. Practitioners perceived controversy as crossing a
line, in relation to truth, honesty, decency, or offence. However, interpreting acceptability
of advertising and prevailing stakeholder expectation is complex and multifaceted;
fluctuating according to the context and the organisational roles of the actors across the
6Cs process.
Evidence from the data analysis highlights the real costs of controversial advertising for
individuals and society at large, showing that these extend beyond the financial and
commercial domain. The findings suggest that the current regulatory and adjudicatory
focus may be too focused on handling technical issues at the micro individual campaign
level, at the expense of addressing the broader consequences of advertising for wider
stakeholders and for society.
The positioning of the problems related to controversial advertising are also contextualised
in regard to the upstream and downstream phases of the 6Cs model. The findings also
highlight how C l-C3 are the upstream drivers of downstream practice C4-6, however there
is a feedback loop manifested between them in terms of360 degree regulation.
The findings also raise questions about how open practitioners are to the ethical dilemmas
that can arise. The following chapter examines how practitioners make sense of ethics
around the practice of controversial advertising.
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Chapter 7
Findings: Ethical Decision Making -
A Practitioner Perspective.
What is the difference between unethical and ethical advertising?
Unethical advertising uses falsehoods to deceive the public;
Ethical advertising uses truth to deceive the public.
-Vilhjalmur Stefansson '"
Discovery
1964
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Chapter 7
Findings: EDM - A Practitioner Perspective
7.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the third research objective, to make sense of practitioners' ethical
decision making in the context of controversial advertising. The findings present a more
practice-orientated perspective on ethical decision making (EDM) than generally portrayed
in the literature. The chapter looks at the findings with regard to how practitioners consider
the ethical aspects of advertising practice and how they frame their decisions in terms of
business, legality, regulation and ethics. The latter sections describe findings showing how
practitioners use collaborative, pragmatic and precedence based strategies to work through
advertising dilemmas in practice.
7.2 Formal versus Informal Processes and Ethical Reasoning
This section provides a closer examination of how EDM is enacted by practitioners. It
provides insights into the role of formal processes and codes; as well as the informal
processes of ad hoc reasoning and interaction between players. In dealing with
controversial advertising and the ethical issues it raises, practitioners can be seen to use two
main strategies. The first is the formal processes to institutionalise ethics and best practice
through the use of control systems, regulations and codes of practice, notes of guidance
policies and compliance protocols. These can be defined as 'hard' tools to enshrine the
rules of the game and professional standards. The second strategy is the use of informal..
'soft' tactics to get the advertising job done. They involve compromise and negotiation
particularly around the subjective nature of defining acceptability of advertising in practice.
While formal processes aim to guide practitioners towards desirable responsible and ethical
outcomes the evidence suggests that practitioners more often adopt soft informal means to
work around, within and without the rules.
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7.2.1 Formal Ethical Decision Making and Codes
When interviewees talked about ethical matters they repeatedly described ethics as a
formalised codification of the shared values within their organisation, institutions and
industry as a whole. Through this formalisation of advertising ethics through regulation
EDM thus becomes a legalised process, encompassing 'court case' scenarios, expert
representation, investigation and adjudication. Trade Associations, Copy and Code
Committees or the ASA Council experts sit in judgment over practitioners to gauge if their
advertising breaches the spirit and letter of the advertising profession's regulatory codes.
The codes enshrine the ethical principles, legal requirements and standards expected by the
profession and society. However, as already shown in Chapter 5, the advertising regulation
process is a complex and circular one, spanning upstream and downstream phases. EDM is
similarly a dispersed activity across multiple players within the 6Cs process, as summarised
in Figure 7.l.In contrast to the EDM literature, little evidence was found to corroborate the
individualised and rational or stepwise approaches to moral reasoning by practitioners
theorised by Rest (1984), Jones (1991) or Trevino (2004). Rather, ethics related decisions
seem to flow from multiple actors engaging with each other in the process of creating,
clearing and regulation of controversial advertising.
Figure 7.1: Dispersed Decisions Makers across the 6Cs Process
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These actors will operate within a self-regulatory framework not only set by the UK
advertising industry, but also voluntary codes specific to their clients' industry sector.
There must also be consideration of in-house rules, organisational role specification,
management expectations and their own personal values. As the following advertising
practitioner suggests, both multi-level and multi-party decision making is the norm in their
day-to-day practice.
The codes of practice that I mentioned, two big ones [Medical & Pharmaceutical]
set out quite strictly the way that you use information and what can and cannot be
extrapolated, and I suppose we take that on board; but we [Agency] also have our
own personal way of working I think, especially if scrutinising fact, to be able to
say something that has a really firm foundation and even before you submit
something it goes back to the client and back to their regulatorypeople. (All)
When ethical issues arise and are formally investigated, the onus is on upstream
practitioners to fully verify in writing how they acted, their intentions and the precautions
taken to stay within the spirit and letter of the advertising codes. This re-constructing of
their decision making often involves a collective effort by creative practitioners, account
directors, clients and their internal experts to corroborate their version of events to the
regulatory authorities. After adjudication, the downstream regulators assess the evidence
and their verdict is formally published by the ASA. The key to successful defence of a
controversial advertising campaign requires the upstream practitioners to establish trust and
partnership to work through any ethical dilemmas. Any accountability or assignation of
responsibility often requires the- development of a credible consensus position to put
forward to the complainants and regulatory authorities. This is particularly important for
the ,marketing client and their agency as suggested in the following quote.
It has to be seen as a partnership. We work with our clients, with moral
responsibility. With all the accounts I work with it is absolutely joint ... I won't ever
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recommend anything that wasn't rightfor them. I think they trust me in that respect.
(A14)
Good relationships are also seen as desirable between upstream and downstream players.
For example, sometimes a clearance advisor gets things wrong, and therefore building a
long-term relationship with advertising agency practitioners is important to prevent
ongoing disputes.
The way I think [Clearance Executive] things will develop in thefuture. It shouldn't
be simply that an advertiser can't sue Clearcast; it should be that they wouldn't
want to, because the working relationship is more important than an individual
thing going wrong. This is why I have always seen Clearcast potentially being a
partner with an advertiser in the creation of advertising that complies with the rules
rather than sort of being a standalone hurdle as far as the advertiser is concerned
As it maybe it will increasingly develop that way. (C4)
Practitioners frequently find it difficult to interpret the advertising codes and regulations,
due to their broad aspirational, normative nature and lack of specific application to the issue
or brand in question (AI, A3. AI6). Clearance and CAP code experts try to provide advice
but often this is tentative and not as clear-cut as the clients or agencies would like. A CAP
Code expert admitted the following:
I don't think the code can ever be very much more specific than it is. It outlines the
areas that you're likely to fall foul of but other than that it is all down to
interpretation. (Cl)
When agencies ask the clearance and code experts 'what do you think of this advertising
idea or copy' or how they feel the public or ASA people will interpret it, clearance can only
advise on possible complaints that might arise; there is no formal guarantee that there will
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be no complaints even if the advertisement is given clearance. However, if agencies opt out
of getting advice they run the risk of controversy and complaint.
Some advertising agencies choose not to come to copy advice because it is
voluntary and they don't have to, because they see us as a troublemaker as opposed
to a trouble shooter (Cl).
There was also a sense that often advertisers opt to wait and see what happens and deal
with the ad-hoc problems on a reactive basis (MI, A5, AI5).
The formal authority of CAP and Clearance advisers to enforce upstream compliance [C 1-
C3] was limited through inherent role conflict and a lack of power (C4).; as well as
concerns that stopping controversial advertising has implications for the financial viability
of their media owners
You've got to get the ad noticed because advertising is seen as wallpaper by a lot of
people. So you've got to make an impact and if you've got a strong message you
will make an impact, maybe by shock tactics - We regularly clear commercials
knowing a complaint will be whistling its way to our door, but at the end of the day
you've got it going on air. But that cannot be a reason for us not to clear
commercials because otherwise we wouldn't be doing ourjob properly. (C2)
Another concern was formal complaints from professional lobbyist groups, some even
sending in multiple copies from organised campaigners around a particular issue like
smoking, alcohol or animal rights taking up too much time for ASA investigation staff
regulators. However, the clearance community was not actively engaging with such groups
to pre-empt this, even though they could see potential merit in engaging with pressure
groups early.
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That's not to say we wouldn't talk to lobby groups, or pressure groups, because we
would - certainly if they want to engage. They choose to ignore the fact that pre-
clearance occurs and I think we would try to engage with those people to try to
make sure that they understand theprocess. But pressure groups, where you've got
one mission, can befrustrating. (C2)
There is also the potential temptation for already very busy clearance teams to concentrate
their focus on objective technical advice like timings and quantifiable facts rather that get
drawn into time consuming social or ethical arguments. Clearance practitioners (C2, C4)
often found these too subjective and therefore tended to leave difficult ethical or societal
concerns to downstream regulators to solve.
There is an argument today to leave the code as broad as possible and let the ASA
interpret how that code should be applied; something like guns and violence are
really broad no's at the moment with so many kids being killed and stuff like that.
You can't legislate for that in the Cap Code. Really I think the ASA has just got to
just say you shouldn't cause offence and you shouldn't be socially irresponsible'
and we will be thejudge of when you transgress. (C 1)
Downstream, at the compliance [C5] and control [C6] stages, the relevant adjudication
councils arbitrate on the formal written evidence presented by the complainants and
industry defendants. The final verdict is formally sent with any recommendations. No
..
individual practitioner or complainant is ever named in the ASA reports other than by
reference to the advertising agency, client, brands or groups involved. However, if blame
cannot be assigned to any single actor or organisation this may be one reason why
controversy in advertising reoccurs. Most practitioners are of the opinion that the industry
self-regulatory process and the codes demonstrate to government and consumers that
advertisers maintain professional standards independently and can be trusted to act fairly
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and police themselves effectively (A5, A7, AI7). While the formal processes as described
in the Advertising Code and discussed above clearly have some relevance to practitioners it
became evident during research that the formal recording of events is often quite different
from discussions that take place off the record, in personal conversation or email between
the players as they work through each stage of the process. The findings regarding these
more informal aspects are now discussed.
7.2.2 Informal Ethical Negotiations and Pragmatism
The findings of this research highlight the importance of informal and pragmatic
approaches in helping make sense of practitioner's decision making around controversial
advertising. As mentioned above, practitioners found it insufficient to rely solely on rules
and regulation to help them achieve responsible practice. Prior experience was a highly
important factor. All the specialists in the advertising and regulatory communities had a
wealth of knowledge over many years and thousands of campaigns, which helped them to
foresee negative consequences. This was particularly relevant in those areas of advertising,
i.e. broadcast and print advertising, where established and often compulsory clearance
procedures were in place. For example, on a controversial charity campaign showing child
abuse, the agency planner describes using 'soft' intuitions and 'hard' research in tandem.
This was often said to be the case with issues of offence or harm.
It is experience and a gut feel. As well, we do show pieces [Sample Advertising
ConceptsJ both internally and externally to members of our target audience to
.. gauge their reactions. (A 7)
However, when it comes to clearing advertising copy, upstream regulatory experts were
always trying to spot new or unusual cases early, particularly when radical claims were
being made about a brand or in comparative advertising. A major national cosmetics
advertiser (M5) felt that the ASA was always vigilant for what she called 'breakthrough
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claims', where a brand advertises a new variant, formula or ingredient, or makes claims
from scientific tests or statistical surveys The implication being that the regulatory experts
often take issue and 'require a huge level of evidence' (M5) that can delay the campaign
getting on air. Often there was a 'battle of experts' (M5) and external consultants 'trying to
steer the Clearcast executive in ways that were scientifically incorrect or unproven' (M5).
In many cases, with the client being seen to be pushing one way and the regulators another,
intermediaries in agency account management and in clearance feel they are the ones trying
to find the middle ground. (AI, A4, A13, A14) Other marketers (MI, M5) felt that
regulators and clearance personnel sometimes were biased against their brands and more
lenient with the competition.
To overcome implications of favouritism or bias, the clearance officers or regulators have
independent ombudsmen that can be called in to undertake a formal review. However, as
suggested by an agency account planner below, the more common and preferable solution
was for the upstream and downstream players to build better working relations and more
regular contact, not just when there is a complaint.
You've got notes of guidance and regulations to refer to but you can also talk to
your Clearcast executive ... I think what helps the process is to have a good
relationship between the person clearing the scripts and the day-to-day account
exec. A lot of it, in my experience, problems, occurs when people have a bad
relationship. Their (Clearance) role isn't just yes no, you cannot do this, mustn't do
that, but they are obviously under a lot of pressure time-wise to get things turned
around quickly. But I think if you have got a good relationship you can at least, if
you have got an issue with your script then, you can talk to them to try and resolve
early issues beforeyou even send the scripts. (A4)
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There was considerable evidence in the interviews that at each phase players were
beginning to see the merits of building a 'community of practice' (C3). Players could forge
better stakeholder relationships and networks to represent their views and self-interests.
New consultations were occurring among client members at the micro-level in relation to
advertising campaign disputes, at the meso-level among those refining the codes and
systems of practice, and at the macro-level in terms of negotiations about national and even
international self-regulation. Examples of these collaborative links discussed in the
interviews (MI2, M4, Cl, C2, R4), revealed both formal and informal initiatives to
promote mutual understanding, reduce conflict and co-create more effective regulatory
practices. These included:
• the gaming industry participating in the government's Byron Review
• ASA stakeholder seminars with community and pressure groups
• CAP code advisers offering advice workshops to new advertising agency recruits
• the 'Gamer' organisation visiting the regulators to physically demonstrate their
consoles and games in action to educate them on the benefits and change in
attitudes
• the 'Beauty' organisation working with their main competitive rival and the
regulators to harmonise substantiation best practice for the cosmetics sector.
• members of various regulatory, clearance and industry organisations and groups
serving as observers on each other's review committees.
The mutual membership of such trade association's fostering collaboration and pro-activity
H
among organisations upstream and downstream is illustrated by the following two quotes.
7 The UK Byron Review (2008) focused on the impacts of video gaming, social networking and internet on
children. The report 'Safer Children in a Digital World' is available at http://www.education.gov.uk1
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We invited the IPA [Institute of Practitioners in Advertising] and ISBA [Institute of British
Advertisers] to sit as observing members, so that first hand they are seeing what it is we do
and we are trying to do. (C2)
We sit on the CAP as a member and on BCAP as an observer - and we're aware of
the whole process and we're involved in everything at CAP and BCAP level; we're
also a director on BASBOF, which is the funding body. We sit [ ...J at the minute on
the Code Reworking Group, which is looking at the whole code and revising it. The
relationship is very close and we have regular liaison meetings and we know people
personally. (C2)
These inter-organisational initiatives build both formal and informal links to help better
understand regulators', advertisers' and trade associations' needs. These interactions led to
the recent year-long consultation with stakeholders, clients and industry groups, which led
to a review of the CAP codes in 2010 (R3). This also enabled players to refine the self-
regulation system more collectively and dispassionately at a macro-level rather than solely
focusing on micro-issues or individual advertising campaigns. These initiatives also serve
to change industry perceptions, such as the role of clearance from being an 'irritant' (C2)
out to stop their individual campaigns getting on air, to being more like an 'enabler'(C2) to
make advertising more acceptable at the brand, sector, industry and societal level. This
suggests a proactive, preventive and holistic approach to advertising decision making and
stakeholder engagement, which is different from the focus on individual decision making in
..
the ethical decision-making literature and the downstream, end-of-pipe take on regulation
in much of the advertising and advertising regulation literatures. Marketers were also found
to be pro-actively researching what was occurring in the area of complaints on a more
cumulative rather than on an ad-hoc reactive basis (MI, M4, M5). This was facilitated by
the ASA publishing its adjudications on-line and even pushing the data out to the industry
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in the form of email alerts with links to the latest case files. 'We have built our own
database of ASA adjudications. My assistant inputs it on a weekly basis'. (MS)
Similarly the CAP and Clearance organisations were actively trying to raise the profile of
their upstream advice and code guidance services to specific industry sectors.
What we try to tell advertisers and agencies is - (come to us at an early stage -
even if it isjust conceptual - even if you're saying (kindof thinking about this idea
and what do you think' or even if you are pitching. There is no point winning a
pitch to an advertiser, having this great idea and then come to us and we say 'you
can't run that; it's a breach of the code '. One of the things that I think we'll be
doing in the future is pushing copy advice because it is this idea of pushing
resources upstream especially in the recession. (Cl)
Overall this shows how the 6Cs process as conceptualised in this research underpins a new
360-degree view of advertising regulation rather than one focused on isolated players or
issues. Indeed the international debate about the future of advertising self-regulation across
Europe echoes these trends.
To be truly effective, self-regulation cannot afford to restrict its activities to
responding to complaints: if it does so, its interventions will inevitably be
haphazard and lack consistency or thoroughness. To proceed effectively against
violations of the code, it will need to put in place a planned programme of
systematic monitoring, based on specific product sectors or problem areas { ..} on
its own initiative and to evatuate levels of code compliance. This, in its turn, enables
potential problems to be discussed with the industry and eliminated before they
become too serious; regular dialogue with the industry should be a routine part of
the SRO's [self-regulatory organisations] activities. Monitoring and compliance
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surveys will also indicate areas where the code may need to be strengthened or
changed. (EASA, 2011: 8)
Discussions with a clearance specialist with over 30 years' experience highlight how these
developments in upstream self-regulation are organic improvements to their formal and
informal practices to resolve difficulties in relations and resource bottlenecks. But rather
than doing it in an adversarial way, the industry is now seen as working much more closely
with each other.
Very occasionally - relationships break down because it is a difficult time, it can be
very stressful, and if you're constantly telling somebody at one of the agencies that
you don't like the scripts that come through - you are constantly battering them - it
can be very, very difficult - on both sides. (C4)
A few years ago when the vacuum cleaner industry was ticking along and there
were lots of gentlemen from Hoover and Miele - it wasn't a very dynamic market at
all and then along came Dyson with very aggressive marketing and all of a sudden
the ASA almost ground to a halt because of getting so many intra-industry
complaints about very, very technical things - no evidence about consumers being
misled and what we ended up doing was getting them all in a big room and
smashing their heads together and saying 'OK this is the testing protocol that we
are all going to agree to, if you are going to make these types of claims, and they
are, as you say, sector specific and very, yes just really specific about what you can
and can't do in telecoms' and vanity publishing - all the glamorous side of
advertising really. (C4)
Evidence of collaboration among practitioners to co-create better regulatory practice was
found to push for both upstream activity and proactivity .
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The ASA and CAP are working with the health and beauty trade association again
to bring out guidelines which will try and get things right before they place their
ads, so it's all about pushing resources upstream to get it right before the ads,
beforepeople are misled or offended. (Cl)
Rather than banging heads together (C4), practitioners were now puttingtheir heads
together voluntarily, to resolve complaints with peers and get a more active role in the
regulatory process, and even to change the codes and how the clearance and regulatory
process itself works. This was confirmed in interviews in the Beauty organisation, which
preferred to informally contact their competitors directly first to avoid involving the
regulator.
Within [Beauty] we have a gentlemen's agreement with industry members, where
we contact each other first and talk to one another's legal department. Two weeks
ago my colleague from [Competitor organisation], who does the same type of job
and you know also - we go to meetings and we're good friends - rang me and said
they were not happy about the ad we had on air at the moment. I said 'tell me what
your problem is " looked at it, went away and actually what had happened was that
the Production Department had sent an older version, their [Competitor's] legal
department e-mailed our legal department and when I told him the whole situation
he said 'great, I'll go back to them and send them what we actually should have on
air '. We wouldn't tend to go to ASA but we would go to Clearcast and mount a
challenge with Clearcast. It is actually quite rare that a competitor would go to the
ASA. (M5)
Marketing clients were also keen to make their voice known to the regulators, by working
with their competitors to actively influence the codes and working practices of the
clearance 'and regulators.
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In the cosmetics industry we are actually working with Clearcast and the ASA to
make guidelines and a series of 'mutual understanding' documents, which will help
us have the ASA consultant, the Clearcast consultant and ourselves working to the
same principles. And in that way we should eventually get to, despite what the
expertise is that if there is a certain way of looking at a claim then we should all be
looking at it in the same way. (MS)
The representatives of the various cosmetics marketing organisations have been active in
drawing up collaborative sector documents of 'common understanding' to add weight to
their lobbying for fairer regulation and to reduce the time and resources wasted in battles
between the industry experts on matters of interpretation. 'The ultimate intention of our
association members is to get those guidelines into the ASA or CAP code of practice'
(MS).
The advantage would be that we would know that we could produce an ad, safe in
the knowledge that the opinion of the ASA at the end of it, would be based on the
same guidelines as we intended that ad to be. At the minute, I think it comes from
two different directions. What the ASA claim as a 'breakthrough claim' and
therefore requiring a huge level of evidence - actually in the cosmetics industry we
have been doing itfor years so it's not a 'breakthrough claim '. Well it might be that
this particular ingredient does this and the ASA may not accept that because they
say 'no, that's breakthrough' and they've got their own definition of 'breakthrough'
and the amount of evidence you require for a 'breakthrough '. (MS)
Stakeholder engagement emerged from the data as a core construct for dealing with
controversial advertising (A2, A7, A8, A17, RI, R2, R3, Cl, C2, Ml, M3, MS). This is not
only in the form of collaboration with industry but also public and governmental
stakeholders. For example, at Donate, the national child protection charity, the marketing
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director stated that they consult with victims of abuse to get the tone of their advertising
right (M3, M4). Donate was keen for the advertising regulators to get more involved with
young stakeholders to get a better understanding of their views and better inform their
adjudication of complaints regarding sensitive child protection campaigns (M3). As has
been explained, clearance time restrictions often limit getting their message through to
children, by having ex-kids classification and 9pm watershed imposed on their advertising.
We involve young people in looking at our advertising material which isn't intended
purely for a child audience so our adult TV ads, we obviously take a view as to how
hard-hitting they are and wouldn't show a very young child something that was not
appropriate but something like cartoon-boy or ventriloquist we would have shown
to children who were 14,15,16 years old and got views from them about it as well
and some of the young person's advertising we've done has been generated because
of the input we've been given by young people themselves and I just wonder
whether there is something to be said for giving young people more of a role in the
regulation process in some way. (M3)
The findings underscore the dual role of formal codes and ethical standards in conjunction
with pragmatism and informal collaboration to translate them into a workable solution. By
resolving these conflicts, researching where the line of acceptability lies and engaging with
rather than second guessing peers and stakeholders; upstream and downstream advertising
practitioners can enact ethical practice. An advertising executive from a major
multinational agency illustrates how their decision making in practice is a multifaceted
activity reflecting values that are personal to individuals, shared throughout institutions and
enshrined by professional codes (A17). This duality of talking about and working out how
best to implement ethics in sensitive areas of practice is also illustrated by the following
quote from a marketing client.
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If you stick to the principles then you can't go too far wrong and if you just keep
those principles, without going into the fine details of each of the CAP code or the
Clearcast's own code of guidance. I think that there's the codes [Advertising] but
also our [Beauty Organisation's} principles show how it should be. It's a balancing
act: organisational objectives, your industry thinks that you've signed up to and
then I suppose to a certain extent there is a part of your own personal ethos.
Knowing that you believe this is right, yeah. (M5)
In the upstream context, agency and advertisers tended to view ethical issues in an informal
pragmatic way. The influence of cultural values and everyday practice was more likely to
be guiding their judgements rather than formal systematic training around ethical matters.
Indeed the real way that practitioners learned about any ethical expectations, culture or
ethos in their job was through watching others and doing the job (A6, A12, A13, C3,R4,
R6), picking up the rules of the game through osmosis(AlO).
No agency values ... it's certainly not formalised in any way, it is something that
works by almost osmosis as it were, so that everyone in the agency is to a certain
degree aware of a certain value system within the agency. (AlO)
Despite the pragmatic, proactive fashion in which some issues were addressed through
industry collaboration there were also many instances where EDM or any moral debate
seemed to be clearly lacking. Why this should be so is the topic of the next section.
7.3 Assessing the Ethical Framing of Practitioner Decision Making
While practitioners often engaged in proactive, inter-organisational discussion and
consultation in order to help get advertising campaigns through the system, there was
frequently a distinct lack of any overtly moral discourse. Indeed many believed there were
even risk'S in having such debates as they could draw attention to sensitive or controversial
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advertising (A3. A6, A9, A13, AlA). The following quotes illustrate what seems to amount
to moral muteness in the industry.
I think we are reactive, an awful lot of what we are allowed or not to do is driven by
our client and I think we tend to react to a debate rather than engage in it. We tend
to keep our mouths shut (a) because we don't want to get our clients into hot water
and (b) in my view whatever you say as an advertiser you are going to be
demonized. The more you engage in the debate the more you are sticking your head
above the parapet and being asked to defend what you are doing and I think
inevitably you are never going to win. (A13)
From an advertising agency point of view, they are the servant of the client. That's
fundamentally their role ... the client can go anywhere. In agencies we don't have to
put on a moral hat, because the moral hat should sit with the client, it's their issue.
(A9)
The fiduciary nature of client-agency relationships embeds the advertisers' power over the
advertising agency to carry out their bidding or risk being let go. This can structurally
embed moral abdication and amoralisation, and a dominance of commercial interests over
ethical ones. 'The reason they [the clients] pay fees is so we take some flak for that and
keep our mouths shut, we're expected to do it as part of the job' (AI4).
The absence of moral language in the ASA adjudications, campaign documents and
transcripts does not necessarily mean that ethics are unimportant or non-existent. In talking
to practitioners in the marketing, agency and regulatory organisations, it was evident that
controversial campaigns and their consequences created moral dilemmas, but unlike the
more pragmatic efforts to get advertisements through the system, moral questions would
mostly only be addressed after complaints arose (Cl, C4, R3). This is even structurally
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embedded in the process for many types of advertising. Unlike for the broadcast and print
advertising that forms the basis of much of the empirical evidence in the previous section,
the lack of compulsory pre-clearance of non-broadcast advertising means that complaints
are 'the main means to keep an eye on what is happening' (RI) for those types of
advertising. This makes the regulatory system reactive and embeds a time delay that opens
up the opportunity for risque brands and irresponsible or unethical practitioners 'sailing
close to the wind' (A5), using controversial content in the hope that no one complains.
Indeed some interviewees admitted that complaints could also be a basis of judging
effectiveness of their more youth-orientated brands (A4, A8. AI6). For example, an instant
noodle snack proudly announced it was 'the Slag of all Snacks' and be enticing enough to
give one 'the [Snack Brand Name] Hom'.
I have to say on [Provocative instant food campaign} if we didn't get loads of
complaints and coverage in certain tabloids, we considered we'd failed, because
you know that was almost put in as a shock campaign. Everyone knew [Instant
Noodle Brand} used shock tactics and we relied on that extra publicity for
generating interest. We did it on [Infamous soft drink brand}; we used t08 do all
sorts of things to create an issue - a reaction. (A4)
In many cases, however, and as already alluded to earlier in this chapter, advertisers and
clients would push potentially risky advertising copy and see whether they got a reaction
but would consider the possible repercussions carefully at an early stage. Yet, when doing
so advertising agency practitioners mainly considered commercial risks rather than ethical
ones when making decisions and w~re concerned whether an advertisement would get their
8 Note.they use past tense to imply the agency would not do so anymore.
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client or brand into 'regulatory hot water' (A2), or whether a campaign would be pulled, or
involve costly re-editing or media rescheduling( A5, A15, AI7).
To be honest the way the agency reacts to this [Controversy] would be the same as
any agency reacts and this would be, it's panic, over costing the client money and
or having to stand a lot of cost yourself as the agency. So ] have to say that the very
first instinct on all things like that [Having their advert pulled] for an agency is to
worry about losing the client or losing money. (AI5)
Ultimately it regulates itself because it doesn't want to end up with something that
gets pulled, because then you are in a financial argument, so for most agencies it's
not in the agency's interest, ethically either, to get the client to run a very risky ad
that's pushing some boundaries and having spent a lot of money on it, then it be
pulled, because you will end in a triangle, that will have the regulator telling you
can't run it anymore, then the client telling you have got to pay for it because 'I
said ] didn't want to do it and you told me to do it, so it kind of regulates itself'.
(A5)
As already mentioned briefly in Chapter 6, clearance and copy advisory practitioners also
tended to frame decisions in legal or micro-campaign level terms; they were concerned
with breaches of technical clauses in the media regulations or advertising codes, rather than
in explicitly ethical terms (Cl, C3). Clearance practitioners were also concerned that the
K
media owners or government might revoke their licence to practice if they brought their
medium into disrepute (C2, C4).
The ASA as complaint investigators were more likely to express the stakeholder interests
and' use ethical framing particularly around deceptive advertising and the protection of
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consumers' rights and the reduction of macro-societal harm (R6, R7). Clients marketing
controversial products or services (MI, M3) tended to consider legal safeguards as the vital
defence using product licensing, classification certificates and parental guidance and age
controls. 'GTA and Manhunt [Popular Violent Video Games] are rated 18 BBFC rated, it's
down to parents at the end of the day to be looking after what their kids are watching and
playing' (MI).
These alternative decision frames were also evident in the arguments and evidencing of
their motivations in the light of formal complaints and ASA investigations. Sometimes
there was a reverse engineering of moral framing about past decisions made by the client
and agency claiming 'they never intentionally set out to cause offence' (MI).
The interviews (MI, M3, MS, AS, A13, A14, AIS) show that when advertising created a
high volume of complaints, practitioners sometimes tried to displace their intention or role
in amoral activity, blaming others or downplaying its significance.
There is an education job to be done and it is our responsibility to do that, to
educate the parents, do you realise these games are rated BBFC 18for a reason
and it's not just you know like cartoon violence, it can be quite graphic, realistic
violence and so it's ourjob, it's the retailersjob andfundamentally it's down to the
parents at the end of the line. (M 1)
..
Many interviewees showed instances of 'moral myopia and muteness' (Drumwright and
Murphy, 2004) in their decision processes. Some practitioners also seemed to seek to
legitimise their own decisions and actions by blaming or abdicating their moral obligations
to others or by using legal and economic arguments (AS, A9, AI6). This meant that they
failed to reflect on their personal role in the regulation process or on the cumulative impact
their actions had on the advertising industry itself. Other practitioners argued that their
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actions were vindicated by the fact that advertising was legal and that the exaggeration of
claims was tolerated by savvy consumers who understood how advertising works (AI0).
'If the product or service is legal to be marketed, it's fine to advertise it' (Al3). The
assumption that a lack of explicit regulation in the code meant that a practice was
acceptable could be seen particularly in the case of controversial digital, viral advertising
(passed on peer to peer) and branding of social network sites (A3), which up until 2011
were off the regulatory radar and therefore most tactics seemed to be considered
acceptable.
Some agency practitioners even expressed cynicism about the perceived truth and
intentions behind their clients' and even the industry's claims about the ethics of
advertising (A2, A5, All, Al2). Some advertising agencies saw pro-bono work by
advertising agencies or the adoption of socially responsible or environmentally sustainable
advertising campaigns by clients as being 'green-wash' (Al2) and more of a public
relations exercise, or jumping on the ethical bandwagon for commercial gain (All). There
were some comments that sometimes client marketers or the advertising industry as a
whole tended to respond reactively to stakeholder concerns but then tried to get kudos in
the process.
It's consumer and media pressurising government, who then decide they will
pressurise the industry ... E.g. Drink-aware, where initiatives appear to have been
taken by us, the industry to bring in some voluntary code, they are only doing it in
reality because of pressure from government indirect and direct, otherwise they
wouldn't be self-regulating in the way that they are. (A5)
The slight worry I have with charity stuff [Pro Bono Advertising] and absolutely
I'm not ashamed to say the agency wants to get great work out for their show reel
. out of that. (Al3)
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Let's appear like we're the good boys; let's start sponsoring anti-drink ads. The
reality is that unless there was that pressure [externalj, they wouldn't be bringing
in stricter codes of conduct. (A5)
A number of agencies suggested that their pro-bono work for good causes helped to offset
less ethical creative work (A9, A13, A17) and even social marketers and charities were
sometimes found to be using false claims and offensive tactics.
Not all the practitioners in this study showed moral muteness, though. Attempts by some
organisations to proactively engage with their stakeholders to pre-empt complaints, as
shown earlier, enabled further discussions of ethical issues and revealed evidence of moral
awareness. Indeed the concept of 'moral imagination' (Werhane, 1998) suggests that
ethical reasoning is a process that needs active engagement to foresee and creatively
address moral dilemmas. Rather than just leave ethics to chance, some practitioners
decided to put ethics at the heart of their practice over and above their commercial or legal
demands (A9. AI2). These practitioners would disengage from clients or practices that did
not fit with this more ethically aware decision making (All. AI6).
One practitioner, who now works solely on campaigns that he considers ethical and
sustainable, explained that he had become disillusioned with his clients and decided to go
..
it alone and set up as an 'ethical agency'. As a result he felt that he 'had been poorer but
less miserable ever since' (AI21. Such practitioners and agencies that claimed to engage
with ethical practice used both formal and informal mechanisms to institutionalise a more
ethical culture, by going beyond the regulatory requirements. They were also more likely
to refuse to work on a controversial brand or campaign despite the financial and
commercial benefits of doing so(AII, AI6). The difficulty at the industry wide level for
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regulators and trade associations is identifying strategies to encourage moral awareness
and imagination on a bigger scale in order to counter the widespread moral myopia and
muteness.
Again, it very much depends on - it's very much an individual thing, obviously
some people working in agencies couldn't give a hoot because it [Ethics] doesn't
come into their character make up, they are only there for the money: Others have
a much more developed ethical view of the world Everybody's perfectly free to
bring up those issues and then its matter of who wins the discussion. (A14)
Practitioners often found it difficult to decide where the line between truth and deception
lay in terms of how advertising claims are worded (C4). The rule of thumb in relation to
the use of exaggerated claims, technical jargon, scientific or complex terminology, or
'weasel words (A15) was to consider how far the competition were going (AI5) or how
lenient the clearance advisor was likely to be (A13). Rather than view the question of
'puffery' or exaggerating the claims as lying on behalf of a client, an agency said the
agency directors always strove to be honest and transparent, but were prepared to 'bend the
rules' if the competition did so. In other words, commercial reasons or business decision
framing could overrule any idealised ethical decision frame they might have.
You are always looking for product opportunity; you are always looking for the
ability to position your product better than the person next to you; because it's a
massively competitive arena. On occasion you would try to bend the rules but it's
usually to follow what direction the market is going in. (A15)
Difficult trade-offs between achieving commercial and legal ends by responsible means
existed, For example, one clearance executive frankly stated:
I see creative consultancy [Clearance] as being incompatible with a consumer
'protection oriented regulator ... I think what is easy to lose sight of... in the
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advertising control department that TV stations are set up fundamentally to find a
way around the rules ... not to be the ones that are stopping the stations [TV]
getting the money in. They are a professionally sharp group of people who as being
part of the creative process, wearing the hat of rules and regulations, work with an
advertising agency to say, (having reviewed your evidence, you can't prove that
you wash whiter, let's find some way of phrasing your claim or moderating your
claim so that we all can agree that it does comply with the rules '. It's slightly
facing in several different, subtle directions; it's about trying to put the brakes on
over exuberant claims but not scaring away the business. (C4)
In addition there was a feeling that the level of punishment was often not enough to curb
risk taking (A4. A5, A15). 'There are an awful lot of clients out there that are quite happy
to flout regulations, until they are rapped across the knuckles'. (A4) Another agency
director felt that the regulator was 'sabre rattling' but there was 'not a lot of cutting and
slicing of the client' (A15).
In this section we have seen that the extent to which ethical considerations play a part in
practitioners' decision making varied considerably. While some practitioners took ethical
issues quite seriously and many used a proactive stance to consult stakeholders and
industry players, in the majority of cases, commercial and legal considerations outweighed
ethical ones. Moral muteness and some displacement of responsibility were evident as
'"ways in which the players justified their actions.
It was common practice for advertising briefs and client documents to have generic ethical,
legal and regulatory compliance statements printed on them; however, these were rarely
elaborated on or discussed in depth at client meetings (A3, A5, All). Rather these formal
clauses were a legal gesture or process tick box, rather than an active moral choice for
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many practitioners in practice. The following and final findings section looks at the
importance and efficacy of 'precedence' as a driver in fostering proactive ethical practice.
7.4 The Role of Precedence
Precedence, that is, the use of existing knowledge, experience from actual cases of critical
instances and best practice emerged as a further core construct underpinning practitioner
EDM. The existence of precedent cases is important in giving practitioners a steer on what
kind of advertising practice or content is likely to be considered controversial, illegal and
unacceptable or unethical. A strong sense emerged from the interviews that ethics are
mostly informally learnt through experience from past campaigns (C4) and that the lines
are drawn experientially from doing the job (A2) and engaging with peers and process,
rather than being formally embedded through special training or the codes themselves
(AlO).
For all the clearance practitioners, knowledge of past adjudications and precedents
provided evidence of the established organisational position(s) regarding any given issue,
and helped to speed up the clearance process. Reliance on precedence could override
individual decision making. Precedence provides feedback loops that enable advertisers
and their agencies to learn from their own and others previous decisions. This is a point
that has sometimes been missing from linear EDM models, such as the ones discussed in
Chapter 3. Precedents however can change or be reconstructed as conditions evolve or new
ones arise. Increasing stakeholder complaint activity can help point to changes in the
ethical climate and new cases are vital to gauge the currency of the industry knowledge
base (R2, R4). Learning processes that systematically track emerging trends in complaint
behaviour and that help to fast track this information to others are particularly important in
areas where explicit regulation is lacking or major changes are occurring (Cl), such as
advertising in new social media.
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Clearance and code advisors compile cases of campaigns that are controversial and
categorise the issues and complaints in line with the latest iteration of the code. By looking
beyond single cases and more cumulatively analysing practice they can better spot future
issues and pre-empt problems.
One of my things on my to do list, is to sit down and have a look at these commercials,
side by side, and say 'right, anything that looks similar to this in the future, that's it,
we're not clearing, because we have to be bound by the [ASA] adjudication and we
have to be seen to take action9 to make sure we're not clearing similar commercials '.
(C2)
Clearance and agency staff can therefore utilise these precedent cases as a reference point
for their ongoing clearance decisions. This feedback can help provide a collective learning
mechanism and suggests a more 360-degree self-regulation process whereby pre-clearance
and regulation are viewed as one, rather than two separate processes.
One of the first things we do is check the ASA database to see if the advertiser has
offended before. If there is an on-going case, what the ASA position has been on
this advertiser or similar issues before and that will inform the advice that we give.
So we use the ASA as a precedent in that sense and then obviously we look at the
CAP code to see what the CAP code says and we use the ASA similar cases, the cap
code and common sense. (Cl)
That's all very well but you will find the same issue comes up time and time again,
so what we've tried to do-is put a number of these more specific cases and a volume
of advice on to the CAP website, so that advertisers or practitioners, whether they
are agency or media or whatever, can look at the CAP site and say 'I've got an ad
for an alcohol brand featuring someone who looks younger than 25 and what does
9 Note: the term 'seen to take action' suggests more moral intention rather than active ethical action.
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the CAP code say? ' And rather than just re-iterating what the Cap Code says, the
advice we've given on-line explains what the rationale is behind maybe an ASA
ruling. (Cl)
Upstream Clearance and CAP code advisors here were in favour of more interpretive
means to help practitioners determine the line of acceptability for a given claim or
advertising treatment, based on real cases rather than as a generalised rule or code clause.
The collective 'folk memory' (C4) is then used, as well as monitoring current complaint
activity so that codes are reviewed and adapted to reflect the dynamics of the market and
society. There was also a heightened sense of awareness among the clearance advisors and
regulators if the brand in question was a serial offender (R3) ; or the content or theme of
the advertising related to a 'hot topic' with which the government, media or public are
currently concerned (R4).
You haven't only got the code, what you have got is precedents. So if an issue has
come up before, the code may not be changed whatever, but there will be, for
example, past decisions of the ASA and there will be past decisions of the TV
stations, so if an issue comes up for the clearance people then they can look at their
own folk memory and say have we dealt with this before. If so, how did we respond
and the extra question that they will ask themselves at that stage is 'has anything
changed because obviously the world does move on, which is one of the great
strengths of having a code of principles, it means that you can actually adapt to
deal with the passing decades. (C4)
Downstream regulators also use their expenence of past cases as a key strategy in
adjudicating on complaints (R4, R6). If a new type of complaint is emerging that is not
currently covered by the code, the investigators will involve the ASA council and CAP
committees to consider if a review is needed. Practitioners are also conscious that the line
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of controversial advertising is always shifting (Cl, C4, R3), therefore precedents help
make better judgement calls.
We do it on experience as well, so we look back on decisions we've made in the
past and we have to think of our principal codes in the clearance process and what
we think what council are going to go with it and what the complainant said and if
complainants always tend to see, which they do, 'we appreciate that it's a health
message' then we'll be a bit more tolerant of the images used to put that message
for the greater good across. But there is a line ... and where is the line and does the
line move and are we keeping up with it? Have we gone beyond it? [...] so they are
all judgement calls. (R4)
Some practitioners (Cl, C2, RI) could clearly see the long-term benefit of pragmatic and
proactive debates around likely controversies and of actively learning from precedence.
Regulators are increasingly conscious of their need to better inform both industry (Cl) and
the public of their role in the protection of wider stakeholders' interests (R3).
On the frontline we encourage advertisers and agencies to involve or at least think
about clearance right at the start of a project. I've seen flowcharts of the
development of work from the advertisers' side and so often they operate sort of a
gateway and its often that the copy clearance gate is placed right near the end of
the process and I always used to argue saying the clearance gateway be more
higher up on the process because for heavens' sake, we can help you, given the
starting point for clearance is I want to get your ad on air. (C4)
As seen in this section, precedence played an important role in establishing where 'the
line' of acceptable advertising is, not only in the eyes of agencies and marketing
organisations but also from the perspective of clearance staff and regulators. This clearly
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underlines how essentially pragmatic and process-driven EDM is in the UK advertising
industry context.
Unlike the individual practitioner emphasis adopted in the ethical theory literature, a more
collective reasoning emerges where EDM is a dispersed process, involving multiple
players with diverse perspectives, interests and power relations. Across the 6Cs process,
therefore, no one player has a complete overview of the dispersed 'ethical decision' or
necessarily sees themselves as having responsibility for the entire ethical outcome. The
conclusion of this group decision making is an advertisement that can be broadcast or not;
generates complaints or not; rather than being 'ethical' or not. The data illustrate
differences in formal versus informal aspects of EDM. The literature on advertising ethics
and regulation emphasises the formal, codified aspects of the process. However, ethical
pragmatism showed itself in a greater willingness to take risks in some areas of advertising
than in others.
Because television advertising is the most expensive and highly regulated medium, which
requires compulsory pre-vetting, it carries the greatest financial risk when things go wrong.
Interviewees were much more likely to take chances with print and web campaigns
because there is no compulsory pre-vetting and because of the time delay before receiving
complaints and their being investigated by the regulator (ml.M3, A4. A15). This
pragmatism, which emphasises commercial and legal rather than moral issues, can be
..
interpreted as a form of moral myopia. Practitioners generally did not spontaneously
perceive the ethics in any given-advertising decision across the 6Cs process. Ethics could
be routinely omitted, passed over, or actively ignored with limited moral reasoning.
Practitioner EDM involves predominantly post-hoc rationalisation and few players think
beyond the business and legal framing of their decisions. This helps explain the existence
of moral muteness and myopia in day-to-day practice.
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7.5 Summary
This findings chapter provides new perspectives on practitioner EDM. A more pragmatic,
dispersed and process driven phenomenon emerges than hitherto suggested in the
literature. The practitioners studied in this research dealt with the ethical aspects of
controversial advertising with a great deal of pragmatism and by negotiating each stage of
the process, but with little explicit moral framing of the problem. The tendency was to
make decisions based on an assessment of the risk of complaints and any resulting
sanctions.
This chapter has further highlighted that EDM in the UK advertising industry is largely a
dispersed process, where several different actors and stakeholders are involved in
pragmatic interaction in order to make the process work without too many complaints. The
interviews highlighted multiple and varied levels of moral awareness and responsibility
across all player types. Issues were found at an inter-organisational, rather than an
individual or even organisational level. Individuals inferred ethics from precedence and
discussions and no one individual or organisation seemed to take ethical responsibility for
a campaign from start to finish; rather, different players contributed different parts of the
decision along the process. Practitioner EDM predominantly involves post-hoc
rationalisation, with few players thinking beyond the business and legal framing of their
decisions. The advertising code is more of an aspirational guide-map rather than a specific
ethical compass. The line between acceptability and controversy tends to be drawn
pragmatically based on precedents and risk/reward calculations. The evidence suggests that
greater cross industry collaboration, peer-to-peer and stakeholder consultation could
bolster proactive and imaginative solutions to ethical dilemmas in advertising practice. The
implications of these findings are discussed in the final discussion and conclusions chapter.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions
Anything we do in advertising is controversial.
If it's provocative and sensual and related to what we're selling,
I'm willing to take the chance.
I have fun with the ads .
.....,Calvin Klein .....,
..
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Chapter 8:
Summary and Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises the main fmdings of the research and examines their contribution
to knowledge and implications for practice. Section 8.2 provides a summary of the findings
as they relate to the three main research aims. Section 8.3 describes the key theoretical and
practical contributions of the research. Section 8.4 discusses the limitations of the research
approach and fmdings and Section 8.5 examines the implications for research, policy and
practice. Section 8.6 concludes the chapter and the thesis as a whole.
8.2 Summary of Main Findings
Emanating from the literature review and addressing identified gaps in the knowledge, the
three main research aims of this PhD thesis were:
1) To build a holistic view of the UK advertising and regulation process, including
the various upstream and downstream stages and the multiple players involved;
2) To examine and analyse the nature of controversial advertising in the UK from
the industry practitioner's perspective;
3) To make sense of players' interactions m the process of creating and
implementing advertising in order to better understand how EDM takes place in
practice ...
.-
These aims are now discussed in terms of the critical findings, beginning with the process
of advertising creation and regulation itself.
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8.2.1 The Advertising and Regulation Process
This research has constructed a holistic view of how advertising is produced, consumed
and regulated in the UK. The 6Cs process model (Chapter 5) provides a new map of the
discrete stages from upstream advertising creation and clearance through to downstream
dissemination and complaint adjudication. The stages identified are 'creation, clearance,
communication, complaint, compliance and control'. The findings reveal the vital role of
clearance in promoting advertising standards and responsible practice; and importantly
reducing the costly consequences of controversial campaigns. The findings also highlight
the integrated nature of the upstream and downstream phases in relation to advertising
practice and an emergent move towards proactive rather than reactive regulatory control.
The predominant VIew of advertising regulation, both in practice and the academic
literature, has been of a reactive, post-hoc phenomenon, largely focused on single,
problematic brands and advertising campaigns. This research reveals that much negotiating
and amendment of advertising takes place at the clearance stage, which suggests that this
can be a vital catalyst in working towards effective advertising self-regulation, pre-empting
controversy and embedding commercial, social and ethical best practice. This also shows
how the upstream pre-clearance stages Cl-C2 are as important as the traditionally
dominant focus on downstream compliance C4-C6 stages in achieving acceptable
advertising practice.
The findings also illustrate how the six distinct stages are cyclical in nature. The emerging
concept of '360-degree regulation' helps to make sense of the interdependency of the
upstream and downstream stages of the advertising self-regulation system. The evidence
from practitioners reveals a more proactive and pragmatic perspective of clearance and
regulation highlighting the benefits of informal and consultative multi-party negotiations.
These can help to define the line of acceptability as well as weaknesses of the codes in
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relation to subjective interpretation. This contrasts with the traditional view of dyadic,
punitive regulator-practitioner interactions based on enforcement of the formal codes. The
6Cs process also helps to make sense of players' different perceptions, roles, priorities and
responsibilities.
The role of clearance and precedence feedback loops is a fundamental finding of this
research and points to the benefits of prevention over cure, particularly when practitioners
actively engage not only with specialists in their own industry sectors but also with
regulatory and public stakeholders. Practitioner decisions reflect the collective inputs and
interactions of these parties; hence the controversies of adverting practice are rarely resting
with one individual or organisation. This accounts for the fuzziness and subjectivity of
interpretation of advertising standards of acceptability. Self-regulation via formal
advertising codes alone is not enough to determine the line of advertising acceptability; it
is in practice a subjective, negotiated and dynamic position. Marketing and advertising
practitioners interviewed are becoming more actively engaged with government,
regulators, competitors and the public to discuss potential issues. In particular the sharing
of experience and use of precedents can better serve self-regulation than simply waiting for
complaints. The role of CAP, Clearcast and other industry trade bodies can be seen as the
drivers of change here, particularly if complaints are to stop being the only controversy
catalyst triggering downstream regulatory responses. Upstream collaboration engages all
parties in setting standards directly with peers, public and policy makers.
8.2.2 Controversial Advertising
The combination of qualitative interviews with practitioners and archival study enabled
new insights into the nature of controversial advertising at both the societal and campaign
level. Perceptions of controversial advertising were found to differ depending on the
context, role and position of the practitioner in the advertising production and regulation
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process. Practitioners defined controversial advertising as crossing a line or lines of
acceptability, conceived of in different ways such as truth, honesty, decency, offence,
legality. Advertisers, regulators and stakeholders also disagreed on the causes and on the
magnitude of the consequences of controversial advertising. Interpreting the acceptability
of controversial advertising is complex given its multifaceted nature and the number of
players and institutions involved. Advertising producers, regulators and consumers
collectively negotiate the position of these fine lines of controversy and their
consequences. Typically, complaint behaviour resulted from deceptive advertising or the
harmful consequences of inappropriate targeting, stereotyping, shocking imagery, or
intrusive tactics.
The data highlighted macro-level problems related to cumulative behavioural
consequences of advertising. Controversy at the micro level involved more specific or
technical concerns of individual consumers, pressure groups or competitors. Micro-level
complaints, particularly misleading advertising, accounts for about 80% of the regulatory
resources, and more macro-concerns account for the remaining 20% (ASA, 2011). These
micro-controversies at the individual or campaign level in the long run cumulatively build
up to make the industry level controversies that have societal impacts. Evidence suggests
that industry practitioners find it difficult to envision and untangle both types of problems.
Regulators stated that they do not want to be involved in 'social engineering' and were far
more comfortable when dealing with technical matters around individual advertising
..
campaigns and compliance with specific clauses of their codes. A radical departure would
be to address the macro consequences more specifically in the codes themselves, in terms
of what is not allowed rather than leaving practitioners too much room for manoeuvre. In
highly sensitive areas or controversial products, for example to protect children, this is the
model of regulation in France and Sweden.
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The findings suggest that controversy was seen to more often result from practitioners'
misinterpretation of the code clauses or from omissions in the regulation or a limited remit
to pre-empt or resolve specific issues. Because complaints reflect the sensibilities of
stakeholders, it was often easier to use the volume of complaints as a steer to action, rather
the vehemence of individual complainants or pressure groups.
Human or technical errors are cited as the most likely cause of controversy, when
inexperienced practitioners lack knowledge of the regulatory codes or important
precedents. These were not deliberate mal-intent but were excusable when controversial
advertising was shown at the wrong time or to an unintended audience. These account for
most ASA complaints that are informally resolved without the need for a full council
adjudication.
Given that data were collected during a period of global economic downturn and
increasing market competitiveness, practitioners admitted that to get more 'bangs for their
buck' (R4) some advertisers may adopt controversial tactics. A certain level of controversy
was also often inherent in the product or the issues within the advertising itself. In
particular, advertising for youthful, edgy, challenging brands that reflected the zeitgeist of
urban youth culture tended not to appeal to more conservative groups. Practitioners
frequently defended their brands' commercial and legal right to reflect their products and
the aspirations or lifestyles of specific target audiences. Some practitioners felt that their
'"profession was the scapegoat for society's ills and that advertising reflects rather than
causes societal problems such as-obesity, binge drinking and others.
Advertising practitioners felt that their collective self-regulation mechanisms were
effective and responsive to parental, pressure group and governmental concerns. Some
practitioners argued that the level of controversial advertising in practice was insignificant
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given the vast of amount of advertising that is not complained about, therefore suggesting
that the majority of advertisers must be acting responsibly; and the ASA system shows
they will comply if any breach of the code is later proven. Advertisers felt they were often
demonised by stakeholders who were not always appreciative of the beneficial role of
advertising in specifically backing good causes via pro bono work and more generally
giving consumers more choice, by promoting competition and boosting the economy.
Focusing at the campaign level, problems arising from controversial advertising were
many and varied frequently due to misinterpretations of technical advertising claims, or
subjective differences around taste, decency or humour. Clearly judging 'the line' of
controversy is a more problematic issue than the advertising code alone can solve, not least
due to the subjectivity involved in predicting ever shifting standards of acceptability. This
is compounded by systematic and structural flaws in the regulatory system itself where
certain media have no compulsory pre-vetting or the code provides no specific guidance.
A wide variety of consequences of failing to pre-clear and run with controversial
advertising were found. Perceived costs of controversial practice included latent costs of
regulatory investigation, reduced advertising effectiveness, and diminished audience
coverage caused by media timing restrictions or sanctions imposing costly amendments to
campaigns or even being pulled altogether. In addition, engaging panels of experts to
handle disputes over technical claims was costly, as was any litigation that might ensue
'"from unanticipated health and safety implications and unforeseen emulation of harmful
behaviours. When unintended consequences manifest at a societal level they also incur
costs to practitioners in terms of ever tighter regulation; reputational damage arising from
critical media coverage; and ultimately even consumer and media boycotts.
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8.2.3 Ethical Decision Making in Practice
Chapter 7 showed how practitioners' ethical choices were habitually embedded and to
some extent even concealed within the interplay with other players in the process and their
many stakeholders. Advertising ethics, as seen in this study, emerged from cumulative and
dispersed decisions made in the informal and formal interplay across a wide range of actors
beyond the dyadic client-agency relationship. As mentioned above, it was noticeable how
much debate around acceptability of advertisements occurred at the clearance stage and the
extent to which precedence, in the form of previous ASA adjudications, informed this
debate.
While there seemed to be a significant amount of decision making around ethical issues
embedded in the process and dispersed across multiple players at different stages of the
process, the findings also suggest some abdication of moral awareness of responsibility by
individuals, either to others or to the process as a whole. Ethical aspects of advertising
decisions were seen as abstracted in codes of practice or a more general industry
responsibility. Indeed there was little evidence of an explicit ethical discourse within either
the marketing practitioner or regulatory community. Ethical sensitivities around
controversial advertising practice were often found to be secondary to commercial and
legal or technical concerns. Despite some proactive discussions of acceptability of
advertisements at the clearance stage, concerns of an ethical nature were more likely to
appear after problems had emerged.
These findings suggest a more dispersed, fuzzy and informal form of EDM than the
essentially rational and linear EDM processes depicted in models such as those proposed
by Rest (1986), Jones (1991) and others. Multiple parallel decisions seemed to be taken by
different players at different stages of the process. Marketing client and advertising agency
practitioners were not necessarily aware of their contribution to or responsibility for their
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consequences for other parties. With so many different people involved in the process to
produce the outcome, none of them saw themselves as responsible for the whole story.
Some other factors also contributed to a picture of little explicit EDM by individuals.
Practitioners found it difficult to reconcile different stakeholders' priorities at an early
stage and thus often preferred to 'wait and see' if any problems arose. While agreeing that
advertising should be 'legal, decent, honest and truthful', practitioners also found that the
formal codes of practice did not necessarily help to define what constituted ethical
advertising. Rather, acceptable standards and values emerged more from practice itself,
through the prevailing ethos within their organisations and external business relations. As
mentioned above, informal peer-to-peer cooperation and collaboration increasingly
emerged as a pragmatic means to identify and resolve potential ethical dilemmas.
There was evidence of a more proactive, upstream stakeholder engagement by the UK
advertising industry regulatory bodies to help establish acceptable standards rather than
second-guessing what is important or simply waiting for complaints. An early, upstream
stakeholder engagement on the part of both industry and regulator is likely to reduce the
number of cases causing unintended controversy or unanticipated consequences. EDM thus
emerged not as a premeditated or pre-planned practitioner activity but rather an output that
is negotiated through collaboration between players.
..
8.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This section describesthe main theoretical and practical contributions of this thesis.
8.,~.1Contribution to Theory
This thesis makes several contributions to existing theory on advertising ethics and
regulation, particularly in terms of providing an insider, practitioner perspective of
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advertising regulation, controversy and EDM in practice. The contributions centre around
the three topics signposted in the research objectives: (1) the nature of the advertising
creation and regulation process; (2) the nature of controversial advertising as experienced
by advertising practitioners and (3) the nature of advertising related EDM in practice.
The overarching contribution of this research is its 'insider' practitioner perspective, which
is under-represented in previous literature, particularly in the UK context. The empirical
data provide a better understanding of the role that different organisations and individuals
play across the whole spectrum of the advertising creation and regulatory process. The
research focus on the way in which these practitioners understand and experience this
process illustrates more deeply how they deal with controversy and ethical issues in
advertising at a practical level.
The first specific research contribution is a holistic description and analysis of the
advertising creation and regulation process from the perspective of practitioners. The
previous literature on advertising regulation tends to focus almost exclusively on
downstream, post-complaint activity. This means that the vital role of preventive upstream
practices has been mostly ignored. Clearance is a conceptually and practically important
stage of the process, where participants negotiate the borderline between acceptable and
unacceptable advertising, activate self-regulation and pre-empt controversy. This hidden
aspect of the advertising and regulatory process was also found to be of increasing
"significance to both marketers and regulators, given the growth of stakeholder and
legislative pressure and ongoing industry fragmentation in the digital and social media age.
Through in-depth analysis of key UK marketing and regulatory organisations the author
developed a new and more holistic model of the process of advertising creation, clearance
and regulation. This 6Cs model (Chapter 5) identifies six discrete phases that practitioners
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work through in the process of creating advertising campaigns and dealing with advertising
regulation. This integrated approach also uncovered the roles of players at different stages
and their usage of both informal and formal systems of self-regulation. Looking at
evidence of real controversial campaigns brought to the surface the importance and
interdependency of both upstream and downstream praxis and the cyclical nature of the
process from problem to prevention. This research therefore adds to Boddewyn's (1983,
1992) and Harker's (1998, 2003) important studies of the advertising regulation systems,
by revealing the workings of upstream clearance and how controversy and complaints arise
and can be prevented rather than belated code adjudications. The evidence in this study
shows that feedback loops and precedence cases are a significant means to educate
practitioners as to the acceptability of claims, tactics and consequences of advertising in
their particular industry sectors.
The second specific research contribution is a better understanding of the characteristics
and consequences of controversial advertising phenomena as experienced by practitioners
who make decisions about actual advertising campaigns. The existing literature seems to
provide little evidence to show how practitioners interpret levels of controversy in
advertising and where the line between acceptable and unacceptable advertising lies. This
research shows that there is no clear, universally accepted line between controversial and
uncontroversial advertising.
..
Practitioners struggle with normative regulatory controls, particularly when the
interpretations of truth, taste and harm are often relative and subjective. In addition,
controversy was shown to be dependent on the social context of the advertising and the
brand and product in question. Controversial advertising techniques in campaigns for good
causes, such as the prevention of cruelty to children, tend to be seen as more acceptable
than they are for commercial products. The research uncovers how precedence, industry
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collaboration and stakeholder engagement can be effective strategies in proactively
defining the line in controversial advertising. In addition, the research shows that
practitioners often avoid making moral judgements on controversial advertising in terms of
its cumulative, macro-societal consequences and prefer to focus on technical, micro-
campaign level matters.
The research also helps to broaden the categorisation of controversial beyond the
categories of products and brands themselves (Rehman and Brooks, 1987; Salter, 1982);
message (Spence and Van Heekeren, 2005); tactics and targeting (Barnes and Dobson,
1990; Beard, 2008) and consequences (Pollay, 1986;Hastings et aI., 2010). The findings of
this project suggest ten categories of controversy, arising at different stages of the process,
and an expanded list of consequences of controversial advertising as viewed by
practitioners themselves, and going beyond purely commercial considerations (Chapter 6).
The third specific theoretical contribution is in the area of EDM as advertising practice.
EDM was found to be framed by inter-organisational interactions of social actors across
the process, rather than being down to individual decision makers, formalised
institutionalised ethics or normative codes, as tends to be the focus of the literature. The
research demonstrates the importance of group decision making, particularly through
multi-party negotiation and committee style interaction, which fostered pragmatic debate
and compromises, rather than triggering explicit ethical considerations by individuals.
EDM is dispersed through the process, with different players making different decisions
with ethical dimensions at different times. This builds up to an advertising outcome, which
is then considered acceptable or controversial.
However, it is difficult to pinpoint any time or place in the process where one individual
took semething that might be called an explicit ethical decision. The findings of this
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research therefore paint a very different picture of how decisions with ethical implications
are made from the one portrayed in existing rational ethical decision models such as those
provided by Rest (1986) or Jones (1991). The big difference seems to be that those models
take an individualistic view of EDM. By contrast, this research has looked at EDM as
embedded in social structure and practice, and the picture that emerges is thus very
different from that proposed by traditional models of EDM. The fact that EDM appears to
be dispersed throughout the everyday praxis and collaborative processes may also explain
why previous researchers, such as Drumwright and Murphy (2004), found moral myopia
and muteness to be so prevalent in advertising practice.
8.3.2 Contributions to Practice
The fmdings of this research can make a number of useful contributions to advertising
creation and regulation practice. Understanding the holistic, 360-degree nature of the
advertising creation and regulation practice suggests different stages where different
players can contribute to the process. Regulators and policymakers can benefit from these
insights to devise and/or reinforce earlier points of regulatory intervention. Pre-clearance
negotiations are currently often ad hoc and informal, but the CAP and the ASA have
started to become more involved in an explicit, formal manner to reduce the number of
controversial advertisements in the downstream stages.
The findings suggest an emerging shift from a punitive, compliance regulation culture to
consultative, pre-clearance culture. Thus the role of clearance is moving from being an
'irritant to an enabler' (C2) and-recognised as a proactive regulatory tool, evident only
when taking the more holistic view illustrated by the 360 degree/6Cs process. Precedence
was also found to be an important aspect of negotiating the acceptability of campaigns at
the upstream stages and could be used more systematically to help practitioners' raise
awareness of prevailing advertising standards. Community of practice forums, education
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events, and cross-sector initiatives with stakeholder groups have a vital part to play in
understanding the true nature and implications of controversial practice. Furthermore,
stakeholder engagement with public, policymakers and competitors at these early stages is
an effective method of identifying problems before they may arise, and helps the
marketing, agency and regulatory practitioners to gauge where the fine lines of controversy
are located.
The nature of what constituted controversial advertising was found to be somewhat
disputed between different players and stakeholders, and practitioners expressed a certain
degree of uncertainty as to what would constitute a controversial or an acceptable message
or campaign. In practice, practitioners tended to focus on legal and commercial
considerations, rather than ethical ones, and also tended to spend more time considering
micro issues related to individual campaigns rather than macro issues related to overall
societal impact.
Understanding this distinction can help marketing managers and advertising agency staff to
regard their practice and responsibilities from a less partisan and more social and holistic
perspective. Also regulators may better consider how to prioritise their work and systems
around wider stakeholder concerns rather individual complainants. The advertising code
was found to be of limited help in this respect. While agency and client practitioners
express a desire for greater clarity as to what is allowable and what is not, it is not
'"necessarily obvious whether setting out clearer rules is feasible or even desirable.
This research highlights how standards of truth, decency and honesty are negotiated
between multiple stakeholders and evolve over time. This would seem to make it difficult
to specify in advance in any great detail what is and is not allowable in advertising. In this
respect, the research also highlights the significance of proactive collaboration between
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different practitioners to establish lines of controversy and acceptability. It seems that by
engagement in these collaborative processes players can contribute to the clarification of
acceptability of different types of messages and campaigns and to make self-regulation
more effective, democratic and consensus based.
Findings relating to the dispersed and implicit nature of EDM across the process also make
a practical contribution. The research provides new perspectives on how ethical practice is
co-constructed and an output of the collaborative and/or cumulative actions of different
advertising practitioners, rather than any normative ethical principles espoused in the
extant literature. In effect, the consequence of the dispersed nature of EDM seems to be
that individual practitioners rarely feel they are making or contributing to ethical decisions.
As stated above, ethical decisions seem to be de facto abdicated to the process rather than
explicitly considered, which accounts for apparent moral muteness of industry players.
However, a process does not in itself produce ethical decisions and a greater awareness by
players of their individual contribution to the overall ethical outcome of the process is
likely to be beneficial in this respect. Practitioners may need to reconsider the role of EDM
in their interactions and negotiations. The dominant logic of commercial and legalistic
framing of decisions does not always service stakeholder, consumer or societal best
interests. Regulators may benefit from considering this ethics in practice perspective more
wholeheartedly to determine how clearance and regulation can both constrain malpractice
and help to make ethical considerations more explicit. Before looking at the implications
for future research, policy and practice, the limitations of the thesis are considered in the
following section.
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8.4 Limitations of the Thesis
The advertising industry remains a difficult arena for academic research, particularly given
the issues of commercial client confidentiality and any latent desire to downplay the more
controversial aspects of their professional practice. Similarly, ethics research is inherently
difficult to conduct given its multifaceted, philosophical and interpretive nature. This
research was ambitious in attempting to access senior marketing, advertising and
regulatory practitioners. In terms of sampling, the study design was therefore purposive
and pragmatic; and despite the best intentions it was not always possible to access
participants involved in some preferred contemporary controversial campaigns. There had
to be a compromise, so the range of cases is indicative but not exhaustive. An inherent
limitation of this research is that it offers no statistical inferences or claims to its
generalisability beyond the UK context and its particular forms of advertising practice and
regulation. It is acknowledged that there is limited detailed cross tabulation or statistical
analysis in this study. Rather the focus was on role differences and process stage
differences between the marketing, advertising, media and regulatory players.
The literature suggests that there are limitations of qualitative inquiry and the researcher
acknowledges that some of these inherent weaknesses may be present. Interpretive
research may be open to preconception and there is potential for personal bias to occur in
data collection and analysis. Equally the interview data is an account of how the
respondent and researcher perceive the reality to be. Whenever possible to do so, the
researcher attempted to triangulate evidence from specific controversial campaigns and
multiple players involved in the process, by grounding and checking the data with
additional archival sources to boost their reliability. Applying Lincoln and Guba's (1985)
criteria to evaluate the quality of qualitative research, the researcher feels that
characteristics of 'believability, transferability, dependability, and confirmability' can be
demonstrated.
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First, credibility that the interpretations made are valid is bolstered by the elite interviews
with experts in the advertising and regulatory organisations. Furthermore, methodological
and data triangulation helped to verify information sources, such as obtaining participant
feedback on the findings. Ethical approval, informed consent and anonymisation protocols
were undertaken to meet the criteria standards set out in the methods chapter. The findings
chapters illustrate this research's transferability by providing a frank and detailed account
of the theoretical framework, methods and analysis used to facilitate its generalisability
and replication to other business situations. Lincoln and Guba's (1985) confirmability
criteria are manifest in the adequacy of the archival and interview data collected and
thorough analysis underpinning the findings, using established qualitative software and
coding techniques. In addition, providing detailed participant campaign accounts and
themed verbatim quotes serve to present the views of the respondents transparently,
accurately and fully.
It is recognised in EDM research that social desirability bias can occur. The interpretation
of practitioner EDM is compounded by the problem of making largely implicit phenomena
explicit. These issues around researcher reflexivity have been outlined in the earlier
methodology chapter. It is important, however, that researchers continue to probe the less
charted territories of marketing practice to uncover further insights into practitioner EDM
practice.
8.5 Implications for Future Research, Policy and Practice
This section initially considers the implications for practice in terms of regulatory policy
and practice. The implications for client marketers, advertising agents and academic
researchers are then explored. The ever changing competitive marketing and regulatory
environment in the new digital and social media age point to future resource management
issues for both clearance and regulator organisations. As was discussed in Chapter 6,
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advertising regulators habitually find all their capacity is taken up with controversial
advertising cases of a technical nature and have little time to consider macro or cumulative
issues that straddle across several sectors or themes. There is a strategic imperative for the
industry bodies to redefine their self-regulatory systems to expedite a proactive
consultative strategy. While the formal downstream advertising adjudication process is
well established in the UK, the importance of upstream informal relationships between the
players emerges as vital means to deal with the transition from traditional to new digital
and social media advertising platforms. Greater stakeholder engagement and intra-
organisational debate provides real opportunities for practitioner groups to learn from peer,
sectoral industry and governmental stakeholders. This sharing of expertise and experience
from past campaigns, current challenges and educational initiatives can better inform the
ethics and control of controversial advertising practice.
Recent changes to the UK ASA regulations in 2010 regarding on-line advertising on
corporate and branded websites confirm how the regulators are slowly adopting a more
proactive stance. CAP for example is now offering a service to audit advertisers' websites
to check for compliance. There are, however, obvious resource constraints and practicality
issues to offering these services on a purely voluntary and unfinanced basis. Numerous
governmental reviews of advertising practice for alcohol, food, and gambling, gaming and
social media advertising, have been undertaken in the last 10 years. Ott:om, the
independent regulator and competition authority for UK communications industries
continues to review the mandate of the ASA and CAP, to better reflect public concerns and
"
correct market failures or industry malpractices (Ott:oM, 2012).
Future proofing regulation however requires more than self-regulatory tinkering with the
rulebook. For example, the 2010 government health select committee investigation into
alcohol advertising, in which this researcher was involved, found considerable evidence
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the advertising and marketing industry have been very slow in addressing stakeholder
concerns. This echoes the documentary evidence of controversial advertising practices
(Hastings et al., 1994; 20I0), particularly those targeting youth via stealth, viral, mini-
brand sites, sponsorship and product placement. Further research is warranted to
independently monitor and measure how effectively practitioners are adhering to the
recently changed regulations around new digital and social media.
Interviews with the regulators highlighted inefficiencies in the self -regulation system that
will be need addressing in the next decade. For example, the future of Clearcast is unclear;
it currently only deals with TV advertising, a shrinking market. They may find their remit
needs to expand into non-broadcast or new media. However, any structural or
organisational moves to pre-clear and regulate new digital, mobile and social media will
need a new funding model. Furthermore, traditional approaches to regulation are now
redundant in the digital era particularly 'timing restrictions', age restrictions or the 9pm
watershed to control controversial advertising.
New global media providers such as Google, Twitter, Facebook offer radically altered
platforms for advertisers. Indeed legislators and governments are struggling to keep up
with the pace of technological change and the implications of the unparalleled amount of
personal information and insights advertisers have about their consumers. The extant
regulation developed for non-interactive traditional media is clearly not fit for purpose.
'"On-line regulation using technical restrictions, like age controls on websites have been
proven not to work (HSC, 2011): Word of mouth, brand ambassadors (Nairn, 2008),
embedded product placement (Newell et aI., 2006) and viral marketing (Petrescu and
Korgaonkar, 2011), via friends on social networks, are further blurring the lines of what
actually constitutes editorial, advertising, sponsorship or even user generated web content
(Yang, et al., 2004).
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These new methods of marketing communication and targeting have ethical implications
particularly in terms of the protection of vulnerable groups and children, in the absence of
extant regulation. The sheer volume of digital advertising vehicles from international
advertisers makes the clearance role ever more complicated.
The implications for both client marketers and their advertising agencies are considerable
in the digital age. Controversial advertisers have ever more new creative 'routes to magic'
(Hastings et at, 2010), exploiting innovative technologies such as quick response (QR)
codes or augmented reality apps on smart-phones, are able to target individual consumers,
not just mass audiences. If the ASA and CAP are to fulfil their broadened digital remit,
industry self-regulation will need considerable extra resources to police it. Currently,
internet service providers and social networking sites are operating a rudimentary
voluntary self-regulatory process. More stringent controls on deceptive and controversial
on-line marketing activity are needed with regard to personalisation and privacy; and to
monitor the nature, extent and legality of new media advertising practice.
The imminent convergence of TV and internet digital on demand, smart phone and digital
tablet applications (Apps), will see the further embedding of advertising messages and
product placement into the fabric of people's lives. Commercial messages are ubiquitous,
and somewhat subliminal when hidden in streaming movies or i-player TV shows, music
lyrics and videos, 'virals or adver-games' (A3), blogs, RSS and Twitter feeds. A concern
for parents is the unsolicited use of peer pressure to consume brands via social media
conversations, often without the consent or knowledge ofthe consumer.
The Gnus for ethical responsibility lies with marketers and the media to provide the
regulatory mechanisms needed to police digital advertising. Many of the industry experts
interviewed suggested that it might be impossible to regulate new media, other than
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through voluntary means. Some critics are calling for independent sector-specific
regulators who are non-industry representatives to pre-vet and regulate campaigns,
particularly alcohol and food (Jernigan, 2011; Hastings et al., 2010). In the digital media
revolution, can marketers and the advertising industry deliver on the self-regulatory
promise upstream, rather than opt to leave the job to be sorted downstream by regulators?
Clients and agencies and trade associations can create voluntary codes of digital
advertising conduct, work with regulators to guide best practice - but is there sufficient
practitioner compulsion, effective sanctions or disincentive in place to forestall
controversial tactics? Clearly a one-stop shop such as the ASA cannot cope with the
volume of new advertising formats and channels. Taking a more 360-degree and holistic
view of the process can help practitioners to avoid unwanted and costly damage to brands'
reputations and customer loyalty. Pre-clearance organisations are well placed in setting the
bar in terms of standards expected by and acceptable to stakeholders. The future role of
self-regulation needs to re-calibrate to be proactive and occur upstream. Table 8.1
following summarises 14 potential practice-based enhancements to the regulation of
controversial advertising emerging from this research.
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Table 8.1 Potential Practitioner Strategies to promote Responsible
Advertising Practice
Strategv Empirical Evidence
1. Peer to peer sector collaboration E.g. within sector as in the cosmetics industry
iM_S, A2)
2. Voluntary pre-vetting of sensitive E.g. industry specific pre-vetting for video games,
campaigns alcohol (Ml, R4)
3. New digital and social network E.g. new remit for Clearcast or new body funded
codes of practice by industry levy (C~
4. Independent sector-specific E.g. Alcohol Advertising monitoring and pre-
regulation of controversial sectors vetting agency run by industry independent body
however funded by levy on alcohol industry (AI,
AS, AIS, R4, C3, MS_}
S. Provide practical guides to copy E.g. ASA provide database of 'actual' ad media
that is unacceptable for practitioners to see exactly what and why
controversial. In other words not just general on-
line adjudications, building a cumulative picture
not just one off. (C4, R4)
6. Give specific examples within the E.g. similar to the French Loi Evan system of
code of what is and is not acceptable regulation which tells advertisers specifically
what they can do rather than leaving it to
interpretation (C2, R4)
7. Develop ethical checklists to help E.g. regulators and ethics experts to construct an
encourage formal ethical ethical checklist that must be completed for all
consideration advertising before dissemination in any medium
(AIO, A9)
8. Clearance notes of guidance E.g. building on Clearcast and CAP's recent
attempts to pre-empt emerging controversies (C 1,
C3)
9. Education E.g. compulsory ethics and regulatory training in
academic for new marketers and advertising
recruits (AIO, A9_}
10. Stakeholder consultation & E.g. compulsory inclusion of consumers on
representation both upstream and clearance panels, focus groups and in the ASA
downstream adjudications and code modification process (M4,
MIl
11. Promotion of precedence cases E.g. rather than opt-in, industry sector trade
pushed directly to sectors bodies compile and disseminate latest cases and
reglliations to their own sectors (C2, C4, MS)
12. Show positive cases E.g. industry bodies and media to create awards,
publicise positive and responsible advertising
,- campaigns (C2, C3,A3, R3)
13. Ethics & CSR Training E.g. brands and corporations to advance CSR
Practitioner initiatives and ethical leadership codes in house
rather than just to their industry sector (AIO, CS)
14. Academic teaching of regulation E.g. Universities to formalise study of ethics and
best practice regulation within their ,courses for undergraduates
and practitioners (CS, M2, M3_}
Source: Author (2012)
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The implications for academic researchers are now discussed. Inevitably investigative and
exploratory research brings up new questions and opportunities for further investigation of
the changing regulation landscape. The following future research themes emerged from
this thesis. First, it would be useful and highly interesting to further examine the nature of
how controversy arises in practice across the 6Cs process, using an ethnographic or 'fly on
the wall' study to track players' EDM as a participant observer within an advertising
agency. Similarly, ethnographic immersion in the clearance and regulatory organisations
could shed light on how practitioners might adapt regulatory systems to deal with the
challenge of new digital and social media advertising. In addition, research is warranted to
compare international regulatory regimes from the practitioner's perspective, particularly
as this study was UK based only.
A further area necessitating in-depth analysis is the nature of complaint behaviour; this
could have two strands - (1) quantitatively by further analysis of the ASA archives on a
more thematic basis to track trends in regard to specific complaint types; (2) qualitatively
by accessing and following up with public and commercial complainants to the ASA for
their views of the regulatory process. These ideas and research gaps follow from the
findings of this research and such further study would advance our knowledge of
advertising regulation. Key challenges however remain for the marketing, advertising and
regulatory communities themselves to enable greater access to academic researchers and
better engagement with stakeholders.
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8.6 Thesis Conclusion
In summary, this thesis has explored the creation, clearance and regulation of controversial
advertising in the UK and how EDM emerges from industry practitioners' interactions.
The empirical research has important implications for practice in terms of commercial,
legal, policy and practitioner ethics. Opportunities to engage fully with over 30 advertising
practitioners, regulators and marketers has allowed this study to provide new insights into
how the problem of controversial advertising, its regulation and ethics of practice are
perceived.
This 'insider view' unveiled a new 360-degree map to make sense of how marketing,
advertising, media-clearance and regulatory players negotiate the various upstream and
downstream phases of the 6Cs process. The model shows how problems can potentially be
pre-empted and resolved through precedence and working in a collective rather than
individualised way. The findings contribute to important contemporary marketing debates
and regulatory policy. Further gaps in our knowledge and new areas for future research
have been identified and presented. Conclusions and contributions from the thesis have
particular resonance with regard to the challenge of fostering both responsible advertising
policy and practice in the digital age, to protect vulnerable groups.
Furthermore, new findings on the nature of practitioner EDM have been identified.
Triggering ethical awareness using both formal and informal means can raise professional
standards and an institutionalised culture, whose ethos stems from proactive pre-clearance
rather than reactive regulation. Socially responsible practice and future regulation requires
a paradigm shift away from focusing on one-off controversies, issues of offence or
technicalities of claims at the individual campaign level, to urgently addressing the broader
consequences of advertising on society.
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Epilogue
Returning to the initial example of advertising copy in the preface to this thesis ....
Ernest Shackleton
4 Burlington Street, London
l\/IEN \\rj\NTED
for hazardous journey, small wages, bitter cold,
long months of complete darkness, constant
danger, safe return doubtful, honour and
recogniti on in case of success.
As it turned out, this much quoted example of honest advertising for Ernest Shackleton's
Antarctic expedition, 100 years ago, is itself controversial. No empirical evidence of the
actual newspaper advertisement has ever been found. This anecdote again reflects the
underlying issue of where the truth lies in advertising, a conceptualisation central to the
thesis. However, the sentiments of the above advertising message and philosophy of
. Shackleton's epic journey remain a fitting metaphor for my PhD Journey. It was at times
hazardous to my health, wages were indeed small in comparison to my practitioner days, I
had many cold days and long dark months waiting for access. I often had brain freeze,
stuck in the data, getting the research data coded and analysed. After a lengthy time sitting
out the doldrums in the data collection, coding and writing up; the ice slowly breaking
through and here I am at this important compass point. My work is now complete, honour
and recognition await in case of success. Thank you for your time and endurance in
'"reading my PhD travelogue. For me this is actually just the end of the beginning of my
academic research career.
Tom Farrell (2012)
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References
Advertisements are now so numerous that they are
very negligently perused, and it is there/ore become necessary
to gain attention by magnificence of promises, and by eloquence
•.•Promise, largepromise, is the soul 0/ an advertisement.
- Samuel Johnson --
The Idler
1767
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